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NOTES ON MR. STANLEY DE BRATH'S CAREER. 

THE Hon. Secretary, on behalf of the Advisory Council of the College, 
has pleasure in introducing to its readers, with this issue of PSYCHIC 
SCIENCE, the new Editor, Mr. Stanley De Brath. 

The reproduction of a very excellent likeness of Mr. De Brath, 
which appeared in the issue of July, 1924, will be of interest to new 
readers , and remind others of the excellent work both by articles and 
Book Reviews, which has already been done for the College Quarterly 
by this valuable worker. A short review of Mr. De Brath's career, and 
how he came to take such a devoted interest in psychic investigation, 
may not be out of place at the moment when we welcome him in the 
important capacity of Editor of a Journal which holds its own in psychic 
matters throughout the world. 

* * * * * 
Mr. De Brath was educated at the Royal Engineering College, 

Cooper's Hill, and in 1877 was appointed Assistant Engineer on 
Indian State Railways, and during the Afghan war 1878, was detailed for 
a Railway Survey in South Afghanistan. Construction work, ably 
carried out in various districts, brought him special commendation and 
the thanks of the Government of India in 1887. In 1891 he was 
appointed Assistant Secretary to the Government of India P. W. D. 
Simla, and retired in 1894 from the Indian service, but in 1896 
undertook special duty as Technical Assistant to the Uganda Railway 
Board at the Foreign Office . 

Holding progressive ideas on education, Mr. De Brath devoted 
himself with a friendly colleague to educational work from 1898-1914. 
On the outbreak of war in 1914, he was appointed Inspector of Works 
and Hon. Captain, Staff for R. E. Services, and was appointed Division 
Officer, R. E., and placed in charge of aerodrome, camp, and hospital 
construction, in the South of England. His services were specially 
commended in the " London Gazette " of February, 1917. 
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The above will show how ably ~Ir. De Brath has carried out his 
civil and military duties, and we note also that during the greater 
part of this busy life he was interested in psychic investigation. He 
records that about 1 75, he had seances with a pri,·ate medium auto 
matist at the house of General and Lady Ousele ·, in Folkestone but 
that these ernked in him only wonder. Absorption in official duties 
and sport, including big game shooting, drO\·e the matter out of his 
immediate consciousness and his attitude was purely agnostic till 
1 9, when he was reluctantly drawn to attend some seances gi,·en by 
the late Cecil H usk, the materialising medium, at the house of a ~Irs. 
Campbell, in Gypsy Hill. 

There he began to take a keen interest in most instructi,·e phenomena 
telekinetic, luminous, and materialisation. In the latter he recognised 
clearly two faces, one being that of a brother which was hown to him 
four times. From this time he began the regular study of the subjec , 
starting \vith hypnotism under the instruction of Dr. Lloyd Tuckey, 
M.D. 

• 
These inYestigations continued in India, and on his return to 

England in 1 94 ; in 1 96, he published his first book ' Psychic 
Philosophy," of which a 2nd (1909), and a 3rd edition (19:21), ha Ye been 
issued. It is not too much to say, that this book contains some of the 
clearest and wisest guidance that a student can desire on these matters, 
and indicates the growth of the ideas which the author has de,·eloped 
more completely in his later works. ~luch of this rnlume was written 
in the early morning hours on his verandah in India, and in writing it 
he saw clearly and saw whole, all the mighty implications of these 
demonstrated psychic facts. 

• • • 
Mr. De Brath's friendship with the late Dr. Alfred Russel \\"allace, 

0. ., made a deep impression on his thought. He knew him well 
and had many valuable conversations with him, and Dr. Wallace 
presented him personally with several of his works. In ~Ir. De Brath s 
opinion, Wallace was even a greater man than Darwin, with whom hi 
name is always linked, for whereas Darwin started with the fact of 
variability in plants and animals, \\"allace went to the cause of that 
variability and found it psychic. He regarded the de,·elopment of 
Man as a spiritual being as the '-i ible purpose of fa·olution. If he 
had been listened to, ~Ir. De Brath thinks the whole of the eccle iastical 
opposition to Danvin would have been lifted to a philosophical plane 
instead of becoming a stupid squabble. 

• • 
A later friendship with Dr. Gustave Geley, the first Director of 

the Paris Metapsychic Institute and experiences at the lnsritme, 
enriched a later period of l\Ir. De Brath's life . 

He became the English representati,·e of the Institute, and an 
engagement made by Dr. Geley to carry out some photographic experi
ments with the Crewe Circle, at the College with ~Ir. De Brath, was due 
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to fall two or three days after his lamented death. It will be remembered, 
however, that the engagement with the Crewe Circle was kept by Mr. 
De Brath and two others, in the studio at the College, with the result 
that a very good "extra," apparently of Dr. Geley, was obtained 
under unexceptionable conditions. 

* * * 
Latterly Mr. De Brath has largely given up experimental work; 

he thinks that there is already a superfluity of repetition of experiments 
to prove the genuineness of the facts. Devoting himself to writing 
instead, he has placed all English-speaking students under a debt by 
his very able translations of some valuable French works on the subject. 
Amongst these are :-

Dr. Geley's " From the Unconscious to the Conscious." 
Prof. Richet's "Thirty Years of Psychical Research." 
Dr. Osty's " Supernormal Faculties in Man." 
He is at present engaged upon the translation of Geley's last work 

" Ectoplasmie et Clairvoyance," the record of valuable laboratory 
experiments at the Institute, a work published in France on the eve 
of his death. 

* * * 
Mr. De Brath has been a frequent contributor to Spiritualistic 

publications and in the weeklies " Light" and " The Two Worlds," 
as well as in our own pages, and those of the "American S. P. R. 
Journal," able and informing articles from his prolific pen are to be 
found. That he did not forget his interest in education during these 
activities, is evidenced by the publication in 1915, of a book " The 
Mysteries of Life," for boys and girls. 

The new Editor is profoundly interested in the scientific and religi
ous inferences from proven psychic facts, and he has embodied his 
ripest views in his last book, " Psychical Research, Science and Reli
gion," 1925, which we would recommend to all readers. In this he 
deals with inferences from proved phenomena, and holds that animism 
and spiritism are not opposed theories, some phenomena being due to 
powers of the incarnate soul, some to those of the discarnate. 

* * * * * 
It will be seen from this brief glance at a valuable career, how 

uniquely fitted Mr. De Brath is to aid students in making true deduc
tions from psychic facts, and in general leading the minds of readers 
along constructive lines, -so that the world may be helped by these to 
find its soul. 

The Journal has been ably edited during its first four years by Mr. 
Bligh Bond, who is just starting upon a lecture tour in the U.S.A., and 
to whom readers owe their sincere thanks. 

We feel sure that in Mr. De Brath's able hands the good and great 
work of enlightening minds, open to receive these new facts, will be 
worthily carried on. 
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EDITORIAL OTES. 

NEW truths pass through three stage to acceptance-first they are 
denied, then they are said to be contrary to religion , and lastly it is 
claimed that they ha,·e always been belie,·ed. 

The saying is trite, but the meaning of it is not · it proceed from 
man's desire to resist ernlutionary change as some children resist 
lessons. This is Yery natural, and it would be unju t to charge want 
of intellectual honesty on those who find it hard to renounce the 
ideas in which they have been brought up. It is natural to men to 
desire finality, not percei,,ing that finality means mental tagnation. 

This desire for finality is the explanation of the long re i tance 
to the facts of ernlution put forward by Darwin in 1 59. It is also 
the explanation of the present resi tance to the facts called " super
normal ." 

The phase of point-blank denial is now past for all persons who 
have taken sufficient interest in the subject to study the in,·estigations 
of competent experimenters. The long list of eminent men of science 
in all European countries-England, France, Germany, and Italy
and in America, who have testified to the reality of one or other of 
the four principal classes of supernormal phenomena-:\Iaterialisation. 
Clairvoyance, Prediction, and the Direct Yoice-is ufficient warranty 
for Professor Driesch 's emphatic statement that " the actuality of 
psychical phenomena is doubted to-day only by incorrigible dogma ti ts.' 
Dr. von chrenck-~otzing has published the name of nearly 100 
eminent German authorities, including many L"ni,·ersity professors 
in Medicine, Law, and Psychology, who ha,·e declared their ocular 
witness to the reality of supernormal facts. The record of experiments 
in the laboratory of the International :\Ietap ychic In titute of Pari 
(of which an English translation is shortl · to appear), i so detailed, 
its results so clear and abundant, the precaution against fraud or 
illusion so conclusive, that its author feels able to say : 

" The best proof of the perfection in control exercised by meta
psychists is the extreme embarrassment of their opponents, in raising 
objections. These latter know perfectly well that according to the re
ports of experiments by the General Institute of Psychology by Dr. 
von Schrenck-::'lotzing, and by the :\Ietap ychic Institute, that neither 
Eusapia, nor Willy chneider, nor F. Kluski could haYe cheated . 
They know this so well that they haYe giYen up accu ing the mediums 
and now, rather than admit their error, or at least allowing a doubt 
they have recourse to the contemptible expedient of impugning the 
honesty of the experimenters ! \'\·e shall not attempt to answer a charge 
whose inanity is manifest." 
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As long as these charges of fraud and illusion were officially put 
forward, it has been difficult to proceed to constructional inferences ; 
for a solid basis in admitted facts seemed to be wanting. Hence, 
experimental work has been devoted to endless repetition of demonstra
tions that the phenomena are genuine, and that no fraudulent imitation 
of them can invalidate or even affect the natural facts. 

For natural facts they are. As soon as any actuality is demonstrated 
it takes its place in Nature. It was the" supernatural "ascription which 
revolted scientific minds. This is now obsolete ; the term "super
normal " has superseded "supernatural." It is itself a half-way halt, 
and so likewise is the term now generally adopted on the Continent 
for a new science of" Metapsychics "-being the study of phenomena 
that lie outside normal psychology. That term also is provisional until 
a place is found in official psycho-physiology for ectoplasmic and 
clairvoyant phenomena alike, though it will probably last as a depart
ment of psychology. It is worth while to glance at the history of the 
movement: 

Real scientific knowledge, as distinct from philosophical specula
tion, dates from the application of the Experimental Method to natural 
facts in place of dialectical argument. It may conveniently be said to 
have begun with Galileo and Newton. It is not three centuries old. 

But all the thousands of experiments which have resulted in the 
great generalisation of the Uniformity of Law, were experiments on 
Matter and Energy to the exclusion of Mind, except in so far as the 
very existence of laws inherent in Matter and Energy implied direction. 
This latter however, was a philosophic, not a scientific, concept. 

The step has now been taken of applying the same Experimental 
Method to some specific phenomena of Mind. It has been found 
that there are certain exceptionally constituted persons who, whether 
in trance or otherwise, have quite "uncanny" powers. Uncanny in 
the sense of un-ken-able they certainly are, at present ; but it would 
be wise to take them in a much simpler way, for however unusual they 
are " natural " ; and inasmuch as these supernormal faculties are 
found in every gradation, from mere intuitions up to clairvoyance in 
space and in time past and future, it is not unreasonable to infer that 
such powers are latent in humanity at large, and that only their develop
ment is " supernormal." 

No one who is acquainted with the higher phenomena (especially 
the " direct voice " recently proved undeniably by Dr. Richardson 
and Mr. Malcolm Bird), can deny that all these higher phenomena take 
place in all respects, as zf they were produced by independent and 
extraneous personalities. Most persons who have witnessed them 
take the commonsense view that they are so produced, and that survival 
is an experimental fact. It is to this that the great spread of interest 
is due . 
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The question now to be decided, not on any a priori ground , but 
on those of experimental fact, is whether these " entitie " are actually 
the persons they claim to be, or whether, as some tudents of metapsy
chic phenomena maintain, they are temporary creation by the ub
conscious idea-plastic powers of the medium and sitters. 

The choice however, is not ben·veen mutually exclusi,·e animist and 
spiritualist theories, but rather between the limits of each · some 
phenomena pertaining to the one, and some to the other. If (as the 
facts seem to me to prove), sun-ival is experimentally demonstrated, the 
whole question is greatly simplified, for thi implies the existence of 
the soul independently of the body ; and the powers in question 
may be supposed (as a working hypothesi ) to be inherent in an etherial 
organism. \Yhether this etherial organi m really exists or not, mu t 
depend on experimental e,·idence. That e\·idence seem to me to be 
already sufficient, but many do not think it so. 

But till the idea of fraud as a general explanation i completely 
abandoned no great progress is to be expected. \\"ith respect to this 
matter of fraud there is much confusion of thought. The most rigid 
precautions are required before the output of any given medium can be 
taken as data for reasoning, but this does not affect phenomena that 
have already been substantiated. The most stringent conditions should 
always be observed in seances intended to be e\·idential, failing which 
records are valueless ; but they should be limited to those which render 
physically impossible any simulation of the particular phenomenon 
under investigation. It is needless, for instance, to strip a medium who 
demonstrates telekinesis or photographic phenomena. General accusa
tions of fraud are still much too lightly made, and the natural suspicion 
(often quite groundless) of uninformed persons is often held valid as 
if it discredited proven generic facts. :.\Iany mediums such as D. D. 
Home have been so accused without the shadow of proof. :.\lany ha,·e 
given life-long evidence of honesty, and though other ha,·e descended 
to deceptions, most of the frauds exposed ha,·e been done by deliberate 
tricksters who were not mediums but pretenders to powers they did 
not possess. In the course of long experience I have met only three 
who \Yere fraudulent. nconscious movements in semi-trance are not 
correctly termed "frauds." ince the decease of my friend Dr. Geley, 
I have had before me seYeral alleged communications from him through 
automatists in France and England. These are often di crepant, but 
there is no need to presume fraud; the automatists are certainly honest 
in some cases, perhaps in all, but the mechani m of automati m is so 
complex and obscure that their origins in any gi,·en case must be left 
an open question. It is one of the many problems to be soh-ed. 

Though fraud and illusion ha\·e now been gi,·en up by all weU
inforrned persons ·as Professor Driesch say , we are yet in the second 
phase in development of the new truths- they are still said to be 
contrary to religion. The mass of the clergy regard them with suspicion 
and dislike . I shall not go into this, but will merely remark that no 
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natural fact can be contrary to Religion, and that large numbers of , 
persons have found, as Myers did, that the supernormal phenomena _ 
throw a light on religious concepts which has answered their legitimate 
doubts. It is (to say the least) curious, that facts which are held to 
imply Omnipresent Mind in Nature, and the reality of the individual 
soul, should be thought contrary to religion ! 

When, or if, the etherial organism should be scientifically proved 
to exist, the third phase will be reached; and it will be said that it only 
proves " the immortality of the soul " which has always been believed ; 
and therefore does not convey any new truth to the world, This indeed 
has been said already, "They (the phenomena) are old-very old
and tell us nothing new." Some of the clergy continually advance this 
view as a reason for neglecting the fa~ts. 

But so far from this belief being generally held, it is matter of com
mon knowledge as proved by books and by discussions in the press that 
survival is treated as an open question at best, with a bias against it ; 
and in any case the manner of that survival and the nature of the future 
life (if there is one), are entirely unknown. Dean Inge says (Outspoken 
Essays, p . 273), " What is to be the fate of that large majority who, 
so far as we can see, are equa!ly undeserving of heaven and of hell ? 
To these questions no answer is possible, because we are confronted 
with a blank wall of ignorance." The new facts, taken in their entirety, 
seem to show that the status of the sou·! in its future life is determined 
by its degree of spiritual advancement-its condition being governed 
by laws of cause and effect to mathematically exact justice, and not by 
an arbitrary pardon. It may not be quite new that " even as a man 
soweth so shall he also reap," but it will pe news to some how this is 
said to be verified . But the personal bearings are really but a small 
part of the new knowledge. 

The scientific bearing of the new truth is that it revolutionises 
biology by introducing the idea of the idea-plastic power of Mind, 
both in Nature and in Man. It interposes Energy directed by Mind 
between the Creative Power and it.s material product. It also verifies 
the existence of a substance (ectoplasm) which, be it "material" or 
not, does not follow the laws of mechanical physics. 

There are those who are looking forward to a New Age. Some 
think to introduce it by political devices which have resulted in anarchy 
wherever they have been tried, because they are attempts to gain the 
end-Happiness-without its cause-Character. That spiritual causes 
produce material effects- wars, desolations, civil strife, disease and 
misery of all kinds, and also love, health, joy and prosperity-is 
obvious enough, but only through human mediation ; and these are 
not fated on mankind, nor are the ill results of defective character 
removable by supplications to the Creative Love to do for us what it is 
the condition of our growth should be done through us. Development 
of character is the work of the Spirit in man-the only material being 
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who has the capacity for bringing the higher aspects of the pmt mto 
realisation. Ther,e are many predictions of the cataclysms by which the 
New Era is to be ushered in. Following the laws of cause and effect, 
the new knowledge shows that IF these gloomy foreca ts are fulfilled, 
it will be because men do not gi e weight to the fact that all strife and 
war are due to human action di regarding the need for the changed 
mentality which would obviate them all by the desire for mutual con
cession and co-operation. The 1 -ew Age will come, but all hi tory 
shows that great changes come about by gradual transformation , and 
not by sudden providential interpositions. \Ye interpret things to our 
own small life-scale. ·when human min.els put into operation the real 
causes of Peace, the New Age \Yill be realised. \Ye may, perhaps, 
infer that when the nations that call themsekes " ci,•ilised " are con
vinced of ultra-physical realities which have hitherto been confined to 
the cloudy regions of metaph) ics, a real ci,-ilisation which does not 
rest on mere mechanical in,·entions may materialise, and the prediction 
of the late laster of BaUiol will be fulfilled. He said : 

" \Vhat will be the deepest, most u eful, truest, and most lasting 
form of philosophy? Common-sense ideali ed ; or rather, a meeting 
of common-sense and metaphysics ; well expressed by Coleridge ; 
' Common-sense is intolerable when not based on metaphysics.' But 
are not metaphysics intolerable when not based on common-sense." 

(BE 'JA.\IIN Jowrrr,LifeandLetters. Yol ij. p. Tl.) 
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THE " MARGERY " MEDIUMSHIP. 

By th~ Hon . Principal, J. Hewat McKenzie. 

History repeats itself in this widely reported case , which is of 
d eep in te rest to every true student of psychic science. The Fox 
Sisters, Eva C., the D avenpor t Brothers, the Eddy Brothers, 
E g linton , D. D. H ome, Eusapia Paladino , K athleen Golig her, 
and other physical mediums of the past and of the present, have 
not escaped the ·tong ue of the critic and the scorner. Unfo rtu
n ately there has been very often ig norance and prejudice in these 
unfair judgments, and these elements are not Jacking in the bitter 
portion meted out to Dr. Crandon and hi s brave wife, ''Margery,' ' 
whose remarkable physical mediumship is the occasion of t he 
present storm. 

Scores of newspaper a nd magaz ine articles, both fo r and 
aga inst , have been wri tten regarding her mediumship since Dr. 
a nd M rs . Crandon opened their home in Boston , U .S.A., to a ll 
who wi shed to se ri ously examine the supernormal psychic mani
f estations occurring there. 

T here is, however , a very w ide difference between the position 
of the Crandons and some at least of these ea rlier and often 
humble mediums above mentioned, which one mig ht have expected 
would have protected them s0mewhat from the ins ults and s us
picion accorded to these others , for Dr. Crandon occupies an estab
lished pos ition in Boston, being a leading s urgeon in the city. 
No charge has ever been made for the mediumship; on the 
contra ry, open-handed hospitality has been freely offered to all 
who came, many being complete s t rangers w ith no claim a t all 
upon ei ther reception or hospitality , and in some cases known to 
me, abusing their hosts b efore they were well ove r the doorstep. 

In round figures I compute tha t Dr. ·Crandon must have spent 
several thousand pounds during thi s period of p sychic investiga
tion , a nd has spent it cheerfully in evidence of hi s confidence in 
the reality of his wife's mediumship. The old and well-worn cry 
of pecunia ry g a in can ce rtainly not be la id to the cha rge of thi s 
noble man. 

Some may suppose that Dr. Crandon may have some private 
relig ious emotion to se rve in seekin g to prove spi rit intercourse, 
and tha t he lack s good judgment as an investigator of psychic 
phenomena or its counterfeit. On the contrary, D r. Crandon has 
been a s tudent of liberal philosophy fo r many years and a worker 
in the Ethical movement in Boston , a nd up t o 1923 was a com
plete agnostic as to the possibility of psychical ha ppenings . Since 
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then he has left no stone unturned to inform him elf of the ,·er,• 
best and late t facts on the e matter and ha , a a re ult, I unde;
stand from those who haYe Yi ited hi home, a ,·ery remarkable 
psychical library. I might confidently a ert, therefore that he 
is in all probability much more competent to judge the medium
shi p than 95 per cent of his critic . 

There are those, howeYer, who, while readily acknowledging 
the doctor's 1sincerity and diligence, belieYe that he is elf
hypnotised or deceiYed by his wife. Other . who cannot beli~,·e 
that a man of his po ition and acknowledged ood en e, could 
seriously take up such a dubiou inve tigation, haYe alleged that 
he is out to fool the public by hawing how ea y it i to decei,·e 
the senses, and that he will ultimately declare that there are 
neithe r spirits nor spirit medium . uch rea oning and critici m 
tends to make of the \Yorid a lunatic a ylum. 

I t is true that the e Yaried opinion could possibly be true, but 
in view of the careful record of i\fargery's medium hip, and the 
years of labour invoh·ed in the itling , Yery improbable. 

i\Ir. .Malcolm Bird, late As ociate Editor of the important 
' ' Scientific American,'' and now Re earch Officer of the American 

. P.R., has given in his book ' i\fargery the :\Iedium," a very 
full and detailed record of the medium hip in itting which 
he attended between 1923 and 1924. 

H e testifies in the preface to thi ,·olume, a to hi confidence 
in the supernormality of the phenomena, but withhold hi deci ion 
as to its source; that i , a to whether it i produced by pirit 
entitie or is the re ult of ome little under tood human power. 
His judgment a to the facts are urely of greater ,·a]ue a.1d 
im portance than the opinion of other with but very limited expe~i
ence e pecially ' hen one remembers that hi conclu ions are 
founded upon experiment conducted by him under exceptional 
circumstances, and with fuller control than ha been granted to 
other sitters uch as holding the hand of both the medium and 
of D r. Crandon while the manife tation \Vere taking place in 
darkness. It seems trange that i\fr. Bird who but a little oYer 
a year ago was the sceptical opponent of p ychical manife tations, 
is to-day holding the position of Re earch Officer on the e ubjects 
to an important society and is a whole-hearted ad,·ocate of the 
genuineness of the ~Iargery medium hip. 

Ialcolm Bird mu t now feel with other humble in\'e tigator , 
how little weight his te timony carrie in the opinion of the 
ceptical world. He must from thi experience al o realise with 

me, that it is only personal experiment that will win the world to a 
belief in the reality of p ychic manife tation. Thi tubborn re is
tance of a sceptical world was the rea on for the foundation of 
the British allege of Psychic cience, in order that im·e tigators 
might procure fir t-hand e,·idence for them eh·e . 
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One of the difficulties met with in the Margery mediumship in 
the eyes of the sceptic, is doubtless the continuous, or almost con
tinuous presence of Dr. Crandon a t the seances w ith hi s wife . The 
sceptic would like to eliminate ):i im altogether from the seance
room, or , fa iling thi s, require him t o be entirely separated from 
direct contact w ith Margery du ring the sittings. It would seem 
that to secure the best results Margery's rig ht hand is held by the 
left hand of the doctor. This undoubtedly leads to suspicion in the 
eyes of inexperienced s itters when seances. are conducted in dark
ness, b ut as the res ult of nearly thirty years of experimental investi
gation of psychic ma tters, I have found that mediumship is greatly 
helped and stabilised in the early years of development if a friendly 
sit ter can cont inue in immediate contact w ith the medium. I have 
learned a lso that when a medium cannot secure thi s condition 
the mediumship is erratic, and the results often poor in com
pa rison with those secured when supported by a regular and 
friendly ~itter . It is p robable that Dr. and Mrs . Crandon have 
found that t his condition operates in their case: Longer practice and 
fuller development will overcome t his difficulty, if they w ill make 
the change g radually ; already there a re indi<>ations that when con
ditions are favourable, the doctor 's near presence can occasionally 
b e dispensed with. Another poin t which is important to note 
w ith regard to thi.s peculiar psychic link which exist s between the 
regula r sitter and the medium , is the fac t that a certa in amount 
of mediumistic fac ulty is developed in the sitter , amounting to 
w hat mig ht almost b e regarded as a dual mediumship fo r these 
pa rticula r manifes tations. H ow this mediumship act s in practice 
it is difficult to say, but I think we may t ake it as certa in in many 
cases , magnetic o r nerve force is s uppli ed, while in others, actual 
" soul " projection may take place on the part of the sitter acting 
in combination w ith the medium. R ecent experiments in F rance 
bear out this view. 

One mig ht well ask here, Why should Dr. Crandon , who himself 
is a n earnest, trustworthy, and scientific investigator of the sub
ject , have reflections cast upon his integrity in thi s realm of 
scientific research by ig norant ama teurs who often know little of 
the laws governing psychical research ? Such imputa tions are con
tinually being made against all those men who have fitted them
selves to become successful psychical investigators . In other 
b ranches of scientific research , such criticism would be treated 
with contempt and rig htly ignored. Here we have Dr. Crandon 
spending years in tuning up his psychic organism by continuous 
sitt ing s, and then when, working in conjunction with hi s w ife , he 
has reached a hig h point of excellence, he is expected to retire from 
the seance and ha nd over th is delicate mechanism to t he innocent 
but ig norant ama teur. A good example of s uch a mateur 
a ttempts was demonstrated in what is known as the " H arva rd " 
investigation of the mediumship. Thi s was nothing more than a 
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few pleasant evening' entertainment by a roup of tudents and 
instructor from the College cla -room \Yhate\·er hone ty of 
purpose might have led the e men to undertake the im·e tigations, 
they would be the fir t to acknowledge that they were entirely 
ignorant of the laws governing p ychical research and that their 
cnnclusions \Vere ba ed on ha ty a umption . Tho e who wi h to 
reo.d the reply of Dr. Crandon and hi friend to the Harrnrd 
attack are referred to the book ·· :\Iar en", Han·ard, Yerita . " 

The latest report on i\Iargery' medium hip i. to be found in 
the lat volume of the Engli h .P.R. Proceeding, Yol. xxx,·i., 
1926, prepared by Ir. E. J. Din \\'all, the Re earch Officer of the 
society, as the re ult of a number of _ ittinu. which he had with 
Margery in December, 1925, and January, 1926. 

The report i therefore a ,·ery belated one, and carrie little 
weig:1t, a l\Ir. Dingwall doe not eem to have arri,·ed at any con
clusion in hi own mind a to whether Dr. Crandon and ;\far en• 
were " crooks " or honourable people. The report i one of the 
most painful and di . appointing record I have ever read in the 
modern hi tory of p ychical re earch. It i exactly the kind of 
record which I hould expect from Mr. Dingwall, who ha an 
extremely limited experience of p ychical manife tation and a till 
more limited experience of the po ibilitie of legerdemain. 
Those who wish to inform them eh-e of what the officer of the 

.P.R. can write and be paid for writin are referred to the report. 
The varied opinion expre ed both for and again t the medium

ship of Iargery mu t leave the ordinary reader of the e record 
both puzzled and annoyed. To ay \\'hether the mediumsh;p i 
what it purports to be would require my per onal im·e ti ation 
before an opinion could be of value, and I hope that duri!'lg nt'xt 
year I may have an opportunity of per onal experiment. If I r.1ay 
judge from the reports of l\Ialcolm Bird, in hi book and in h 
more recent articles in the ] ournal of the . .\merican . P.R., my 
opinion i that the medium hip i thoroughly genuine. It bear 
an internal hall-mark tamp of it reality over and above the te t 
and control it has been uujected to, and which ha,·e radually 
increa ed in rigour. In reading of the e late t voice and phy ical 
controls, I am surpri ed that any manife tation at all occur. 

nother point of importance in thi medium hip i the very 
rapid development of variou pha e of man ife tation . Con
sidering the quality of tho e ob en·ed by me on the one and only 
occa ion when I was privileged to it with Margery at the B. C. P. . 
in 1923, the progres ha been phenomenal, and can only be 
accounted for by the medium' unu ual latent mediumi tic qualitie 
on the one hand, and on the other the unique de,·elopment obtained 
through regular and u tained itting . 

I am disappointed with the conclu ion of Profe or. IacDougaU 
of Han ard, who, in ome article , find fault with the erratic 
production of phenomena by " \\·alter," :\larger~" · " control," 
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a nd a lso has critic ised the a ppearance of the ectoplas tic s tructu res 
p roduced, which he claims bea r a resembla nce to a nimal internal 
o rgans . vVith rega rd to vValter 's unfulfilled promi ses, it is qui te 
a common experience .in the production of psycho-physical mani
festations to find that the p romises made by the spirit control 
often fail to matu re, but why thi s should be con sidered evidence 
of fra ud or evasion I fa il t o perceive, for t he argument sho ula 
then be tha t the ent ity, hav ing promi sed a certa in resul t, would 
s ucceed in thi s if p rev ious pi-epa ration had been made by fra udulent 
means. On t he other ha nd , the fai lure to redeem the p romise 
rather s ug·gest s genuineness. The control may have the best will in 
the wo rl d to g ive certain res ults, but find s that the psychic a tmos
phere , a most delicate qua nt ity , a nd most variable, had completely 
cha nged, a nd tha t he could not fulfil hi s contract on a g iven 
occasion, nor ev-en be able to explain a t that pa rt icular moment 
why he could not do so . 

I have noticed that th es~ " control s " - as a r ule, so wonderfully 
oblig ing and wise- are often subj ected to m ost un reasonable' 
cr it ic ism by some sitters. I have heard them q uestioned as to their 
address when o n the earth, and if they fa iled to g ive it they were 
adjudged fra uds, b ut if a sat isfacto ry a nswer was g iven and a 
co rrect address fo rthcoming, even tho ug h it could be proved tha t 
the particula rs belonged to a deceased person, the ques tioner would 
then s uggest tha t it was p robably k nown to the m edium: It 
mig ht , but if si tters exercised a little more imagination as to the 
d iffic ult and delicate nature of the work of these " control s " 
th ro ug h the huma n medium , they would not be so exacting , let 
a lone foolish , in t heir demands . 

Regarding Dr. MacDoug·all 's second criticism , the peculia r 
fo rmation of the ectoplastic s tructures, which he does not 
hesita te to s uggest may be fra udulent, it is quite in 
harmony with experi ence tha t . the sitte rs ex,erc ise a g reat 
in flu ence upon t he p roduction a nd for ma tion of the ectoplast ;c 
manifestati ons .. D r. Crandon, being a s urgeon , has da il y work 
which involves the v iewing of the human organs, and his 
thoug hts a re necessa rily much eng aged with s uch matters. As 
chief s itte r w ith the rned i um it is not unreasonable to suppose that 
hi s domina nt thoug hts m ay influe nce the fo rma tions. Given a 
reg ular circle s itting w ith a good physical medium and des iring 
" apports" it is not a t a ll unlikely that in time these wi ll a ppear; 
a nother circle asking , o r even des irin g· mentall y , that the full -form 
materiali sation will be g iven , w ill draw such to them , g iven the 
ri g ht psych ic power in the circle; w hen the p roductions are 
soug ht fo r by a domina n t mind with a n eng ineering· be~t, w e may 
get cantileve r s tructures, a s seen in the Golig her circle when 
wo rk ing with the la te D r. Crawfo rd. 

As Marge ry was in full t rance during these m ani fest a tions , the 
projecti on of the soul o r ast ral counterpa rts of portions of t he 
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body were probably projected into the ectopla tic matter, and thu 
produced a complete duplication of themselve . It is along such 
lines that many materialising phenomena occur. Profe or 
MacDougall 's limited experience in the e matter very naturally 
leads him to uspect trickery, e\·en under exceptional condition , 
but there are many cases on record which may be u ed for com
parison. These strange result are no more to be couted than a 
materiali ed hand or foot, or a head with apparently a complete 
organic structure, skin, hair, teeth, ,•ein , and mu cles howing 
within the ectoplastic substance. 

It seems to me that merican scientists have been offered a 
unique opportunity by Dr. and Mrs. randon but they have been 
impatient and hypercritical in a realm where even the mo t experi
enced are but in the kindergarten cla . A new pecies of beetle 
would probably have been given month of concentrated attention, 
while this new science, the most preciou thing in the world to-day 
in its implications, is refused both time and courte y. 

I make no claim to being a prophet, but I well remember that 
when I met Dr. and i\Ir . Crandon in 1923 and he informed me 
t hat it was his intention to cultiYate hi wife' medium hip for the 
benefit of the orthodox scientist, I arned him of ome of the 
difficulties he was likely to encounter. But little did I imagine 
the mountain of oppo ition and calumny that would have to be 
surmounted nor the braven· with which our friends have met thi . 
They have kept their tern"per and their dignity and have even 
managed to extract ome humour out of the painful experience, and, 
what has been most annoying of all to ome of the critics have 
refu ed to be hut up, but have traightway proceeded to devi e 
fre h method of meeting the obje~tion . 

I offer to Dr. Crandon and to Margery and to " "'alter," the 
indomitable worker behind the scenes, my heartiest congratulation 
on the good fight they have waged. 
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The following record sent to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle has been submitted 
by him to the Editor, who believes that as a careful record of the experiences 
of Mr. Yaryan with various physical mediums, it may be of value to readers 
of PSYCHIC SCIENCE. All careful records, wh ether fully endorsed or not by 
later investigators , are valuable , on so little charted a coast as that on which 
lies the physical phenomena of Psychic Science. J . B. J onson, whose work 
is chiefly dealt with, has been before the American public as a medium for 
many years. He has never submitted himself to the so-called scientific laboratory 
examination, but few mediums have. There has been the usual amount of 
criticism of his work, some apparently well founded, and some probably the 
result of ignorance and poor conditions on the part of the sitters. M r. Hewat 
McKenzie on a visit to the States in 1917, had some sittings with J onson and 
believed that both genuine materialisation and some which were very difficult 
to place appeared at the same seance. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle in" Our Second 
American Tour," reports a remarkable seance with the same medium. The 
two photographs of materialised forms submitted by Mr. Yaryan, and which 
our readers must accep t on his testimony, are amazing fo r their clearness of 
detail, and it is difficult to accept them as anything but living human forms. The 
same might however be said about the ph otograph of the materialized form 
of "Katie King," taken by Sir Wm. Crookes through the mediumship of 
Florence Cook, in 1872. The scientist satisfied himself that not only was 
" Katie" visible to the camera, but that she was a living woman, and very differ
ent in many ways, in height, colour qf hair , heart beat, etc., from the medium 
who was lying near her in full trance. 

Similar records are well attested with the living mediums Kluski and 
Eva C. , and with m any others in the past of whose work excellent records 
are available . 

In order that readers may feel that this remarkable n arrative has issued 
from a trustworthy and painstaking writer, we have asked Mr. Yaryan to give 
us a short account of his achievements in other walks of life as evidence for 
his qualifications to enter upon the investigation of psychical m atters . H e h as 
kindly done so, and it will be seen that by his varied experience of life, by his 
general ability, shown in his various patented inventions , and by his acknow
ledged keenness of observation utilised in important State Service, he came to 
the investigation not inadequately equipped. The following brief review of 
his life will suffice. Mr. Yaryan has always been a student of science, and began 
when a young man with a three years course in chemistry. He also became 
a trained accountant, and as a young man was for five years commissioned by 
the Government to investigate railroad accounts throughout the United States. 
He then became Chief of the Secret Service of the U .S .A. Treasury D epartment, 
and began an investigation which disclosed the greatest fraud that at that time 
had ever been perpetrated upon the Government, known as" The great whiskey 
ring conspiracy." Almost single-handed he brought many very well-known 
people to book regarding this in 1875-1876. Following the political upheava l 
occasioned by the case, he resumed his interest in inventions, and some remark
able patents resulted . The extraction of linseed oi l from flax seed by the solvent 
process ; the multiple effect evaporator, which revolutionized the chemical 
wood pulp industry and the glue industry, and for which in 1885 he received 
the Franklin medal, which is awarded only upon merit and which M r. Yaryan 
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highly values ; the heating of houses by hot water from a central station, 
now used in many American cities ; the extraction of rosin and turpentine 
from pine stumps, which had never been heard of before, and many other 
valuable industrial patents stand to his crerut. 

The above is sufficient to show that :\[r. Yaryan had more than an avera e 
ability in handling the affairs of ordinary life, and we shall now gi,·e his 
narrative in his own words, and allow readers ro form their own judgment on 
his statements.-Eo. 

Narrative by Homer T. Yaryan (Florida, U.S .A.) 

Very early in my life I had heard of what was then known as pirit 
manifestations, and made one or two in,·estigations, which as I look 
back upon them now, were of more importance than I thought at the 1 • 

time. However, I dismissed the matter from my mind until the 
book of Sir William Crookes was i ued, about 1 73. I had been a 
constant reader of ir \\·illiam Crookes' scientific im·estigations and 
was a subscriber to his Journal of cience, and when he announced 
that he was satisfied that there existed what he called a p ychic force 
(this was the origin of the term " psychic "in relation to spiritualism), 
I was startled but not convinced. Although I con idered ir William 
Crookes the greatest living scientist, I till could not belie,·e the 
assertions that he made as a result of his investigations. I, howe,·er, 
resolved that at the first opportunity I would make some investigations 
of my own. 

It must be remembered that ~ere are few great mediums in the 
world. They can be counted on the fingers of your two hands. Among 
that number is Joseph B. Jonson, formerly of Toledo, now of Cali
fornia, whom I consider the greatest li'-ing medium in the world. Also 
among the number of great mediums, and so pronounced by ir Conan 
Doyle, is liss Ada Besinnet. Both of these mediums at the time 
living in Toledo, where my home was, I had an oppartunity that 
few investigators have had to confirm the genuineness of the phenomena 
of so-called spiritualism. The name " spirituali m " i an unfortunate 
one, because it was in reality a religious sect up to the time that cientists 
began to investigate the phenomena. _ ·o other word, howe,·er, can be 
substituted and therefore I shall continue to use it throughout this 
article. 

I visited a number of so-called mediums at nrious times from 
1 80 up to 1902, but they were all so un atisfactory and in ignificant 
that it made no impression upan me whate,·er. I was informed by a 
friend of mine that a man by the name of Jonson wa giving eances 
:and that he produced wonderful phenomena and he asked me to \i it 
"me of the seances. I wish to say now that my education as a cienti t 
led me to believe that there was no life hereafter. I did not belie,·e in a 
separate existence from the brain. I thought it the source of mind 
and that when it was once destroyed our exi tence ended. In fact, 
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I was a materialist. Therefore, I approached the subject in a very 
·doubtful mood, and never during the whole course of my investigations 
.did I allow sentiment or emotion to affect me in the least. 

These investigations continued for about two years, and, at intervals, 
for ten years longer. It is my intention to relate only the important 
phenomena that I saw, which is very vivid in my recollection. I took 
no memorandums at the time, as it was an investigation for my own 
.satisfaction, and it was not my intention to publish or in any way 
refer to the matter. 

So it happened that I went to a seance at Mr. Jonson's, which was 
.a public one, and I saw apparently some wonderful phenomena, 
but the figures that appeared were so natural and life-like that it 
raised a doubt in my mind as to their reality as spirits. I was amused 
.at some of the precautions that were taken to show that the phenomena 
were genuine. These seances were held in his little house, in the 
·sitting room, off which was a small bedroom with one door and one 
window. The audience was invited to inspect the room, and then 
some one was requested to lock the door, which had a hasp and padlock 
on it, and put the key in his pocket. It was really amusing to think 
that any one could be fooled by such a transparent attempt to show 
·that no one could enter the room, as it was so easy to have a duplicate 
key. 

After the seance was over I said to my wife, " I saw some things 
·that were really startling and I wish to attend another meeting and 
apply some simple tests . If he refuses, I shall drop the whole matter. 
If he accepts, I shall go on further with it." At that time Jonson 
was having particular days on which he had public seances. At the 
next public seance I went prepared with a padlock of my own and 
some gummed stickers. When the usual preliminaries were over, and 
the room searched, and the time came to lock the door, I asked Mr. 
Jonson if I could use my own padlock on the door. He at once assented. 
So I replaced his padlock with my own, and then placed the stickers 
over the door and over the one window, so that it was impossible to 
open either of them without destroying the stickers. When the seance 
was over I made an examination and found that the lock was undis
turbed and that all the stickers were unbroken. 

I then said to Mr. Jonson that I would like very much to investigate 
this matter-that I w;mted to be convinced of its truth ; that I was 
willing to pay him if he would give me private seances and submit 

·to reasonable tests. To this he readily assented, and from that time 
on began my weekly seances, which continued for two years, no one 
being present except those whom I invited ; and it is the phenomena 
which took place during those seances that I now wish to relate. 

I very carefully investigated the past career of Mr. Jonson, and 
.as I believe I am a pretty good reader of human character, I must say 
that I found nothing that would lead me to believe that he was either 
capable of or willing to commit a fraud in respect to this phenomena 
that I am about to describe. He was an ordinary decorator and painter, 
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with a very limited education, but a man of good intelligence who 
impressed you at once with his frankness and amiability. 

The first seances began about 190~, and I made no attempt to 
apply tests until I had attended quite a number of his seances_ I 
permitted him to do as he pleased and only carefully watched and 
noted ·what took place. The particular features of his powers are the 
production of materialized human beings. I can truthfully say that 
dUiing the number of years that I in\-estigated him I ha,·e seen more 
than one thousand different materialized fo rms most of whom could 
converse and apparently had e\-ery function of a li,-ing human being. 

It must be remembered that at this time the phenomena of pi.ritu
alism was not popular, and was regarded more as penaining to religion 
than as a demonstration of some unknown force which up to the 
present has neYer been fully explained. 

To-day there are thousands of scientific men in,-estigating and 
many books have been issued on the subject, mo t of which I have 
carefully read ; but I have never read a de cription of phenomena to 
equal those which were nightly shown at the seances of :\Ir. Jonson. 

After a few seances a figure came to me and said that he was my 
brother Lee. This same figure continued to appear at e\-ery seance 
during my entire in,-estigation. He talked freely with me upon family 
matters, and although I must admit that many question that I asked 
were not answered, many were, howing hi intimate knowledge of 
my past life. \\lien I asked him to explain why he could not answer 
the questions which he ought to know hi imple an wer was,' \\lien 
I come through this medium my mind i befogged and sometimes I 
can hardly tell my own name, as I temporarily take on a portion of 
his mentality." 

My brother was a lawyer and a college graduate, a public peaker 
and after-dinner talker, and had full command of the Engh h language. 
If any one belie,·es that I could meet and converse with my o"n 
brother a hundred times at least, without being convinced of hi 
reality, he reflects on my mental capacity. 

Another figUie which soon appeared at one of the eances was my 
sister Clara, and this figure I want to particularly describe as I con
sider it a scientific demonstration of the genuineness of psychical 
phenomena. Clara was a girl of twenty-one years of age when she 
died, and although death took place n...-enty years before, he appeared 
to me at apparently the age at which she died. he was clothed when 
she appeared to me in a very beautiful lace dress ; I asked a number 
of ladies who saw her often to give me an estimate of the co t and the 
lowest estimate was t\vo hundred and fifty dollars. The dress was 
covered with symbolical figures which I did not understand, and she 
appeared a blaze of light . In my \\;de reading on thi ubject I have 
ne\-er read of a phenomenon of thi kind. The light was so brilliant 
that the entire seance room was illumined, and I could di tingui h 
the features of every person in the circle. As a cientific fact, there is 
no known substance in existence that could be used to produce thi 
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light. The nearest approach to it is the light given off by radium; 
but as radium costs $10,000 a grain, it is not likely that Mr. Jonson 
used that material for producing the illumination. Another scientific 
fact is that if he had had radium, the light would have been not dim, 
but would have been permanent; but as a matter of fact, when my 
sister appeared, brilliant with light, if she stayed too long the light 
would gradually fade away until it was practically gone. Another fact 
is that this particular figure never appeared to any one but · myself; 
had Mr. Jonson been able to produce such an effect by any normal means 
he would certainly have used it on other figures and with other investi
gators, at other times. I took particular pains to inquire and found 
that at no time did this figure appear except when I was present. 

The next wonderful phenomena shown at these seances was what 
is known as de-materialization, that is to say, the figures would appear 
before you and after a certain time they would dissolve by apparently 
sinking through .the floor. I gave this part of the phenomena particular 
attention, and I have seen hundreds of figures dematerialized in my 
presence and in some instances within two or three feet of me and 
twenty feet from where the medium sat. I wish to say now that at 
all of these seances there was a light sufficient to see every person in 
the circle and that I could distinguish the features of these so-called 
spirits as distinctly as I could any one in daylight. 

At every seance something happened that was remarkable-taken 
by itself it was not very evidential, but when repeated a hundred times 
in a different way it became very convincing. As an instance, my wife 
one night awakened me, and I found that she had a terrible hemorr
hage, apparently of the lungs. This greatly alarmed me and the next 
morning we went immediately to the physician. He made an examina
tion, and pronounced it merely a rupture of a small blood vessel in· 
the bronchial tubes and said that it did not come from the lungs . As 
my wife's mother was very easily frightened, it was agreed between 
myself and my wife that we would tell no one about the thing. At 
the next seance a form came forward and took my wife by the hand 
.and led her to the curtain and said to her, " Do not be alarmed ; there 
is nothing seriously the matter with you." When my wife asked, 
" What do you mean·? " the answer was, " I was beside your bed the 
Qther night when you had the hemorrhage, and it is not a serious matter." 
I do not believe it possible for Mr. Jonson to have found out about 
this incident and it was certainly very strange that it should have been 
referred to as it was. 

At another seance a spirit form said to me, "You are engaged in 
:a business transaction of immense importance to you, and it will 
turn out satisfactorily." Now, as a matter of fact I was negotiating 
for the sale of my heating plant and there were but four persons in 
the world that knew of it, the proposed purchaser and three of my 
,stockholders, and we were all pledged to secrecy until the transaction 
was consummated. In ten days from that time I sold out the plant 
.at a very large profit, and it was only then that it was made public. 
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I do not believe that :Mr. Jonson could have obtained this information 
from any one. 

t another time i\Ir. Vi". A. Brigham, a well known business man 
whom I frequently invited to these seances, was in _ ·ew York, and 
went to a materializing seance in that city. One of the forms approached 
him and said, ":\lr. Brigham, if you will give me some trifling article, 
I will present it to you at Mr. Jonson's in Toledo next unday." This 
was on a Thursday night. He gave the so-called pirit a mall pencil 
that he had used for se\·eral months and which he could recognize, 
and when he arrived borne on unday morning he telephoned me 
concerning the matter, but said it wa impo ible for him to go to 
the seance that morning. I went as usual. A figure appeared and 
said, " Mr. Brigham is not here. I met him in _ ·ew York. He gave 
me this pencil and I promised to deli\·er it here. Please take it and 
give it to Mr. Brigham." "lien I saw Brigham and gave him the pencil 
he said, " Yes, that's the one I ga\·e the so-called pirit in _ · ew York." 
Vile agreed however that the pencil could ha\·e been mailed from 

Tew York and delivered in Toledo in time to be receiYed b\· Jonson 
on Sunday morning. "·e at once proposed another test of the same 
kind, but so arranged that it would be impossible for mail to bring 
the article. t the nell.'t seance at Jonson s I aid to " Kitty," one of 
the guides or helpers, whom I will describe later, that we " ·ere going 
to try an experiment by transporting something from _ ·ew York to 
Toledo, and asked her whether she would help, she promised she would 
try. It was arranged that :\lr. Brigham should hold a seance in _ ·ew 
York on aturday eYening and that the article was to be deli\·ered to 
me on Sunday morning. ::VIr. Brigham did not tell me what the article 
was he proposed to have deliYered to me. At the time fixed he held 
his seance and wrote a letter to be deli\·ered to me in Toledo. On 
Sunday morning I held my seance and asked Kitty whether he had 
the article. be said, " :Ko, I ha\•en't got the letter, but I ha\·e got the 
contents of it and I will read it to you." It was written on the letterhead 
marked " The Anglo-:\Iexican Coffee Company," and said," Greetings 
to my friends in Toledo," signed," W. A. Brigham." _·ow it appeared 
that :\1r. Brigham was president of a coffee company, and had an office 
in New York, which I did not know of, and which I am ure it was not 
likely that l\Ir. Jonson could ha\·e known about. "Cpon ~Ir. Brigham's 
return I repeated the message to him and he replied that it was absolutely 
correct-that that "\Yas what be had written. :\lr. Brigham said that 
Kitty appeared at the seance and that he gave her the letter. (The 
above incident could only be regarded as conclu i,·e if se\·eral other 
factors were known. _ o date of the seance i given.-En.) 

I now wish to describe the group of spirits who were alwa~ present 
at these seances and claimed to control and educate the different pirits 
in regard to materializing. They tated that it was a very difficult 
thing and that the communicators would be unable to do it without 
their instructions. 
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The cabinet guides who controlled the seances at Mr. Jonson's 
called themselves Kitty, Viola, Tim and Grayfeather. Grayfeather 
took possession of the medium and was called his " control," while 
Kitty, Tim and Viola conducted the seances. Kitty was a child, appar
ently about twelve years of age, bright, ready with repartee, and 
of a happy disposition, and entered into my investigations with hearty 
approval, as did the other guides . Viola was apparently a very beautiful 
young lady, about eighteen years of age. She was the strongest of all, 
talked in an ordinary voice, and would appear and dematerialize 
sometimes half a dozen times during the evening. Tim was a large Irish
man with a decided brogue, and seemed to be an important factor in all 
that went on. Grayfeather was an Indian of the Algonquin tribe, and was 
killed in a battle with the Iroquois in New York State. He was very 
intelligent. He never appeared in a materialized form except for me, 
which he did on frequent occasions. 

It is not necessary to give an account of all the seances, as it would 
fill a very large volume, so I will select one or two as typical of 
what was of weekly occurrence . It is claimed that guides are frequently 
attracted to human beings and become their protectors during life. 
One of these, a girl who called herself Cecelia claimed to be the guide 
of my wife. She appeared only when my wife was present and at no 
other time. She was one of the most beautiful girls that I have ever 
seen-accomplished and refined in her manners-and she did every
thing she could to assist me in my investigations. After appearing at 
a number of seances, Cecelia announced that she would give us a 
special seance on a certain day in celebration of her birthday, meaning 
the day she was born into the spirit world. I went on the day appointed, 
expecting to see wonderful things, and was not disappointed, it was 
the most wonderful seance at which I have ever been present, and I 
shall briefly describe it . 

When the seance opened Cecelia appeared and said, "We have 
some great surprises for you this evening. They have all agreed to do 
their very best, and I think you will , be gratified with what we can 
produce. She disappeared and then Viola appeared. The seance room 
was in the second story. She said to my wife, "Aunty Yaryan, I am 
going downstairs to get some article of clothing of yours " ; my wife 
having taken off her hat, cloak and muff in the downstairs front room. 
In an instant Viola floated over our heads, glided down the stairway, 
and in a few minutes returned with my wife's muff. She stood before 
us and said, "Now, Aunty Yaryan-good-bye to your muff. I am 
going. I need it." Instantly she dematerialized in front of us, taking 
the muff with her. In a few minutes she reappeared, laughing, and 
took from the restored muff flowers freshly cut, and distributed them 
to every one present. This was considered a very dangerous experiment, 
as had she failed to return and had dematerialized a long distance from 
the medium, the guides claimed that he would have been seriously 
injured, as her form was taken from material from the medium and 
must be returned to him. 
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T he next experiment was to produce four figure on the floor at 
one time. This had ne...-er been done before, the greatest number 
I had e\·er seen was two at once. In a few minutes Tim, Kitty \'iola 
and Cecelia al l appeared on the floor at one time and remained. for ten 
or fifteen minu tes . 

T he nex't difficult trial of their powers was to be a dematerialization 
from the feet upwards. I had ne,·er seen an~'thing but a dematerializa
tion downwards, that is to say, the feet would first disappear and then 
the whole body would appear to sink through the floor. Cecelia stood 
befo re us with her hands rai ed in the air and as if a dark curtain had 
been dra,...-n up in front of her, first her feet disappeared then the 
darkness gradually crawled up until finally nothing was left but her 
hands in the air , which finally disappeared. 

T he next phenomena was unannounced, and as I sat in my chair, 
within two feet of me and some twenty feet from the medium a light 
appeared upo·n the floor, and gradually it rose and a head appeared, 
next the shou lders, and finally a full form, illuminated, which pro,·ed 
to be that of my sister Clara. he talked with me for a few minutes, 
and then I asked her as a favour if he would gradually dematerialize 
where she stood, to which she assented. he took at least fi,·e minutes in 
dematerializing, so that I was able to tudy the phenomena ...-ery 
carefully. T he feet, dress and body seemed to gradually melt upon the 
floo r, as if she were a wax fiaure and standing upon a hot plate, until 
at last nothing but her head appeared on the floor, and finally it was 
gone .• 

After having conducted the seances for quite a while, I asked the 
privilege of taking photographs of these forms and the request was 
readily granted . I procured my own photographer and took at least 
twelve photographs, which I now possess. Among the number was 
that of my brother , and comparing this photograph "ith the last 
one that I ha>e of him, it shows an unmi takable resemblance. His 
dress was practically a duplicate of the clothing that he wore at the 
time of his death , e,·en to his Loyal Legion button . (See Fig. 1.) 
This photograph has been considered one of the mo t com·incing spirit 
photographs ever taken and has been sent to England, France, Belgium, 
and there stud ied . I am told that it was enlarged by the King of 
Belgium to life-size, and now stands in the rooms of the Psychical 
Research Society in Brussels. 'nder a magnifying glass, especially 
when the picture is enlarged it shows po iti,·ely that the thing photo
graphed was not a li>ing human being. The face is as made of chiselled 
marble, not a line or wrinkle showing ; and as the medium and myself 
were taken in the same picture , the appearance of living persons can 
be compared with the phantom. . most remarkable thing about this 
picture is that it has no feet. I had gi...-en word to the photographer 
that he was to take the flashlight when I ga...-e the signal ; it seems that 

• Professor Richet described the same phenomenon in "Thirty Years of 
P sychical Research ," p . 506.-Ed. 



Fig. l. 
PHOTOGRAPH OF A :.\JATERL-\Ll ATIO::-<. 

Left: Homer T . Yaryan; Centre: Lee, his brother (the materialised figure) . 
Right : J. B. Jonson. the medium. 
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as the figure rose before me and I got a good-as I supposed-view of 
him, I snapped my finger and the flashlight was taken. It seems that 
I snapped my finger too soon and that the feet were not materialized. 

In another picture that I have Viola was taken when half demateri
alized. 

It is not likely, if Mr. Jonson had had a band of people to represent 
these various figures that I saw, that he would have permitted photo
graphs to have been taken. 

I now pass on to a time when I was fully convinced of the genuine
ness of the phenomena. I asked Mr. Jonson to hold a seance in my 
own house, and to do the same things that I had seen done in his own 
-seance room. His reply was that he had never tried it outside of his 
own house, but that he would be entirely willing to try it there, although 
it might prove a failure. I replied that he might try it as often as he 
would and we would see if we could not get results. So a series of sittings 
began at my house. The first three were very poor affairs, but at the 
fourth. sitting it was a wonderful success. It was held in my den, in 
the second storey of my house, with no way of entering the room except 
through one door. It was a small room and I had invited twelve guests, 
who formed a circle completely enclosing the cabinet or curtain which 
I hung up at the end of the room, so that no one could pass in to the 
·cabinet without some one in the circle knowing it. Mr. Jonson came 
:about eight o'clock. We had all assembled in the roo1n. He came into the 
room, took off his coat and asked any one to search him. This was done 
in a perfunctory way by feeling to see that he had no clothing or any
thing concealed about his person. The electric lights were on and 
and before he entered the cabinet a lantern was placed upon a bookcase 
facing the cabinet and lighted, the electric lights were not put out until 
this lamp was fully burning, so that at no time during the seance was 
the room without light. There was no window or other opening in the 
space which I had assigned as the cabinet for Mr. Jonson to sit in, so 
that no one could gain an entrance from the outside. 

In a few minutes forms began to appear, and during that seance, in 
the presence of twelve witnesses, thirteen forms came out and talked 
with the audience. Among the number was little Kitty and there were 
young ladies, middle-aged and old people. My brother appeared, came 
before me and held a conversation for some time. My wife's mother's 
·sister-a young lady-appeared and talked with her, and also a number 
of spirits claiming to be the relatives of the people present visited them 
:and held a conversation with them. 

As Mr. Jonson was a man weighing at least 190 pounds, with, a 
large full face, it would be impossible for him to personate a child, 
nor could he personate these young ladies. It would require at least 
·eight or ten costumes to have been concealed on his person to represent 
the costumes which the forms wore as they appeared. As I considered 
it a physical impossibility for Mr. Jonson to have done this thing in 
my own house, in the presence of a dozen people, by bringing into his 
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cabinet children, young ladies and old people, I was from that time
absolutely convinced of the genuineness of the phenomena. 

During these seances Rear Admiral J. "sborne ~loore, of the 
British avy, began the writing of a book and \'lsited Toledo under an 
assumed name, bearing a letter of introduction to me, and I assisted 
him in preparing the material for his book, two volumes of which 
were completed before he died, which contain his experiences with 
Mr. Jonson. 

Mr. Jonson is now a resident of California, and is still holding eances 
under the auspices of the Psychical ciety of California. 

I now come to my experience with :\liss Ada Besinnet, whom Conan 
Doyle considers one of the greatest mediums in the world. I do not 
consider her the equal of Jonson, but she i a wonderful medium. 
I saw her development, and the first intimation that she had of her 
mediumistic powers was given to her at one of my seances, to which 
I had invited her foster-mother ~Irs. ~Ioore, and herself, she being 
a young girl, apparently about fifteen years of age. 

I shall not attempt to gi,·e the details of any particular seance that 
I held with ~Iiss Besinnet, as a general description of what took place, 
I think will be all that is necessary. I ha,·e been present at probably 
twenty-five of her seances, the greate t number of which were held 
in my own. house. 

Miss Besinnet is a young lady of prepo essing appearance, refined 
and modest ; claims to know nothing concerning the phenomena and 
willingly invites investigation by any one. he doe not hold seances in 
her own house, but prefers to go to your house alone, where there 
could be no possibility of any collu ion with outside parties. 

The phenomena which takes place at ~liss Be innet s seance are 
entirely different from those at Jonson's and the conditions are also 
different. The room is made absolutelv dark, while at Jonson 's, the 
phenomena takes place in a good light: One at first would suppose 
that phenomena taken in the light would be more sati factory than 
in perfect darkne s, but when I describe what takes place I think it is 
equally as convincing. ~liss Besinnet goes to ·our house alone, carrying 
nothing with her but a few records for the ,·ictrola, and open the 
satchel, showing its contents, and the satchel is left in another part of 
the house. She takes her seat at the table and the audience are circled 
about it. The persons sitting on her left and right are each requested 
to take hold of her hands to see that she does not haYe any part in the 
phenomena that takes place. Generally at first if it is a dining room 
table, the table will be opened up with considerable force. Thi is the 
beginning of the phenomena and :\liss Besinnet i then in a complete 
trance. 

At first voices made themselves known through a horn placed 
upon the table, but at the present time and at the last Ca.nee at which 
I saw her, some two years ago, the Yoices were as a rule independent 
and outside of the horn. 
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Next come the phenomena of singing and whistling. The persons 
sitting on either side of Miss Besinnet having hold of her hands, a 
handkerchief is tied over her mouth and a hand of the person next to 
her is placed over this handkerchief. There are two singing voices, 
one an alto and one a soprano, and as I am a very good judge of music, 
I can say the music is far beyond· that of the average good musician. 
The whistling is roarvellous and nothing that I have ever heard by a 
human being is equal to it. A test-and one which I consider a scientific 
test-is to have the soprano, the alto and the whistler all at one time 
executing a piece of music, while both her hands are held and some 
one's hand is over her mouth. It would be a physical impossibility for 
any one to sing in two voices an.cl whistle at the same time, and yet 
this is done at nearly every seance that Miss Besinnet holds. (Remark
able things did take place when Miss Besinnet visited the College 
in 1922, but the above was not experienced.-En.) 

I have on several occasions tried to surprise her with an experiment. 
In one instance I recall that I brought along a telegraph instrument 
and only told a young gentleman who could read the telegraph code 
to accompany. I placed the telegraph instrument on the table and 
received real messages from apparently an experienced operator. Miss 
Besinnet was not informed of what experiment I was going to try. 

At a seance at which Professor Hyslop and Rear Admiral Moore 
were present, in my house, the oak table, which weighed 250 pounds, 
was raised with all four legs off the floor. Professor Hyslop got down 
and felt and announced that the legs were clear of the floor some six 
inches. This also was a physical impossibliity for any one, no matter 
how strong, to have lifted with their feet all four legs from the floor. 

Lights appear which, although not brilliant, are remarkable in 
this-that they will comply with any request you make, such as illum
inating the face of any particular person about the table, or will go to 
the ceiling or any part of the room, beat time, and in any way you 
suggest do. things that will show that it is impossible for the medium 
to have any connection with the phenomena. It must be borne in mind 
that at all times her hands are held, and she is tied with a rope, by the 
unseen forces, not only to the table , but to the persons sitting next 
to her. The lights are turned on and you are allowed to examine . the 
manner in which she is tied. They are then put out and the rope in a 
marvelously short time is untied. The lights are then turned on for 
you to again examine. 

Miss Besinnet is controlled by a spirit calling himself Blackhawk, 
anP. in a loud voice he directs how and what should be done during the 
seances . You can ask him questions and get replies, and if you have an 
experiment to try, he will explain that it either can or cannot be done . 

Another remarkable thing which has occurred several times in 
my own presence is the playing of the victrola. This is generally located 
several feet from the table, and the instrument is wound, the records 
placed in position, the needles changed, all without human hands 
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touching it, l\Iiss Besinnet being held as I have repeatedly aid, during 
the entire seance by the two person sitting on either side of her. 

This being the general character of her seances it i only necessary 
for me to say that I saw the beginning of her career, when she was 
fifteen years of age, and ha,·e followed it up to the present date---some 
thirteen years-until finally he has become internationally known as 
one of the most wonderful mediums in the world. 

I now wish to summarize why I \Ya cominced that the phenomena 
of both :\Ir. Jonson and :\Iiss Be innet are genuine. 

The scientific facts I consider to be. first : The illumination of 
my sister's dress, for eYen to-day the scientific world does not know 
of a substance which will act in the manner which I haYe described ; 
nothing but a painting of radium would giYe the light, and, when once 
painted, it would not fade as it does in the seances that I have witnessed. 

Second : I again consider it a scientific fact that :\Ir. Jonson could 
not have produced in my own house, in good light, thirteen figures 
before an audience of tweh·e people o closely packed together that no 
one could get in or out of the circle. 

Third : I consider one of the photographs that I took of Yiola 
when she was half dematerialized another scientific fact. 

Other reasons why I am convinced of the genuineness of the 
phenomena are, Firstly : that my abilities as a detective, I am sure 
could not have been outwitted fo r ten years and at a hundred and 
fifty different seances. 

Secondly, that in order to ha,·e some one personate the different 
people that I haYe seen, :\Ir. Jonson would have required at least one 
dozen people as his employees ; and as the total receipts from his 
seances would not average forty dollars a week, it is not within the 
realms of possibility, he being a poor man, that he could employ such 
a number of persons . 

Thirdly, that each of these figures-and there were a thousand of . 
them that appeared before me in my investigations-were all in different 
costumes, and it is not likely that ::\lr. Jonson, a poor man, could have 
furnished such a number and variety of costumes . :\Iy sister dress 
alone, which ladies \Yho were experts say would cost two hundred and 
fifty dollars, would be prohibitory. 

· Fourthly, repeated statements of current e,·ents in my own family 
and about myself personally were made so often that it was beyond the 
bounds of possibility that :\lr. Jonson could have known them. 

Fifthly, that i\lr. Jonson has been giving these seances now for 
twenty odd years and, so far as I know, has never been detected in 
fraud . 

Sixthly, that Kitty and ""\ iola after ten years appear to have changed 
in no manner, as Kitty was, or seemed to be, a little child of twelve 
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years of age when I first saw her, and when I saw her last ten years 
had passed and she was the same Kitty-apparently twelve years of age 
and not twenty-two. The same is true of Viola, who would have been 
twenty-eight years of age at the time of my last seance, but she still 
appeared about eighteen. 

Seventhly, that Mr. Jonson lived in a residential neighbourhood 
where everybody was antagonistic to spiritualistic phenomena. 
Although he carried on these seances ten years in that neighbourhood 
to my certain knowledge, and a:lthongh the neighbours were closely 
questioned, no one has ever stated that they saw people other than 
visitors at his house. It would take, as I have said, a band of at least 
a dozen and it would be hard for that number to have personated 
the different characters as they appeared at the different seances, and 
such a number could not have lived in his house, for the neighbours 
would have seen them coming and departing. 

With this brief statement I close my experiences in investigating 
psychic phenomena ; I am sure that no one who knows me will believe 
that I would deliberately make a misstatement, and my character and 
operations since I began these seances show that I have not become 
weak-minded. 

I do not believe that many people are convinced by any statements 
made by the great men of the world, such as Crookes, Flammarion, 
Lombroso, Wallace, Doyle, Hyslop, Lodge and a thousand others of 
lesser importance who have investigated and pronounced the phenomena 
genuine. It is so unusual, so out of the ordinary, and, as some people 
express it, so uncanny, that one must witness in order to believe. 

All we can do is to report what has been seen, and put it before the 
people. 

I have never found a single instance where people of intelligence 
having carefully investigated psychic phenomena with good mediums 
did not in the end become convinced of its genuineness. Some, like 
Flammarion, Doyle and Lodge, carried on their investigations from 
twenty to thirty years, and more. It is hard to believe that men such 
as I have named could be deceived. 

As I have stated, there ar~ only a few great mediums in the world. 
It is therefore very difficult for the average person to make investigations 
except with inferior mediums, and I have found that the phenomena 
that they produce are often weak, trifling and unsatisfactory, easily 
imitated by shrewd sleight-of-hand performers and fakers. It is from 
such investigations that we get the cry of fraud and they are the cause 
of much ridicule and doubt. It must be remembered that if only one 
medium produced phenomena which was shown to be genuine, the 
case would be proven. 

The matter to-day is attracting the attention of the world, and I 
firmly believe that twenty years hence the phenomena will be as freely 
acknowledged and as undisputed as the phenomena of radio are 
to-day. To my mind these are just as mysterious and as hard to 
explain as the phenomena of spiritualism. 
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THE COMBERMERE PHOTOGRAPH. 

By Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, M.D. , LL.D. 

(The photograph in question, was shown during a public lecrure gfren by rhe 
writer in the Queen's Hall, London, in the spri~ of the present year.-Ed.) 

T here has been some public argument recently about the so-called 
Combermere photograph. It has seemed to me that while the matter 
is still more or less fresh in the minds of psychic students, it would be 
well to place the facts upon record. They are of great importance for 
though it has never been claimed that they are absolutely final-how 
few things are absolutely final in this world !-they do, so far as my 
experience goes, constitute the best case upon record of supernormal 
photography in ordinary life, without the use of the peculiar atmos
phere of a developed psychic photographer. 

The photograph, which is here reproduced, see Fig. l, was sent to me 
by the courtesy of the present Lord Combermere, with permission that I 
should use it as a slide in my lecture upon spirit photography. -pon 
the back of it \\ere inscribed the words " The Ghost of Combermere 
Abbey. This photograph was taken of the Library by _ Iiss Corbet 
on Dec.-, 1 91, on the afternoon of the funeral of Wellington Henry 
2nd Viscount Combermere. The figure in the chair on the left of 
the photograph (legless) is supposed to be a likeness of him." 

In my lecture it was one of fifty others, and as I had only a minute 
or two to devote to each I simply ga\·e the information recorded, without 
making any claim to personal knowledge upon the point, but the subse
quent discussion has cleared matters up and the various possibilities 
have been met in such a way as to strengthen greatly the position of 
the photograph as an abnormal phenomenon. 

Some days after the lecture, l\lr. Campbell winton published 
a letter attacking the photograph, challenging its authenticity, and 
even permitting himself to use such terms as "photographic fraud." 
Mr. Swinton had not been present at the lecture, and clearly had no 
idea of the restrained way in which I had treated the subject. His 
violent onslaught however, had a very excellent effect as it brought 
about a fuller discussion and a more complete \·indication than could 
in any other way have been obtained. In the long series of comments 
which foUowed, it is probable that we tapped e,·ery available source of 
information and are now in a position to sum up the argument. 

It appears that after Lord Combermere's death, a family named 
Corbet was living at the Abbey. One member of the family now 
Mrs . Hubert Astley, and formerly Lady utton, desired to have a 
photograph of the Library, and asked her sister, :.\liss ybil Corbet, 
to take one. As it was winter there was a considerable time exposure, 
and Miss Corbet seems to ha\·e left the room in the course of it. There 
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~as no man in the house at the time save a younger brother, and the 
men-servants all of whom were clean shaven. The photograph was not 
developed for some months, because the Corbets were in the act of 
.changing house. When developed, this figure of a man was found seated 
in one of the armchairs. The print, according to Mrs. Astley, was to 
the best of her belief sent to Lady Alexander Paget, who said, " It is 
my father. It is just the type of collar he wore, but the features are not 
.distinct." 

It is undoubtedly true that the features are very vague. Only two 
points can be stated .with any certainty, that the forehead is high and 
bald, and that there is some appearance of beard. The question then 
arises whether Lord Combermere's face had these characteristics. 
Through the cciurtesy of Mr. Campbell Swinton, a picture of Lord 
Combermere was sent to a daily paper, and it will be seen that both 

-these points as well as the general outline of the face, are the same in 
the deceased peer and in the shadowy image.* 

In view of the photographer having left the room it becomes very 
_important to find out if there was anyone else who possessed these facial 
peculiarities and who could have sat down in the chair. A butler has 
been suggested, but we are expressly told that the men servants were 
clean shaven. The Rev. Athelstan Corbet (the similarity of name 

. appears to be a coincidence), has suggested that there was an old 
Estate carpenter who resembled the peer, and that he may have walked 
into the room, sat down for a while, and then left. To this Mrs. ·Astley 
has objected that this clergyman was never, so far as she knew, at 
Combermere, and that she has no recollection of any carpenter upon the 

. estate who bore a resemblance to the deceased nobleman. Apart from 
this there is the inherent improbability, amounting almost to an impossi
bility, that in any well-ordered household either a butler or a carpenter 
would walk into a room which was being used by the family and seat 
himself in an armchair. A further question would be that if it were so 
there is no possible reason why the trunk of the figure should be visible 
and the legs not. If it were a partial materialisation such a result could 
be explained. One would also imagine that the movement of a figure to 
and from the chair would have caused some slight blur upon even 
the unsensitive plates of those earlier days. There is no trace of anything 
of the sort. 

There has been some conflict of opinion as to whether the room is 
the Library or the Hall. It is really of no importance since it is obviously 
a large room lined with books and furnished as a sitting room. I am 
inclined however, to think that the inscription upon the back of the 
photograph which says that it was taken on the day of the funeral is 
mistaken. It was taken, I believe, upon a Sunday afternoon shortly 
after the nobleman's decease. There is a conflict of evidence upon this 
point. 

* Unfortunately this picture of Lord Combermere cannot be reproduced, 
. but the general characteristics are as stated by the writer.-Ed. 
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Let us now consider the various possibilities in this case. \i\"e 
will put aside as absurd and outside the discussion that ::Vlis Corbet 
could have manipulated the plate so as to produce the figure. ince 
the figure is clearly there it has to be accounted for . ~Ir. winton began 
by describing it as a photographic defect, but one can clearly see that 
it is not so, and that the figure is quite definite. Was it some stranger 
who slipped into the empty room, sat in front of the open lens, an<l then 
got away unseen. If so unlikely a thing had occurred the person must 
have afterwards heard of the speculations as to the figure and there 
seems no ceason why he should not confess since the offence wa a 
venial one . Other reasons against the theory of an interloper haYe 
already been given. Such an explanation is not impossible, but it is 
to the last degree improbable. 

There only remains the explanation of the semi-materialised simul
acrum of the dead man . Such appearances in the absence of any 
obvious medium, are rare but by no means unique. I could match it 
with several other examples in my collection. It has been objected 
by one psychic student that the fact that the light effects are normal 
is against such a supposition. The exact opposite is the case. It is 
true that in the case of a psychograph as obtained in the presence of a 
psychic photographer the result is an impression which is independent 
of light. In the case howeYer, of a materialisation one would expect 
all the effects as from a solid object. The fact that there was no medium 
in the room has no significance as the ectoplasm or other material 
necessary for the process can in such cases be obtained from elsewhere. 
It is likely that on a Sunday afternoon there may have been sleepers 
in the household whose forces could be used. If these forces were not 
entirelv sufficient we could understand the absence of legs. It may be 
worth 'mentioning that it is stated that the deceased peer lost the use 
of his legs some time before his death, and that their absence in the 
photQgraph may be symbolical and e\·idential . 

So there the matter must rest and the reader use his o\·m judgment. 
I end as I began by expressing my opinion that the ghost theory is 
far the more probable and that the incident is the best authenticated 
one of the sort in the history of psychic research. 

ARTHUR CO."AX DOYLE. 
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THE USE OF BOOKS IN PSYCHIC STUDY. 

By F. E. Leaning. 

I. THE LITERATURE OF SPIRITUALISM . 

No one can make very much progress in the ordered knowledge 
of psychic things without some acquaintance with the literature 
which embodies the pr.evious work. This work, which has been 
going on for a long period, has accumulated an immense amount 
of printed matter; so much so that Sir Arthur Conan Doyle said 
some time ago, that one might read for thirty years and not exhaust 
it . The reviewer of Mr. Campbell's H olms' Facts of Psychic 
Science and Philosophy in the Qu.est (April, 1926, p. 416) says that 
no one but the most determined student, with nothing else to do 
for years (!)can hope to gain a first-hand acquaintance with it. It 
would be enough to make one despair, if it were not for the fact 
that the number of specialised Libraries is increasing, and that 
very fact shows a growing demand on the part of the reading 
public for the kind of literature of which this great supply exists. 
v\Thatever the aspect is which happens to attract a newcomer, 
whatever he wants to know more about, there are quite certainly 
qooks of the right kind for him. 'The chief difficul~y in giving any 
kind of advice which could be generally applicable lies in the fact 
,that no two people start from exactly the same point, and for this 
reason, we have as yet no beaten track, no acknowledged series of 
·authors to follow one upon another. We have only to compare the 
records of their early reading which various great converts have 
lai.d before us, to see how little agreement there is, and how much 
the chaff is mingled with the grain. The reason is partly that 
though all m~y be ignorant to begin with, fundamental differences 
of temperame~t and attitude dictate the choice of means to dissipate 
that ig norance. . 

These differences of temperament ar~ reflected in ·the two 
great divisions into which the literature itself falls: that is, in the 
mentality of the Spiritualist and the Psychic Researcher respec
t ively. They are in many respects so widely divergent in aim, 
method, and results, that the meat of one is almost the poison of 
the other. The Spiritualist begins from the conviction that an 
unseen world, inhabited by spirits n9w out of the . body, exists ; 
and his aim is to get into communication with the spirits, and 
learn of them all they can . make known to him. Modern 

piritualistic literature has bee!! domi_n~teq ~Y. the g_reat ~an who 
fi rst saw and conversed with spirits · on a big scale, Emanuel 
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Swedenborg (1688-1772), whose works are in 40 volumes (originally 
in Latin) . There are numerous Lives, of which the fullest is that 
by William White in two large volumes {1866), who aimed at 
producing a '' Swedenborg Cyclopredia. '' Partly contemporary 
with Swedenborg was a man who wrote nothing, but profoundly 
affected the course of psychic science by his re-discovery of the 
mesmeric power in man. The story of i\Iesmer is well told in 
Binet and Fen~'s Animal Magnetism, and leads out into a 
fascinating range of books of a t extent (Moll's Hypnotism 
contains the names of six hundred authors referred to and is not 
a modern book, itself, now). The importance of Mesmer (1 734-
1815) lies in the way in which this influence converged with that 
of Swedenborg to produce the work of Andrew Jackson Davis 
(1326-1910) . At the age of 17 he "·as mesmerized; four years 
later he had produced the great "\York, i\'ature: Her Divine 
Re11elations in 800 pages of close print. In all, his · works 
occupy some thirty-four volumes; his autobiography is to be found 
in the Magic S taff (1 57), Events in the Life of a Seer (1 6 ), and 
Beyond the Valley (1 5). A compendium of the " Harmonial " 
system was published in Hll7, and ~Ir. \ . H. Evans' Twelve 
Lectures is the most recent aid to the " determined student." 

While Davis was producing this great serie of books, numerous 
other writers were, of course, at \\·ork also. Their output may be 
divided roughly into two main classes, the moral and didactic, of 
which the Rev. William Stainton loses' Spirit Teachings was, 
and is, an outstanding example; and the descriptive, narrative 
class, which fills the mind with concrete visual images, and is 
therefore the more popula r and attractive of the two. Three great 
examples are Duguid's Hafed, Prince of Persia, first published in 
1876; Farnese's Wanderer in the Spirit Lands (1 96) ; and the 
Rev. G. Vale Owen's Life Beyond the Veil, in four volumes (1920) . 
Since the War, a large number of book , gi' ing the story of 
special individuals, has been added to this class, swelling it far 
beyond the other. Some of them, like the Revelations of Louise, 
g ive the record of physical phenomena, with a minimum of mental 
accompaniments; some, like Elsa Barker 's Letters from a Living 
Dead Man, or Mrs. Maturin's Rachel Comforted, gives pictures of 
the more objective side of life " over there " ; some combine mo t 
interesting studies, and records of mediumship with the teaching 
which it is their real purpose to give. Iargaret Cameron's S even 
Purposes, and the a nonymous but excellent Our Unseen Guest, are 
examples. 

Books such as these represent an ascending stairway leading 
from the merely sensational up to the higher kind containing 
genuine inspiration , mental and moral, I have already mentioned 
Spirit T eachings (18 1), but books more uited to our own age are 
Heslop 's Spe.aking Across the Borderline, Mr . Kelway Bamber' s 
Claude's books, and Miss Wingfield's Guidance from B eyond. The 
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Letters from Julia belong also to this class, and have been almost 
more widely influential than any other. Anyone with a library 
-catalogue can, of course, put a score more of titles under each of 
.these which I have mentioned; they are named rather as types and 
·samples, necessarily drawn from within the limits of the writer's 
own reading, which has not yet reached anything like the thirty 
_years' qualification ! · · 

II. THE LITERATURE OF PSYCHICAL RESEARCH . 

A library containing only works typical of Psychical Research 
would have none of those authors given above on its shelves, but 
it would have an even larger number of volumes. The temper 
pervading this literature is critical; it holds the plumb-line of 
.accuracy, verifiability, and strict logical deduction, against every 
statement which it considers. Its study is not easy, but it is a 
mental discipline of the highest value. It does not start with the 
assumption of spirits or concern itself with the spheres, but, far 
more cautiously and humbly, tries to push outwards the boundaries 
·Of recognised psychological knowledge, to carry research into 
unrecognised regions which are yet close at hand in the make-up 
·of us all. The method, the aim, and the effectual working of this 
spirit, can be traced from the seventeenth century, and in an 
increasing degree through the nineteenth, in a number of writers . 
Space does not allovv of any detailed account, but we can span, 
roughly, the gulfs that separated the loose group of Accredited 
·Ghost Stories · (Jarvis, 1823), from Mrs. Crowe's Nightside of 
Nature (1847); or this from Mr. Dale Owen's Footfalls on the 
Boundary of another World (1861). Ten years after this comes 
the Dialectical Society's Report, and Sir William Crookes' well
known articles in the Journal of Science. These were the stars of 

·dawn; since the formation of the Society for Psychical Research, 
the solid ranks of their Proceedings (35 volumes), and those of the 
American S.P.R. (18 volumes), have been equalled in number by 
many single works of students and members. Everyone who 
aspires to be well-read, should know as much as he can about these, 
if he cannot read them at length, and for the encouragement of the 
busy but hungry-minded reader, I would add that there is a 
·reasonably small number of books of first class quality produced by 
our greatest writers for this very purpose. Such a book is the late 
Sir W. F. Barrett's Psychical Research, in the Home University 
Library, and his On the Threshold of the Unseen, a rather larger 
book; these, with F. W. H. Myers's Human Personality, and 
Lodge's Survival of 1\fan, give a thoroughly sound foundat ion on 
which to add whatever is desired. Anyone who is unequal to the 
tackling of cross-correspondence can read with profit, Miss H. A. 
Dallas's Mars Janua Vitae, S. M. Kingsford's Psychical Research 
for the Plain Man, and G. E. Wright's Practical Views on Psychic 
Pheriomena. 
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III. GUIDI 'G PRI ' ClPLE . 

A stage is reached by intelligent enquirers when they no longer 
wish to examine records, and when they feel so far familiarised 
with the extraordinary that they are ready to take a further step 
in evaluating it. The careful weighing, di cus ion, and analysis 
of Jong studies of particular medi,um hip, or particular classes of 
phenomena, which abound in the literature of p ychical research 
proper, is all in the way of culture toward thi end; but there are 
also a few articles, chapter , and essay , which form a sort of pro
legomena to the whole, and are suited to what I should call third
year-students. They deal exclu i\•ely with general principles, and 
appeal particul~rly to the philo ophic, beincr in fact the deductions 
from long experience made by the scholarly and the philosophic 
in their own careers. An informed reader who follow these will 
receiv~ a training in judgment, in sobriety, and in intellectual 
catholicity, which will counteract the native tendencies (to which 
we are unfortunately so liable) of prejudice and carelessness and 
the hot partisanship of people and theories. I would commend to 
the attention of such the following, which I ha\·e found useful:-

(1) 

(2) 

Professor idgwick' " Canon of E\·idence in P ychical 
Research " in Proceedings . P.R . vol. vi. p. l. 

C. C. 1assey, on the" \ "alue of Te timony in l\Iatters Extra
ordinary," See Appendix A. in Zollner's Transcendental 
Physics. 

(3) Prof. Richet, " The Condition of Certainty. ' 
ceedings, vol. xiv p. 152. 

Pro-

(4) Mr. J . Arthur Hill , on Evidence, Proof, and Belief. See 
Spiritualism: Its History and Doctrine, Chap. x. 

(5) 

(6) 

Miss Alice Johnson on " Coincidence , De icrn an<l 
Causation " in Proceedings, vol. xiv., pp. 15 -330 . 

Profe sor James Hyslop on '' hance-Coincidence ancf 
Guessing," American Proceedings, vol. xiii, pp. l -8l5 
(Based on a Questionnaire and 420 replies). 

(7.) F . Y. Edgeworth. " T he Calculus of Probability applied 
to Psychical Research." Proceedings S.F .R., vol. ii i., 
p.190. 

Although I distinguish sharply between the two great classes of 
literature here outlined I do not regard them as in any way 
mutually exclusive: but the fact that one appeals chiefly to the
emotions and the other to the mind has much to do with the con
troversies that arise. In a subject which bristles with problems, 
as this does, this is inevitable. The onl ' coun el of wisdom is to 
hear all sides, particularly the side you are perhaps a little blind 
to by temperament. And the reader who i trying to do this, 
though he may never add any new truth, or do anything more 
than quietly absorb knowledge and imprO\·e hi o n balance, i 
doing exceedingly useful work thereby. 
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THE MEDIUMSHIP OF MRS. BLANCHE COOPER. 

By ~. H. Saunders. 

The name of Mrs. Blanche Cooper, the " Direct Voice " 
Medium, has been somewhat prominent of late, and an appreciation 
of the .wonders of her mediumship can more appropriately be 
s ubmitted by one without any official status at the British College 
of Psychic Science, where this lady gives sittings for the 
'' Voices '' several times a week. · 

I have had many years experience with most of the great 
" Voice " Mediums of the world, and inevitably, one cannot avoid 
making comparisons of the relative psychic strength of the various 
mediums. 

The phenomena produced in the presence of these medium s 
varies as their power and susceptibility to psychic and physical 
influen ces vary. No two mediums give precisely the same 
phenomena, beyond, of course, the fact that the " voices " are 
common to all at their seances, and even so, the tone of the same 
s pirit' s voice differs with different medil:lms. 

Mrs. Etta vVriedt, the American Medium , who has been before 
the public nearly fifty years, and who has given thousands of 
seances , is well known in England and in most countries in 
Europe, and is probably the best known of all voice medium s. Then 
in Mrs . Roberts J ohnson we have an English Medium, who, in 
t he course of some twenty years' professional work has given 
happiness to many thousands of sitters . Both are strong 
psychics, and the voices generated at their sittings a re, for the 
most part, clear and loud. Speaking generally , Mrs. Cooper 
cannot claim such powerful voices, a lthough I have heard a t her 
sittings voices sonorous enough to be distinguished rooms away. 
But volume is not everything, and there is one qua lity which 
characterises :Mrs . Cooper's medlumship, and renders it unique, 
a nd that is the peculiar sweetness of the manifestations. 

O ur spirit friends let themselves " go " in a manner I have 
found they never do with other Mediums-they reveal their inmost 
nature , a nd the link between sitter and spirit seems closer. 

T here are many factors, influencing results at ''Voice'' sittings. 
The natures of the medium , " controls ;, and sitters, each have 
a di tinct bearing upon the manifestation s. 

T he '' controls '' of Mrs. Cooper are two. The one most in 
evidence is Nada, ;i H indu spirit, who passed over with her baby 
in childbirth long ago (" before the white man had anything to do 
with India ") and an old Egypt ian, Afid, who is rarely heard, but 
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a to\\"er of strength in the background. He confines hi use of 
the power to two words at the end of the sitting-" power 
going." Indeed, both " controls " seek to maintain the power 
for the use of the sitters, except \\'hen it is necessary for r ada 
to clear up some apparent confusion. 

Confusion mav arise from no fa ult of sitter or ' controls. ' 
The power, fore~, energy, call it what one will, whirl round the 
area enclosed by sitters, and occasionally a spirit (there are always 
a number present at eyery sitting}, \Yho ha no relationship or 
interest to anyone present, may unintentionally, enter this area of 
power, and cause confusion. 

Mrs . Cooper is a frail little lady, physically, and doe not enjoy 
good health, .and were she to consult her own feeling he would 
be resting on many occasions when she is giving sittings, but 
she knows the comfort and happiness her gift i in trumental in 
imparting, and cheerfully sinks her own feelings at much risk of 
psychic exhaustion. \\'"hen she is well, and conditions good, the 
result is good. These " conditions " may be psychical, physical, 
or atmospheric, but if harmonious, the phenomena po sible in her 
presence is really remarkable. \' oices in bright light, unsbine 
or electric, faint but clearly audible, are common in such circum
stances. In a small circle, or when one or h\"O only sit, I baYe 
known a sustained and clear conversation for thirty minute ' 
duration \Yithout a break, with question and answer alternating 
as freely as between any mortal . 

One of the most remarkable incidents I haYe experienced in 
connection with voice phenomena was when I had the privilege of 
conversing \\·ith t\\"O spirit voices in bright unlight. Mrs_ 
Cooper on occa ions, allows me a per onal sitting and once when l 
called upon her in her own home I found her in great distres 
and tears. She had been upset by some personal news, and said, 
" It is no use sitting-I feel I could not get anything,' I sat for 
a little while talking over the matter which had o disturbed her, 
when suddenly the curiou Yoice of her spirit control the Hindu, 
" Nada," came-it can best be described as a fierce and hurried 
whisper. The voice said " r ada is so sorry for her medium." 
T hen another voice in clear and cultured Engli h aid, " \\"e have 
been trying to soothe Mrs. Cooper, and something must be done 
to help her." "Yes," I said, "what would you propose?". 
The spirit suggested a certain cour e of procedure and Nada 
acquiesced. I pointed out that, it was purely an earth matter and·. 
could better be dealt with from the material side, and gave my 
views. Mrs . Cooper had still another ugge tion to offer and here· 
we four, two spirits and two human beings actually di cu sed the 
best method to adopt with the bright unshine treaming in, and 
neither music nor singing to assist the vibrations. 

Eventually a scheme wa hammered out which proYed quite
successful. 
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In our excitement at getting the voices so plainly in daylight, 
we occasionally interrupted the spirits, and a mortal and a spirit 
voice overlapped, the two apparently occupying the same moment 
of time. The voices came from a point about three feet above 
the head of the medium, who was 'seated; they were utterly 
dissimilar in tone, characteristics and diction, but separated by 
some three feet or so , and at times nearer to me than the medium. 

It seemed to me an extraordinary occurrence that I could hold 
intercourse in this remarkable manner, as freely and easily a s 
one mig ht chat with friends in one's own home. 

Partial materialisations, in particular the hand, wrist, and fore
arm, with spirit drapery attached in the case of a female spirit, I 
have known on scores of occasions. The hand is illuminated by 
a light the spirit brings-a light quite distinct from the personal 
light every spirit possesses-and is usually of a silvery grey colour 
which gives no radiation, and just illuminates the hand which holds 
it. There is no heat in this ljg ht, but contact with flesh g ives :i 

gentle pricking sensation. The individual lig hts of spirits at her 
sittings vary from a tiny gem-like spark to a light as la rge as one's 
head, and they also vary considerably in shape and brilliancy. 

Levitation, too, is quite a common feature . Small objects are 
moved from place to place and flowers placed in the outstretched 
hand or between two suggested fingers, or accurately inserted in 
the mou th \Yit hout the slightest fumbling. All this in darkness, 
and whilst t he medium is so controlled that the slig htest movement 
on her part would be instantly detected. Of course, to our spirit 
friends there is no da rkness, everything being clearly visible to 
them. 

Another wonderful phase of psychic force is often shown, a 
rare one, and that is Direct Spirit writing. 

I go prepared with a quarto writing pad, which I place upon 
my knees at all sorts of angles, and, in the dark, I hold out the 
pencil. I vary the position, sometimes hig h, at times low, or to 
right and left of the medium; always, with unfailing accuracy 
the pencil is instantly taken. 

I haYe known the communicating spirit say as I held out the 
pencil, ' You mig ht have sharpen~d the pencil,. the point is 
broken . · I was quite unaware of it , but found it to be as the 
voice sta ted. Again, I have sometimes forgotten to take off 
the metal protector of the point, and the pencil has been handed 
back to me, as a g ent le reminder ! . 

I see the hand , holding the pencil descend to the pad, I see, 
feel and hear the spirit write . Beyond the materialised hand is 
space, althoug h of course, . the spirit body is there, but there. ~s 
noth ing to feel. If t he written message is a long one the spmt 
will detach the sheet, and continue on the next. I have heard the 
paper rustling hig h up in the room , ar~d .then placed far beyond 
the reach of the medium. The matenahsed hand has changed 
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from a right to a left one, at reque t and on a few occasions both 
right and left were materialised at the ame time. At one sitting, 
when a Christmas Tree \Vas in the circle, four baby hands were 
materialised, and the sitters saw them tugging at a toy tied to the 
tree. They could not detach it until an adult hand also 
materialised, and the five hands were observed at the ame moment 
of time. 

Scents are another feature of these eances, and trong psychic 
breezes are generated at times when· hut doors and windows quite 
preclude the slightest draught. 

In short, these psychic force are a varied a they are wonderful, 
and I have pleasure in paying a tribute to a very beautiful type of 
mediumship. 

CURRENT PERIODICALS. 
The issues of " The Occult Re,·iew " for July and August contain matter 

of both general and particular interest to psychic students. The Editorial 
in the July issue is de,·oted to" The Hi tory of piritualism "with the opening 
words," 'Vhat the :.\lodem pirituali tic :\[O\·ement owes to the tirele s propa
ganda of its stalwart champion of to-day- ir Arthur Conan Doyle, only 
posterity will be in a position fully to reali e." 

" Sane Occultism," an article from the able pen of " Dion Fortune," a 
practical student, in the same is ue ad,·ocates the wise use of mediumship, and 
insists upon the continued respon ibility that rest upon the sitter " to rightly 
di,·ide" the words that come from the eer. 

'Ve heartily recommend this monthly publication to reader who wish 
for interesting and informative matter. 

The American Journal of Psychical Research continues to give us thought 
stirring articles. Under the Editorship of :\Ir. :\falcolrn Bird it has entered 
on a new era, and is getting to grips with the larger aspect of the subject. 

In-the July issue, the Editor g;,·es u the a rticle on" :\largery "his reader 
have been waiting for, and promi es that the next volume of the American 
Society's Proceedings ";11 be de,·oted to her mediumship of the last eighteen 
months. In the August issue he continue the matter and deals wisely and 
gently-perhaps too gently-with the Report of the English . P.R. on" Mar
gery." The French contribution of udre, on Telepathy in July, is dealt with 
elsewhere_. In. August the same writer deals with Trance and Hypno is ; Mr. 
Harry Price gives an account of Poltergeist :\Iedium hip seen in Yienna, and 
we understand that the medium poken of may visit England in the Autumn. , 

. "~he British Journal of Psychical Research," for July-August gi,·es an 
interesting account of phenomena in the home of the chneiders in Braunau 
under what :\1r. Price, the "Titer, thinks unimpeachable conditions. Th~ 
whole family are psychic and contribute to the power when the seances are 
held in the house. 

The " Revue Metap~ychique," for July and August has for those who 
can rea~ French, abl_e a~cles by Prof. Ri~~et, Dr. O ty, :\I. udre, and Dr. 
Warcolher, and contnbuti~ns from the ens1m·es, Raoul de Fleuri~re and Pascal 
Forthuny, on their psychic faculty and how it _eems to be expr~ed through 
them. (~he Revue can be ordered from the Insntut, 89, Avenue. 1el, Paris, or 
from Felix Alcan, 108, Boulernrd t. Germain, Paris.) 

Also received:-
" Luce e Ombra," for July and August. 
"Za15adn ienia Metapsychiczne," (\\"ar awj. 
" Ze1t~chnft Fili Parapsrchologie" (Leipzig.) 
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BOOK TESTS, PSYCHICALLY RECEIVED 
THROUGH MRS. BLANCHE COOPER'S 

VOICE MEDIUMSHIP. 

By the Hon. Secretary of the College . 

i\01 

As Book Tests are rather rare, I am always very glad to record 
them, to add to the matter extant on this phase. Mrs. Blanche 
Cooper's mediumship has, next to Mrs. Osborne Leonard's, 
probably given the greatest output in this way. 

Evidential communication by means of Book Tests is designed, 
as has so often been stated, to overcome the assumption of tele
pathic communication between the medium and the sitter, indi- . 
eating an independent line of thought and action by the com
municator. 

A.H .R., a College member, who records two cases, has had 
some excellent evidence both with Mrs. Cooper and other mediums, 
but pursues her investigations with a constant question in her 
mind as to the origin of the communications. The interesting 
Book .Tests which she has received may be a new way of meeting 
these questionings, and I report these first. 

No. 1 A.I-I.R. TEST. 

Small Groiip Seance, Ap1,il 23rd, 1926. Medium, Mrs. Blanche 
Cooper. 

Two other ladies present besides A.I-LR. She reports:-

" I asked my communicator, J., to give me again some clear 
·evidence, as some names were not too clear. He went for a 
brief interval, and his mother purported to communicate with me, 
and I repeated the request to her. J. returned in a little, and 
spoke in a distinctly excited manner-quite different from before
and in a most determined way, as if anxiously wanting to get 
something through before it might be too late. 

'' He said, ' J. speaking-listen ! I want to give you something 
now--it is important. Concentrate on the bookshelf in sitting 
room, near the door, first shelf at bottom, fourth book from the 
door, page 27. ' I repeated carefully, and the voice said, ' It 
might be 72, but I am almost .sure it is 27. It is about Brightness 
and something I used to say.' Nada, the control, then ca·me and 
said, ' You will find " brightness " and " beautiful light " men
tioned.' 

'' Immediately I returned to my rooms I looked for the book, 
and the indicated one proved to be ' If Winter Comes.' Turning 
to page 27 I found the following :-
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" A vision of exquisite and unearthly and brilliantly coloured 
beauty seemed to be before his eyes . . . I lands, all white 
and green , and in a sea of terri fi c blue . . . and music . .. 
the thin note of d istant trumpets." . . . amazing. He read 
on-' W here D elos rose and Phcebus sprang! Eternal 
s ummer g ilds them yet.' . . . On a different note with a 
different picture coloured in greys-' the mountains look on 
Marathon and Marathon looks on the sea. ' Music- The 
trumpets thinned away, exquisitely thin tiny-gone ! And 
high a6ove the mountain and far upon the ea an organ shook! 
H e said, ' W ell, I 'm dashed! ' and put the book away." 

" Certa inly there is much brightness and beautiful light in these 
lines , as my fr iend J. and I would have understood it wit h our 
spiritua l love fo r beauty in nature, and especially· the mountains 
and the sea. 

" And something I used to say ." "hen J. was deeply thought
ful over something, a favourite expression of his would be, ' Well, 
I 'm dashed !' So the two clues given a re to me fully justifi ed 
in the passage. " 

No. 2 A. H .R. TE T. 

At a Cooper Private S eance on .\fay 3rd. 

A. H. R. records : " I had the opportunity of sitt ing with Miss 
Hazel Ridley, and at my first, a very favourite cousin, ' Emmy,' 
came to speak , b ut indistinctly, and with no real evidence. At 
the next s itt ing, a week later, in a Group, she came very clea rly 
and with good evidence. That was on Friday, April 30th. On 
Monday, May 3rd , I had a private sit ting with Mrs. Cooper, when 
conditions seemed good. My two special communicators had been 
speaking to me, when a voice, different from the others, clearly 
said , ' E mmy ; E mmy. ' We talked for a few minute and then 
she seemed to break off and my usual communicator J., came 
again , a nd said, ' I thought I would bring Emmy here, that 
would be sure to convince you. Emmy was a great friend of us 
both , but she had never communicated with me before through 
Mrs. Cooper. J. then said ' Look on bookshelf to the right, 
third shelf, fou rth book, left to right-page 26.' I understood 
this qui te clearly. I said, "You g ave me a good book 
te st before,' and his answer was ' This is a new one. ' 
On the way home I thought he had forgotten to tell me what this 
new test would refer to, and I had forgotten to ask this. But I 
lo oked up the bookshelf and found at once that the third shelf 
is the thir¢ from the top and bottom, so this was clear enoug h. 
The book indicated is a volume by Bernard Shaw. Page 26 is, 
'The Doctor' s Dilemma ' (which J. and I much enjoyed when 
together), and three time it say on the pag e gi,·en-in a rather· 
outstanding way- ' E mmy.' So indeed no clue wa necessary. 
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Mr. T., at a private Cooper Sitting with his wife on June 22nd, 
1925, reports the following:-

" · buri~g the sitting our daughter claimed to communicate, and 
said, ' You remember the Book Test I gave you regarding con
sumption ' (this was previously reported in PSYCHIC SCIENCE) ; 
' I have got another small test for you. Second shelf up, third 
book left to right, in bookcase at home. Page 43 or 34 you will 
find something which interests us three, also something on same 
page about God. " Nada " and I have just been to look. I 
hope I have given it right; we did not get inside the book, it was 
done so quickly.' 

" On reaching home, 100 miles from London, we followed direc
tions carefully, and found the book to be 'The Adventures of 
Sherlock Holmes,' by Conan Doyle. (Incidentally I spoke to Sir 
Art'hur that day at the College.) Page 34 contains part of the 
story of the ' Red-Headed League.' Jabez Watson is speaking 
of his assistant, Vincent Spaulding~ thus:-

' Never was such a fellow for photography, snapping away 
with a camera and then diving down into a cellar like a 

· rabbit to develop his pictures. ' 
"We had had a sitting for photography earlier the same day, 

and my daughter evidently wished to let us know that sl:).e knew 
this; it certainly concerned us three, as we hoped for her picture. 

'' Further down the page occur the words :-

, I wish to the Lord that I was a red-headed man.' 

'' I s this the other reference? ! 
" There was nothing which would fit either clue on page 43." 

Another member , L. L., reports a Book Test aJ a private sitting 
with Mrs. Cooper on July 1st , 1925. Present: L.L. and a 
friend:-

" My daughter (who comm unicates with me) said, ' Mother, 
am going to try to give you a book-t est.' She asked me to look 
in the fourth book from left-hand corner on the top shelf of my 
friend's little book cupboard (who was sitting with me); to find 
page 23, and look for some words which she meant as a message 
from her to me; if we failed on page 23, to try page 32, and she 
added there was something about ' damp ' in it. 

" I went straight to the flat with my friend and opened the 
cupboard, took out fourth book from left-hand corner of top 
shelf, but found nothing apposite on page 23. The book is Vol. II. 
of ' The Highlands of H eaven.' On page 32, fourth line, I found 
the words, ' It is not on myself that I would fix your mind, my 
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friend, but on the messages proceeding through me to you, and 
through you to our fellow Christians fighting th ir way through 
the Il!ists of controversy, doubt and misdirected ze . ' " (The mes
sage is certainly a very nice one, and applicable to the one who 
received it, but the only word that suggests " da p," gi en as a 
clue, is the word " mists. " - Ed.) 

M.B., a member, reports a Book Test at a private Cooper 
sitting on November 2nd, 1925 :-

" I had previously asked my husband through a Ouija Board 
sitting ·with a friend to try and get me a book test through a 
medium. This was about ten days ago. On the unday previous 
to iny Cooper sitting, at another Board sitting, I t Id my husband 
of my appointrient with Mrs. Cooper, and he t once wrote, 
' Have got a Book Test.' To-day he quietly cam th~ough M_rs. 
Cooper, and I said, ' What about the test you ar gomg to give 
me? ' I did not specify that it was a book te t, nor had the 
words been mentioned in Mrs. Cooper s presence, or had I had a 
book test from her , though I had had other tests as names and 
details about friends. He replied at once, ' Oh yes; the book 
test. Here it is . You know the room don't you? ' The school
room? ' I queried, (my sitting-room in which he a ways sat when 
in this" house.) ' Yes.' ' Look in the bookcase on the left of the 
door as you go in-second shelf from bottom-t ird book from 
left . Page 43. You may have to reverse to Page 34. You will 
find something that will remind you of old times. ' When you 
were at G-- G-- ?' I said. 'Yes.' 

" I must explain that my husband was a gre athlete and 
sportsman, a splendid human animal, very handso e and charm
ing, but for several years previous to his death he as completely 
crippled, and was cut off entirely from all virile a tivities. This 
galled him terribly, as ' life ' meant to him-b xing, sailing, 
swimming, etc. He had what psychologists call a power urge,' 
which, denied its natural outlet, seemed to take at imes the form 
of violence of language, etc., to those nearest to h m, like a dog 
chained up snapping at his friends. This sometim s led to pain 
and misunderstanding. Since his death I haYe been very strongly 
impressed with · the idea that he longed to remo e all painful 
memories and misunderstandings which might hav been caused. 
1n his lifetime he would often apologise and say, ' ou know it's 
this pain that makes me do it-it makes me feel ma 

'' On returning home I looked up the book indicat 
it to be ' ' T he Caged Lion,' ' by Charlotte Yonge. 

, I found the words-they leapt to my eye at one 
cage have strange tempers .' 

d, and found 
On page 43 
'Lions in a 

"I can't imagine the whole atmosphere and pr blem of the 
'old dan ' referred to being more neatly put in a nut hell, and the 
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sentence paraphrases so exactly hundreds of apologies he had · 
made. My mind was a blank at the sitting as to what sort of • 
subject the reference might allude to; I had rather fixed in my 
mind the idea, almost the desire, that a different bookcase, at the 
opposite end of the room, where some favourite books that had 
belonged to my husband were, . would be selected. There are ' 
eight separate bookcases in the room and over 1,000 books." 

The above are instances of Book Tests given to inte_rmittent ' 
sitters with Mrs. Cooper, lbut following is a series with the two 
members, M. and W., who have had a continuous run of these , · 
and in fact sit with Mrs. Cooper for this particular purpose. 
Previous records of their work have appeared in PSYCHIC SCIENCE. ' 
The following will be found as valuable as any previously ' 
recorded. 

'' M '' is the recorder, and the clearest results seem to be · 
obtained when she is present, either alone or with W., in spite of . 
the fact that W. is the communicator-W.B.W. 's-mother. M .. 
was a friend of his. 

October 26th, 1925. Private Sitting with Mrs. Cooper at the 
College, M. and W. present. 

"W.B.W. told me to turn to the room on the left just inside 
the front door, when I got home, and take the fourth book from 
left to right on second shelf of bookcase on the right, just inside , 
the room, to look on page 38 or 83, where he said I should find a 
reference to a " journey " or " transit . " He said he thought 
' transit ' might be a better title for what he meant as the test; 
he also said th.at at the beginning of the book I should find two 
blank pages. 

"Returning home, I followed his directions and found the book 
to be Vol. I. of ' The History of Art,' by Elie Faur, translated by 
Walter Pach. There are two blank pages. at the beginning of the 
book. Page 38 is all about the Egyptian idea of death and' 
immortality, and the journey of the soul after death . I consider 
it quite a • good test. The word " transit " would particularly. 
apply to such a journey. · 

" The book test was giveri by W. 's special request, and it was. 
her suggestion that it should be taken from a book in my home, 
as these seemed more successful than when W.B.:W. chooses from 
her home.'' 

Nove·mber 11th, 1925. Private Sitting.-M. and ·w. present. 
M. records :-

'' I had been thinking for some time before coming to the sitting 
that it o~ght to be ipteresting to ask W. B. W. at a sitting if he 
could find a Book Test, if I should g ive the subject for the test . 
It was only, however, on fhe daycWf11esining that I decided upon. 
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a subj ect, which I thought suitable. Vv. and I. 1 nched together 
that day, and I told her of my idea. She agree that I should 
ca rry it out , and we decided that I should at the sitting ask 
W .B.W . whether he could remember a certain h use, saying no 
more than , ' D o you remember 49, B Road? ' giving 
the name of the road. If he should claim to reme ber it I should 
then ask him if he could go to my house and ch se a test from 
any book that would show us that he realJy remem ered the house, 
or any incident of his life there. We carried thi out exactly at 
the sitt ing, and W . B. W. seemed very anxious t try and find a 
test, but first he said he had one to give me which he had already 
looked out. H e told me to go to the room down tairs, take the 
second book from left to right, on the second shelf from the book
case on the right of the door, and on page 45 or 4 I should find 
something about 'light' or 'brightness.' Then hew nt, and ' ada' 
said excitedly, ' H e has gone to find the other tes . ' 

" After an interval of a very few minutes he sp ke again, and 
told me to take four th book from right to left f om the second 
shelf, and on page 28 or 82 I should find ometh ng that would 
show he could remember 49, B--- Road. I as ed him where 
to look for the book, and he said ' U pstairs,' an 
broke in and said , ' Between the table and the wi 
made it quite clear to me where I should look. 

" '49, B--- R oad ' was the home of the co municator be
tween the age of four and twelve years. When I got home I 
found the book ind icated to be ol. XXII. of the Swanston 
Edition of the works of R . L. Stevenson, the bo k is ' J uvenile 
Essays: ' On page 28 we found the following wor s :-

' A child that woke from h is few hours' sleep ith the sweat 
of a nig htma re on hi s brow,' 

.and-
' Nig hts of pain and weariness are graven o my mind. ' 

" W., his mother , tells me that the communicato suffered from 
the only severe illness of his life while living in thi house, and if 
asked if he could remember tha t home he might easil say, ' ights 
of pain and weariness a re graven on my mind,' o might recall 
.childish nightmares. 

" It seemed to W. and myself that he had ma e a very fair 
attempt to find an associat ion which could be re ognised with 
49, B Road. 

" I then looked for the fi rst test, which it was s ted had been 
prepared for me. The book proved to be ' Enter Caroline,' by 
Baroness d 'Anckman. O n page 45 there is menti n of the sun, 
and al so letter of fire. Both suggest light and b ightness, but 
1 would not call it a first-class test." 

(W. in a let ter to me confirms the whole of the a ove.-Ed. ) 

• 
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,, oveniber 15th, 1925. Private Sitting.-M. and W. present. 

" vV.B.'vV. spoke to W., telling her to look in the room down
stairs in her own home, take fourth book from left to right from 
the third shelf from the bottom, from the bookcase on the left of 
the door, and she would find a name connected with her. He 
repeated this several times and said also that on page 23 or 32 
she would find the name of someone they knew a long time ago. 
W. said she could not follow the directions clearly, as she could 
not visualise a bookcase in the position described. He then spoke 
to me, saying he had made a mistake, that I should look for the 
book as directed in my home. 

'' When I got home I followed the directions which were quite 
clear to me. I found the book to be Vol. 1 of ' The Life of John 
Churchill, Duke of Marlborough,' by Field Marshal Viscount 
W-- (the same surname as the communicator's). On page 23 
the name W--, a surname, appears more than once, . a name 
v..r. remembers an'd connects with her son a long time ago, during 
his first term at Harrow.'' 

November 21st, 1925. Private Sitting.-M. and W. present. 

M. continued the idea of giving W.B. W. a subject on which to 
base a book test, and determined on the next occasion not to make 
it a personal one as in the test of November 11th, but to fix on 
some general idea. She writes:-

'' I was thinking of it before breakfast, and decided that I 
would take for the test whatever definite subject should arise 
during breakfast, so that it would not be my personal choice. 

'' The . subject that arose was the loss of the submarine M.1. 
Very technical, as the discussion took place between a Naval 
Officer and one .who has served· with the Merchant Service and in 
the R.N. V.R. I took practically no part in the conversation, and 
did not start it, but as I seemed to have' the sea ' before me during 
the whole meal I decided upon that for the subject of the Book 
Test. 

" At the sitting W.B.W. spoke to me, asking me to ask him 
questions, so I said, ' I want you to find a special book test for 
me.' Before I had time to say more, he replied, ' I have already 
found it,' and. a little later, without my saying anything more, he 
said, ' It is a red book, second from left to right, page 83 or 38, 
upstairs in the bookcase near the window, fourth shelf from top, 
and the subject is water.' I was most amazed at this and only then 
told W. all that I had planned as above, as I had no time to tell 
her before the sitting. I had really thoug ht of 'the sea,' whereas he 
used the more vague term ' water,' but the test, when I found the 
book as indicated, seems very clear. It is a red bound 
volume of Walter Pater's, ' Greek Studies," and on page 83 is the 
story of ' Persephone ' and how she was carried away while 

I 
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playing with the sea nymphs, ' daughters of the Ocean,' as Pater 
puts it. So there is undoubted reference to the sea ' in the 
word ocean found on page 83. ' ' 

December lst, 1925. Private Sitting.-Only JI. present . 

"W.B.W. came at once and gave me directio s to look on the 
same shelf of the same bookcase from which the test of the 
previous week (the sea test) had been taken, nd in the fourth 
book from left to right, on page 37 or 73 I shou d find something 
that would remind W., his mother, of something e did a Jong time 
ago. I said I thought this was rather vague as clue, and asked 
him if he could not tell me something more definit . 

'' He then said that on the same page I should find the name of 
a relat ive who had been with him on the occasion to which the test 
referred. 

" On reaching home, I found the book indicate to be the same 
one as the one from which the test on the previous week was taken, 
• Greek Studies,' by \ Vatter Pater. (This is the fi st time that two 
tests ·have been given. from the same book on sep rate occasions.) 

'' On page 37, the only name that occurs is Will am Blake. Then 
comes on the same page the wurds ' Travelled t rough a country 
of clear rivers, and wide meadows, high windy pl ces. ' W., his 
mother, thinks this refers to a w_alking tour her on d id with his 
father in Switzerland when he was eleven years Id, a long time 
ago. His father's name is \i\ illiam. There is o name or any
thing appropriate on page 73. The two clues g iven are quite 
appropriately found in the test. '' 

December 7th, 1925. Private Sitting.-M. and W. present. 

M. records, " I tried a new test by suggesfng to W.B.W. 
where he should find a book for a book test. I o ly decided upori 
the directions at the moment that I gave them, ye his reply came 
immediately. The following is our conversation -

Myself.-' Can you find me a Book Test from any book 
counting from left to right on the third shelf from the ~013 of 
the bookcase on the right of the door, in th room upstairs 
where most of the tests have been found?' 

W.B.W.-' Take the . thi rd book from lef to right, page 
34 or 43. You will find something about " stars " and 
••night.'' ' 

" On returning home I found the book to be ' yths of Ancient 
Egypt,' by Lewis Spence, but I could find _no refer nee to ' stars ' 
or ' night ' on either page 3! or 43. I noticed ere seemed to 
be an unusually large number of pages at the b ginning of the 
book before page 1 began, so I included these d counted in 

• 
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actual pages up to page 34. This brought me to page 15 as 
numbered, and on that page I found the following passage :
' And he dispersed the darkness by making the sun and moon out 
of his eyes, .. . the more sophisticated making of vegetation, 
reptiles and stars.' 

" I know Mr. -Drayton Thomas says, that often in tests through 
Mrs. 0. Leonard, he had to count up the pages in this way to find 
the tests, but I do not know if you would call this quite as 
successful a Book Test as the others. 1 ' 

(No, I do not think I should, but as we do not know the 
difficulties of the communicators or how they sense the pages or 
the matter given in these tests, it is interesting that as the number 
of the pages goes, the clue words indicated were found .-Ed.) 

I think those who will have the patience to carefully read these 
book tests will find their reward in a new appreciation of the effort 
of intelligent selection put forth by W.B. W. They are in them
selves an answer to the frequent statement that our communiCators 
are often in a dream state, bringing througfi only disjointed facts, 
or living only in part of themselves. This may apply to some who 
have not been able to master conditions of communication, but 
W. B. W. is very wide awake, as are many of the other "boys " 
who have done their best to thin the veil. At every sitting besides 
the book tests, there have been evidential private com
munications, indicating awareness of his home conditions. 
As an example, although it is not exactly upon the sub
ject of this article, I might mention an instance given 
at a seance on October 17th. A book test was given 
by \ iV.B.W. in his mother's home, said to be in a book case in the 
drawing room, but as has happened so often before with him, the 
book tests given in this house have never the accuracy of those 
given in M. 's house. He finds in the latter a power of exact defini
tion which fails him in W. 's home. In this case W.B.W. claimed 
that he had gone to the drawing room during the sitting, and found 
the test. To prove this, he was asked whether he had noticed 
anything new in the room. He said '' Yes,'' and that it was some
thing not very large which anyone entering the room might not 
notice, and that it made a noise, but he said he could not get the 
proper name for it. 

He then said, " It sounds to me like a wireless." 
W. answered him that he was quite right. 
M. remarks in her record that at the moment he pronounced the 

above words, " It sounds to me like a wireless," those very words 
were in her mind, as .she had been guessing from the allusion " It 
makes a noise," etc., what could have been newly put in the room. 

W .B.W. then said, " You gave me the clue, I was able to get 
through the words in your mind." 

It is easy to see that by the time W.B.W. got through the 
actual ten;n " wireless," it would have been quite easy for the 
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medium or anyone (as M. did), to g uess the corr ct solution. 
It appears that on the day before the ittin mall wireles 

set was fitted up in the room . 

BOOK TESTS THROUGH MRS. 

Mrs. Garrett is a comparatively new deep tr ce medium who 
works at the College. Her development for th strenuous work 
of a medium who has to meet &IJ -comers, whom the College may 
decide shall be sitters, was greatly assisted duri g the early part 
of 1925 by Mrs . Kelway Bamber, who devote much time and 
thought to her tra ining, and the result has been ery satisfactory. 
For six months, Mrs. Garrett has been workin regularly at the 
College, and a steady improvement has bee noticed. Her 
" control , " an Arabian called " Uvani," is gaini g in confidence, 
and where the sitters understand the conditions of sitting, some 
excellent results have been obtained . Mrs. Garre t was one of the 
few mediums who won the unqualified approva of the " Daily 
News '' correspondent who recently made an investigation of 
mediumship. Where a medium works under good conditions, there 
ought to be a distinct growth noticed over a p riod of months, 
growth in adaptation to the varying sitters, and in clearer reception 
of the messages coming to them . This has been oticed conspicu
ously wi th several College mediums, and in Mrs. arrett's case is 
evidenced in the ability to secure some Book Test . These are no 
more remarkable nor as remarkable as the any evidential 
communications received daily on other matters, but the form is 
rarer, and for this reason, I record the following, G find its proper 
place in Book Test records. · 

Private sitting with Mrs. Garrett, held at the Co lege, May 14th, 
1926. M.K. sitter and recorder. 

" I have had two previous sittings with Mrs. G rrett, one when 
the College was first testing her powers, in 19 5, one about 3 
months ago, and the present . All three have bee most uccess
ful, but the one I am about to record surpassed t e other t\Yo. I 
only know Mrs . Garrett slightly, and my perso al relations are 
completely unknown to her or to anyone at the ollege. I was 
privileged on this occasion to have a Book Test. I have never 
before had one through any medium. 

My records were made during the sitting, as M s . Garrett does 
not object to copious note-taking. 

The Communicator was my mother, who, ha ing established 
her identity by many messages of an intimate and eeply pers~nal 

-character, said she would prove how closely my fa her and herself 
were in touch with me, how they knew and under tood my inner
.most thoughts and studies. 

• 

• 
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She said I had been reading a book in bed that morning, just 
commencing it. 

I had read for a while, and closed the book to take up some
thing else, wondering if I should find any help in the book on the 
subject I am at present studying with great interest. 

If I would open the book at page 94, the twelfth line down, I 
should find a message in answer to my thought, and to do with my 
study. 

This morning, contrary to my _usual custom of reading the 
m_orning paper, I opened and commenced to read '' The Meaning 
of Masonry," by W. L. Wilmhurst, P.M. 275; Past Provincial 
Grand Registrar (V/est Yorks.). 

Later, the maid bringing me the paper, I closed the book. with 
the thought ' Shall I find anything in this book to help me in my 
search ' and turned to the paper. 

For some time I have been giving much thought to the subject 
of Evolution and the question of whence we come, and to what 
we shall evolve. 

After the sitting I opened '' The Meaning of Masonry,'' at page 
94·, the twelfth line down reads :-

, Man has yet to ''Omplete his evolution by becoming 
a God-like being and unifying his consciousness with the 
Omniscient.' 

. As I live at the College, and it is well known I spend some little 
time among the books in the Library, I should like to draw 
attention to the following facts . 

' The Meaning of Masonry ' had only been entered in the 
Library a week. 

I was the first borrower. 
It is not a book one would ordinarily expect to find in a Psychic 

Library. 
I had not reached p. 94 in the book. 
No one knew that my thoughts had been upon this subject, 

and that I was seeking lig ht upon it. 
Yet here I get an answer, in a compact sentence, to the 

questions I have been asking, g iven exactly, page and line of text. 
In a further reading of the book, I have not found any other 
sentence which would so ably answer my questioning. 

In the same sitting I received 21 names or initials, 20 of which I 
was able to verify; four of these names were of people still living, 
but which helped in the context. "-M.K. 

That we are likely to get further results from Mrs. Garrett in 
this way, is proved by a second book test, on May 
17th, to Mrs. Kelway Bamber, at the College, who reports: 
"The sitti ng ·was an excellent one in every way, and most evidential. 
Then ' Uvani ' said, ' If you look at the book on the bureau table, 
on page 120, line 5, you will find something suitable connected 
with what you have done lately.' 
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There is a bureau table in my bedroom, and at t e time one book 
upon it. I t was there by chance, and was " The L fe after D eath," 
edited by S ir J ames Marchant . Page 120 occur in a chapter by 
R obert Blatchford , and line 5 begins, ''She is telli g me something 
I do n •t know, not knowing it I cannot be thinkin about it," etc. 

The test is rather good, because I had just been working bard to 
convince someone that it is Spirit Comrnunio and not mind 
reading tha t takes place in good medium ship. " 

M-rs . M. records the following:-

"At a t rance sitting at the College on July 10th, 1926, with Mrs .. 
Garrett, I received a message to look in a book, w ich it was stated 
I would find in my own room, and which I was r ading. " Look 
at page 62, line 5, and find there a message from your husband." 
I looked up the on ly book on which I was engage at the moment, 
Lord Dunraven's " Experiences in Spiritualis with D . D. 
H ome," and on page 62, line 5, found the followi g :-

" W e know all your sufferings and your sh rtcomings, and 
what you have to contend with, for have we not t o been mortals, 
have we not wearied on the roadside ; and bad ou times of agony 
and doubt? " 

I had not read as far as page 62, or even glan ed through the 
book, and the message was literally an answer to questions I had 
been putting mentally to my husband, as to whet er those on the 
other side with their large experience could really ontinue to take 
a personal interest in our petty affairs. The book est immediately 
followed a very intimate personal message from y husband, and 
was given with great rapidity." 

Miss Mercy P hillimore, Secretary of the Lo don Spiritualist 
Alliance, k indly allows me to use the following o tained through 
Mrs. Garrett . 

Book test received at Seance at L.S .A ., May 4 h, 1926. 

The si t ter (C.C.S .) records:-
"The book test purported to come from my son, C.W.S .,. 

to fully sat isfy his stepmother as to bis identity an was the second 
of two tests given. This explains the use of the ·ord below. 

" In a bright room below, facing a garden, here are book
shelves having g lass in front . On the top shelf, the fifth book, 
from the left , is a slim red book with soft cover . On page 58, 
line 7, there is a message. '' 

I followed the directions and found that the 
was " Silas Mamer" and was given to me in 1871 
red bound in " cloth boards " but from its age mi 
' ' soft covers. ' ' 

ook' referred to 
It is slim and 

ht be taken for 

Page 58, line 7, counting the heading line, a is usual with 
printers, conta in s the following words, " keep thi gs as nearly as. 
possible in their old condition." 

This message is quite clear to us as it is a defini e instruction in 

... 
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~elat~o~ to a pr~bl~1~1 that .~e had been considering for ~long time." 
Seance at L.S.A. on May 13th, 1926. 
The sitter prefers to remain anonymous, but is a member of 

the L.S.A. 
" The control, ' Uvani,' said during the sitting, "and from the 

second one (son), I want to give you a message in evidence. It 
' is that you have been reading, and I think, to-day, and it is a 
· book that you placed down, before coming away. It is not a 
<ieep book, just light literature. Look at that book, as you will do 
again, because I do not think it is finished with. Go to page 121, 
go down five lines, and (he says), ' dearest, there you will find from 
me, something that will amuse you.' '' 

I had taken back to the Library that morning '' my light 
1iterature," but I searched about a dozen other books, on my 
return home, with no result, and as the sitting had not been a very 

. satisfactory one, very muddled, I thought no more o.f it. , 
About three weeks later, however, I went to the Library to 

-change my books again, I thought I would ask for the last book I 
had been reading, of the set I had last taken back. It was given 
to me, and I found on page 121, in the first five lines, the following . 

Book, " Major Dane's Garden," by M. F. Perham . 
' On the next Saturday afternoon, when Cavell, with a string 

-of quiet curses, was keeping five boys busy about his ponies and 
equipment for polo, he saw Rhona putting on her helmet. 

" Oh, I shouldn't come to-day dear, you will be choked with 
dust. 

'' ' I've nothing else to do,' she answered. ' I '11 come across 
en .foot, don't wait for me.' 

" This seemed a remarkable reference to my dear son's love of 
polo and ponies. While playing a match at Hurlingham last year, 
he fell dead from his horse from heart disease (which no one, least 
of all himself suspected), his poor young wife looking on. 

I wrote to her to see whether anything was said between them 
like the quotation, and I quote from her letter." 

" When J. left me in the morning of his death, he was so cheery, 
and I said I would come up and meet him in town and together 
we would go to polo. 

" I myself, later in the day did wonder whether I would go, as 
I had a headache, but I remembered it was a match, and he would 
be disappointed if I didn't turn up, and something urged me 
to go." 

It will be noticed in all the above tests, through Mrs. Garrett, 
that subjects which have been occupying the sitters thoughts, are 
the basis of the book-tests, showing independence of selection by 
the communicator. There are no indications of particular words 
to be found on the pages selected, as is so frequently the case in 
the Leonard and Cooper tests. We shall watch Mrs. Garrett's 
further efforts along this line with interest. 
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TAHRA BEY : A REMARKABL FAKIR. 
(Owing to the Lord Chamberlain's ban on the perfo ance of the Egyptian 

fakirs in London in April , only a comparatively few peop e saw the exhibitions 
given by them. The following accounts are from member who were privileged 
to be present at one of T ahra Bey 's demonstrations .-E .) 
One member writes :-

"An account of the performance of Dr. T ahra Bey, the Egyptian 
fakir, at the New Scala Theatre in April last, ma be of interest to 
readers of PSYCHIC SCIENCE. Perhaps the most pressing need in 
psychical research to-day is to ascertain the cond ions under which 
mediumistic phenomena are produced. If we c do this, we shall 
perhaps be able to ensure their appearance mor confidently, and 
study them with greater ease . Dr. T ahra Bey's per ormance showed a 
considerable range of phenomena, produced dur· g a state of self 
hypnotism, the trance state being obtained apparen y by mechanical 
means . The results go to show that students of p ychic phenomena 
will do well to continue the study of the sister scienc of hypnotism . 

Invitations to witness Dr. T ah ra Bey's perform nee were confined 
to members of the medical profession and their frie ds. My presence 
was due to the kindness of a doctor friend. On th stage were forty 
eminent physicians and surgeons, and the entire proceedings were 
conducted in a good light . T he announcer said th t the fakir would 
put himself into a cataleptic trance, in which state he would wound 
himself in various ways without feeling pain . 

The fakir , a well-nourished man of about 45, pro eeded to manipu
late with the fingers of both hands the two sides of is neck below his 
ears, remarking that in this way he could affect ce ain nerve centres 
and rapidly produce the trance state. In about tw minutes time he 
walked to a table and took two pins about 12-inch s long which he 
pushed through his cheeks until the points stood v.-ell out of h is mouth . 
He then took a pointed knife with a blade about 14 inches long with 
which he pierced his neck on one side below the ar, pushing and · 
working the knife until the point touched the other side of his neck. 
In this state he walked about the stage and allowed those ' ho would 
to see that the pins and knife were really inserted Without with
drawing the pins and knife he then lectu red in exc llent French, ex
plaining that in the cataleptic state he was able alik to make himself 
insensible to pain, and to stop the flow of blood. I observed him 
closely through glasses, and was unable to see any flm of blood beyond 
a small stain around the point of insertion of the ife. He fu rther 
stated that the wounds would heal within ten minute , and that by the 
next day no scar would be visible. , It is obvious fr m the forego ing 
that this self-imposed state was no ordinary catale tic trance, since 
the fakir continued to walk about, and talk perfe tly intelligently, 
showing no signs whatever of a trance state beyon the absence of 
bleeding, and his apparent insensibility to pain . It would appear to 
have rather been a case of local anresthesia. 

His next perfo rmance was to strip to the waist d lie down on a 
board studded with nail s, points upwards. An atten ant stood on his 
chest. On rising he invited inspection of his back, d the announcer 
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said that the points of the nails had entered the flesh, and that no 
bleeding was .visible. . 

For his next experiment the fakir invited a volunteer to submit 
himself to hypnotism. A young man responded, and was hypnotised 
in the manner above mentioned, by manipulation of the neck and 
forehead. The subject's eyes soon acquired a fixed stare whereupon 
the fakir placed him in a horizontal position, his head resting on one 
chair and his heels on another, his body stretched rigid between the 
chairs. The fakir then stood on his body, which remained perfectly 
rigid. Releasing his subject from rigidity, the fakir then invited members 
of the audience to put questions to the hypnotised gentleman on sub
jects to which they alone knew the answer. These questions were 
apparently correctly answered. One question was as to the probable 
winner of the Derby. I am told that Coronach was given ; but I did 

, not personally hear this reply. Another gentleman from the audience 
said that his wife was in the theatre somewhere ; but he himself did 
not know where she was sitting. He asked if the fakir could find her. 
The fakir directed the questioner to come on to the stage and hold 
out his hand. After making a few passes near the outstretched hand, 
the fakir led the gentleman down into the stalls and took him to his 
wife, amid much applause. The fakir then awakened his subject, and 
put himself into the rigid state. The attendants stretched him similarly 
between two chairs, whereupon a block of wood was placed on his 
body, and a lusty looking attendant struck heavy blows on the block 
with a sledge hammer, without disturbing the fakir's rigidity. 

For the final experiment a large coffin-like box was brought on the 
stage. The fakir announced that he would again put himself into 
trance and stop his 'respiration for ten minutes during which time 
he would be buried in the box in a heap of sand on the stage. Questioned 
as to how he would know when the ten minutes were up, he replied 
that he would wake automatically, in the same way that a person 
going to bed wills himself to waken at a certain hour in the morning. 
He then put himself into a trance, and was placed in the box, the lid of 
which was closed down. The box was then covered with a large heap 
of sand, and remained covered up for eight minutes. It was then un
covered and raised to an upright position with the lid off. The faki'r 
was perfectly still. Promptly at the tenth minute he trembled and slowly 
awoke, and was supported off the stage. This closed the performance. 

During the time he was buried, the announcer read extracts from a 
·translation of a book by Dr. Tahra Bey, giving particulars of the 
training of a fakir. It transpired that the training was particularly severe 
and began at three months after birth. A fakir esteemed none of ·the 
ordinary pleasures of mankind ; his pleasure lay in the trance state, 
in which condition he was closest to the blissful state after death. 
Amongst other things it was stated that a fakir acquired the power of 
collective hypnotism (hypnotisation of a crowd). If this can be verified, 
it will explain the famous tricks of the mango tree and the rope, related 
by Indian travellers, since on one or two occasions it has been reported 
that a photograph taken at the time when the mango tree was produced 
showed no tree at all." 
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The above contribution was read by a medical ember, Dr. }II., 

who was also present, and . who agrees substantially with the account 
given. He adds:-

" I was specially interested in the physiological xplanation of the 
cataleptic state, and thought the doctors on the latform ought to 
have made inquiry regarding this through the inte preter. I was in 
the Dress Circle, and elicited the fact that the faki has control over 

: the rate of the heart which during the cataleptic sta e is raised to 118 
beats. (The normal is 72 per minute.) We were t Id that the fakir 
could by muscular compression of the carotids an pressure on his 
Vagi nerves enter the anresthetic and finally the cat eptic state. 

" I was also interested in the statement made by t e interpreter that 
while Dr. Tahra Bey contended that during cata epsy his etheric 
body separated from his physical body, another fa ir, Rahman Bey, 
exhibiting in London at the same time believed no ing of the kind, 
and that the whole performance could be explained e irely on physical 
grounds. I should like to add one word regard g the reference 
to ' Collective Hypnotism.' I do not for a momen believe in this. 
I have myself seen the ' Mango tree ' trick perfor ed in the dusty 
ground in India. I came upon the few observers q ite accidentally, 
there was not the slightest chance of my being hypn tized." 

Mr. F. Yeats Brown, in an article in the Spectat r, of ~Iay 29th, 
writing as a student of Yoga upon Tahra Bey, says at he has a real 
message to give to the \iVest, if he only convinced h fa dozen of the 
hundred doctors present at the seance, his work 'ght have good 
results, if they could clothe his physiological-psycholo ical effects with 
their own scientific formulre. The writer affirnis that there is nothing 
either in Yoga in general or in the Sufi doctrine in p ·cular-Tahra 
Bey is a religious ascetic of the Sufi order-that need isturb the faith 
or injure the mental balance of any Western inquirer. n the contrary, 
he says, control of breath and nerve-reactions will b · g peace where 
no peace was and new energy to slaves of wrong tho ght and wrong 
nutrition. Tahra Bey says there is no pain and pr ·es it beyond a 
shadow of doubt. At will he can accelerate his heart be . " I can repair 
any damage in my tissues," says the fakir. "I can also slow down 
my pulse and go into a profound and restful slu ber more like 
h ibernation than sleep." 

Mr. Yeats Brown concludes by asking, "Of wh t use are these 
demonstrations ? " He answers, " The fakir has dr tized for us 
the soul's struggle for control of our physical nature. Our body has a 
r ight to health . Can we win it for ourselves? Are p' s, massage and 
artificial light more than makeshifts? Dr. Dorsey s ys, 'Ernlution 
depends on our capacity to modify and delay reactio s according to 
experience.' That is exactly what the fakir does." 

We understand that Rahman Bey, the other fakir is a member of 
the" Chams "an Egyptian Psychic Union. He clai d that fakirism 
is not only a science, but a religion , and that the obje t of his demon
strations was to fight "the curse of materialism," in the ·west. His 
demonstrations resembled in most particulars those o Tahra Bey . .. 

• 
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PREVISION AND SPIRITUALISM. 
By S. G. Soal. 

(Those of our readers who have studied " The case of Gordon Davis, a 
•communication' from a living person," Vol. XXXV, December, 1925, by 
Mr. Soal, in the S. P. R . Proceedings, and the articles and discussion upon it 

. in the issues of PSYCHIC SCIENCE for April and July, of this year, will readily 
assimilate Mr. Soal's important argument in the present article. Though Dr. 
Osty, M . Sudre, and others who assume that our own psychic content is larger 
than we know, do not call themselves Spiritualists, 'they are in full sympathy 
with all the facts observed. Their loyalty to facts makes their interpretations 
most valuable .-En.) 

In a recent article (PSYCHIC SCIENCE, July, 1926), Mr. M'Kenzie 
interprets the" Gordon Davis "case as one of" spirit communication." 
If by this he means that the results were produced by a psychic inter
mental collaboration among the minds ·of Mrs. Cooper, Gordon 
Davis and myself, I am in agreement and the case falls more or less 
into line with much of the recent work of Pascal Forthuny on living 
personalities distant in space and time . To suppose that a transcendental 
part of the personality of G . D. took part in the affair is at least a legiti
mate hypothesis and would justify in a certain sense the use of the 
term " spirit communication." The question of the psychological 
nature of the self that claimed to be " Gordon Davis " is another, 
problem altogether and in this article I shall not discuss it. 

That in such cases as that of G. D. there is more than a mere 
passionless reading of reality by the psychic, but in addition an active 
unconscious collaboration on the part of the person whose history 
is being delineated, would appear from the fact that many people, 
-sympathetic to the subject and with the best will in the world, are 
yet absolutely impervious to any psychic penetration by M. Forthuny. 

In accordance with spiritistic tradition Mr. McKenzie suggests 
that Gordon Davis may have been in some abnormal mental state 
during the few minutes in which Mrs. Cooper was exercising her 
powers on him, but the study of a recent case by Osty brings me to the 
·conclusion that it is not necessary to postulate any serious abnormality 
(i .e., trance or sleep or hypnosis) on the part of persons, who, unknown 
to themselves, are the objects of clairvoyance at a distance. In the 
important case which I shall briefly describe, a certain Mme. M., at 
about half-past two in the afternoon of April 21st, 1926, at her place of 
business in Paris was seized by a slight attack of dyspnee,* an illness 
that she had never experienced before and for which she was at the 
time unable to account : At about the· same hour Dr. Osty, accompanied 
by M. Humblot and Mme. Camille Flammarion, went down into the 

* Dyspnrea-difficulty in breathing. 
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empty seance hall of the Institut Metapsychique an M. Humblot was 
asked to select at random an empty chair from ong the 150 seats. 
Having attached a piece of gummed paper to the ottom of the seat 
Dr. Osty sent for M. Pascal Forthuny the psychi , indicated to him 
the chair chosen and then left him alone in the r om with a steno
grapher and typist. M. Forthuny sat on the chair, d tiictated to the 
stenographer clairvoyance on the unknown perso , who nearly two 
hours later was destined to occupy the chair. 

At half-past three M. Forthuny having finishe 
room and remained with Dr. Osty in his private roo 
At 3.20 p .m. a large crowd was assembled outsid 
I. M. I. amongst whom was Mme. M., who had just 
ous adverse incidents which had almost made her 
of attending the seance. At 3.30 the doors were pened and about 
200 persons surged into the hall pushing and jostl g each other for 
seats. Mme. M . found herself carried away by the orce of the crowd 
and after some jostling managed to secure a chair . S e said it was only 
by the merest chance that the seat in which she fou d herself was not 
occupied by someone etse . 

At four o'clock Dr. Osty came down into the eance room with 
M. Forthuny and the latter read aloud the typew itten copy of the 
clairvoyance he had made an hour and a half pr viously. 

With the exception of one slight error the deta· fitted Ime. l\I. 
exactly. 

To show how obviously the descriptions exceed all possibilities of 
chance coincidence, I will content myself with citing one or two :-

( i.) "Across the water, far away on the seas, b ond the seas an 
odour of vanilla. Very surprised to see someone return rom Brazil or the 
Argentine-from South America in any case. Some ne connected with 
you." 

Eight days before the seance Mme. M. had re ei\·ed an entirely 
unexpected visit from a friend of her family just retu ned from Brazil. 

(ii .) "Do not wear that belt; it has wounded yo already." 
That very day Mme. . was wearing an elastic b It which she had 

had for some time, and which had recently cause abrasion of the 
skin. 

(iii.) "Watch the ear, nose and throat trouble. 1'. are the source 
of your neuralgias." 

A few days before the seance Mme. M., who had uffered for some 
time with neuralgia had visited a specialist for disea es of the throat, 
nose and ear. He had diagnosed an affection of the se and right ear 
and prognosticated that when this was cured the neuralgia would 
disappear. 

It would seem that in this case the mental distur ance created by 
the interaction of the personalities of Forthuny and me . M., mani
fested itself as a neurasthenia (the functional ailment o dyspnee) rather 
than as a mental dissociation. It would have been in eresting to haYe 

• 
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been able to discover if Gordon Davis was feeling in any way unwell 
on the morning of January 4th, 1922 . . 

For those of my readers who are not q,u courant with the work of 
our colleagues in France, I should explain that M. Pa:;;cal .Forthuny 
is an art-critic and writer as well as a great psychic, thus affording 
if any were necessary, another refutation of the superstition that 
psychic powers are incompatible with high intellectual development. 

A careful study of the original record of Osty's beautiful experi
ment with the empty chairs (Revue Metapsychique, Mai-Juin) will 
convince the reader how difficult· it is to imagine that, in view of the 
jostling and· scrambling for seats, any intelligent agency could have 
guided Mme. M . to this particular chair. And when we consider 
that various incidents such as her sudden illness, the expected visit 
of important clients, etc ., almost prevented Mme. M. from attending 
the seance some explanation based upon the relativity of time seems 
forced upon us. We might perhaps as Mr. McKenzie has tried to do, 
invoke rational inference to explain part of the prevision in the Gordon 
Davis case, although even here it is very difficult to suppose that at 
the time of the sitting, G. D. could have known normally that the 
bird in his possession was destined to stand on the piano, a position 
that it had never occupied in his previous domiciles . 

An eminei:it investigator rec~ntly suggested to me that G. D. was 
perhaps unconsciously influenced by his mental interaction with 
Mrs. Cooper to fulfil her prediction by placing the bird on the piano 
and the candlesticks downstairs. I must confess the explanation 
seems to me a little involved, more especially when we remember that 
G . D. states explicitly that he did not concern himself at all with the 
ordering of the furniture, but left all these matters to his wife . 

In view of the fact that we have records of several cases of pre
vision that simply cannot be explained as intelligent anticipations from 
present data-short of assuming omniscience on the part of humans 
or spirits-I prefer on the whole to consider the Gordon Davis case 
as one of real psychic prevision. 

How far the time-space theory may be invoked to account for such 
cases as those given by Osty and Sudret is at present difficult to 
determine . Borel, in L'Espace et le Temps,' produces arguments in 
favour of the view that time is of a radically different nature from 
ordinary space, and that it is only conventionally by using the velocity 
of light that we can interpret a time-interval as a distance in space. 

It is to be remarked in this connection that in the fundamental 
equation of general relativity ds2 = c2 dt2 - dx2 - dy2 - dz2 , while 
the three spatial e.Jements dx, dy, dz enter symmetrically with negative 
squares it is not so with the time element dt. 

Eddington, on the other hand, seems to think that one day human 
experience may actually be able to co-ordinate Time with the other 
three dimensions of physical space. 

t See American Journal, May, 1926, 
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All that seems certain at present is that the phen mena of prevision 
is intimately bound up with the relativity of time, d it may well be 
that in the un iverse there are centres of conscio sness in motion 
relative to our own from whose viewpoint our own "me is distorted. 

It cannot be denied that the reality of psychi prevision places 
·additional difficulties in the way of the interpretati n of the facts of 
personal identity submitted by mediums as evidenc of the continued 
existence of the dead. For if there are modes of co sciousness which 
can penetrate our future it seems prpbable that by a etrograde motion 
of consciousness in time incidents in the past lives f individuals may 
be brought to light even when these individuals ha e ceased to exist 
in our present . We may agree with Osty that when he medium exer
cises his powers on living people it is the living per onality itself that 
is the real source of the information. In the case '> here the medium 
builds up the identity of a dead person much of cours may be attributed 
to telepathy from the living as I have show"TI. in y recent paper . 
Nevertheless, there are a certain number of well-es ablished cases in 
which either access by the medium to the memory the dead person 

·or else a motion of consciousness into the past would fford the simplest 
explanation . I need only refer by way of example to the case given by 
Osty in his" Supernormal Faculties of ::Vlan ." Here neck-wrap which 
had belonged to an old man who had recently disa peared from his 
home near a forest in the department of Cher ena led ~Ime. Fraya 
to give an account of his last wanderings in the for st on the day of 
his death which led to the discovery of his body. Th account given by 
Mme. Fraya the Paris medium, of the lonely last walk f the old peasant 
is so detailed and circumstantial, every stage of the valk is described 
with such apparent accuracy-the hesitations, the t ppings with the 
stick, etc .-that the reader is left with the impressi n that some part 
of the psychic's mind must have actually projected i elf into the past 
and followed the old man from his cottage to the s t where he lay 
down and died. 

The question therefore, that poses itself for Spir tualism is : Did 
Mme. Fraya really come into contact with a self exist ng in the present 
and owning the memories of the old man, or did she b means of a time
distorrion meet the old man in the past ? 

For a, long time Telepathy or thought transfer nee from living 
minds was regarded as the chief rival of the hypothe is of spirit com
munication. During the last fe\Y years however, th wonderful gifts 
of Ossowiecki have fully established the existence of a ar more complex 
power of human perception in both time and space- power of which 
telepathy may be only a particular case . Thus th ground of the 
struggle would seem to be gradually shifting from a Telepathy more 
and more extended but strictly limited in its concep ·on to a Clair
voyance which seems truly without limits. 

M . Sudre in his recent book, L'lntroduction a a Metapsychique 
Humaine, has envisaged the possibility of the survival o memory without 
·supposing the survival of a self that thinks and reme bers. It would 
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be absurd for me to try to give any adequate discussion of M. Sudre's 
theories in this short article, but I hope to attempt a comprehensive 
survey of his whole philosophical position in a forthcoming lecture 
on October 14th. Here I can merely touch upon one or two salient 
points of supreme interest to Spiritualists. 

With regard to this question of the survival of memory it is of great 
importance to note that M . Sudre adopts as his basis Bergson's now 
classical theory first expounded in La Matiere et La Memoire. The . 
reader will recall that according to Bergson there are two kinds of 
memory. One is the pure or psychic memory which forms the indi
visible whole of our past, and is being continuously added to at every 
moment of our lives. It stretches behind us indestructible in its 
entirety like the wake of a moving. ship. The other memory is the 
habit or " body '' memory. It really represents the power of the body 
to reproduce moverr.ents real or incipient by directing the nervot s 
energy through various paths and by means of co-ordinating centres 
that have been gradually organized within the nervous system. 

When for example, I recall that " the three angles of a triangle 
make 180 degrees it is largely the habit memory that I am using. If 
however, I can recollect the exact day on which I was first taught this 
important proposition at school, with all the attendant circumstances, 
I am witnessing a revival of pure memory. 

Now the pure memory is continually striving to realise itself in 
the form of mental images and to insert as much of itself as possible 
at every moment into our consciousness in order to re-inforce and 
give meaning to the perceptions that are raining upon us from the 
external world. 

The pure memory can only be revived as consciousness however, if 
the brain is able to reproduce certain attitudes of body and sketch out 
certain incipient movements which were excited by the original per
ceptions at the moment when the pure memory was first formed . 

From this standpoint Sudre regards the earthly personality as a 
stream of activity resulting from the interaction of the pure memory 
with the perceptions formed by a bodily organis.m. The heredity of 
the organism will determine the number and variety of the tracks 
in the nervous system available to the nervous impulse in forming the . 
" body "or " sensor-motor "memories. 

If I were to venture to criticize M. Sudre's treatment of the Berg
sonian conception I should say that it scarcely lays sufficient emphasis 
on the dynamic quality of the pure or psychic memory. 

Bergson says himself: " L'esprit humain, presse sans cesse avec la 
totalite de sa memoire contre la porte que le corps va Jui entr'ouvrir." 
But this pressing or striving of the pure memory to insert itself would 
seem to imply that it is endowed with an energy that cannot be derived 
from the organism, but must be transcendental or spiritual. 

It would appear therefore , according to Bergson, that it is the soul 
or spirit that projects the pure memories into the 'organism. But from 
the standpoint of Sudre it is the organism that captures the · pure 
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memory. Sudre in fact, identifies the soul with the otal life-activity 
of the organism. He admits indeed , that this activi is conative and 
purposive, that it integrates hereditary and acquire tendencies and 
marshals them into the service of dominant sentime ts and ideals
in short that the life-process is a " psychism." Teve eless M. Sud re 
will not admit that this infinitely intelligent, purpos ful activity that 
guides the organism through life and moulds matter so marYellously 
can manifest any after-activity following bodily cleat . He maintains 
that this soul is inherited like the body and like it is the result of an age
long evolution. Simple reflex actions of beings low d wn in the scale 
of life have been slowly organised into complex inst" cts, habits haYe 
been learned and transmitted as hereditary disposition , until a psychic 
life that was once a chaotic interplay of instincts has adually become 
oriented in definite directions by the formation of e otional interests 
called sentiments . Finally a life of conflicting interests has been unified 
by the subordination of the warring interests to a s· gle dominating 
sentiment such as love of family or self-esteem. \Vi out this master 
sentiment upon which our individuality largely depend we are all liable 
to Jekyll and Hyde transformations. Concurrent with this integration 
of the psychic life there is set up an increasing co plexity in the 
organization of pathways in the nervous system lea ing to an e\·er 
growing synthesis between the pure memory and the pr sent perception 
and a consequent enrichment of the mind. . 

For Sudre therefore the soul is a biological psychis and the pure 
memory is its principal tool. At death the worker (the oul) disappears 
miraculously but the tool remains. 

That there is a psychism that is a biological integ tion is hard to 
deny but we may doubt if this view represents the w ole truth about 
human personality. We may question for instance w ether a strictly 
biological evolution is capable of accounting for those s dden germina
tions and florescences of pure thought which like t e rapid rise of 
Euclidean geometry have from time to time burst pon the world 
and altered in a trice as it were man's whole outlook u n the uni\·erse. 
What for instance, first put it into the head of Pythag ras that it was 
even possible to dream of proving the proposition abou the square on 
the hypothenuse ? Geometry at that epoch was confine to topography 
and land-surveying and empirical methods were sufficie t for all indiYi
dual and social needs. or do we explain such relatively udden changes 
i;i mental orientation by calling them " spontaneous ental acquire
ments." What we have to account for is how a new onception that 
is out of relation to all present needs suddenly takes sha e and assumes 
fo r some particular individual or group of indiYidua s a passionate 
i:nportance . 

Such axioms as " A is A and not B," " the w ole is greater 
than its part," etc., are possibly to be regarded as of iological origin 
in the sense that they may be the outcome of man's ea ly struggles to 
deal with the concrete objects of the ei..'ternal world. Ce · considera
tions however, point in an opposite direction. 

' 
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I. maintain that it is impossible to read a purely biological interpreta
t~on into the development of some of the great disciplines of pure 
mathematics such as " The theory of the Algebraic Functions " or 
"Projective Geometry." In their main lines of development these 
great theories reveal an order, a structural unity that must have existed 
in a mental world before ever they were dreamed of by man. To 
regard such developments as mere logical" sequences gradually pieced 
together is to miss entirely the underlying symmetry of design. As an 
old professor of mine used to say, " God made the mathematics sym
metrical, but man in his attempts to discover them has often destroyed 
the symmetry." Such subjects as "The Theoi;y of Binary Forms" 
are pre-established harmonies .of a p,urely mental world that have 
been slowly re-discovered by generations of men . They cannot ce 
individual and independent creations in the same sense as a musical 
composition since surprising and totally unexi::ected correlations are 
constantly being established between branches of pure mathematics 
that seemed once to be widely disconnected. 

Facts like these suggest to me that if the human soul began as a 
biological psychism it has at some period of its development become 
linked up through intuition to another world of mind with the same 
fundamental modes of thought as our own. But if this is true the most 
fundamental axioms of logic, the necessary form which all rational 
thought takes, would I).Ot appear to have been derived through terrestrial 
evolution. They would appear rather to be fundamental attributes 
of all mind. And if it can once be shown that the powers of reasoning 
and ordering of sense perceptions are not uniquely dependent on bodily 
evolution a great difficulty disappears in the way of supposing that after 
physical death the soul-activities may lead an intelligent life either by 
forming new associations with matter or by employing some e:Xtra
sensorial form of i::erception. 

From Sudre's point of_ view the pure memory after death is statir., 
inert, or to use his own words " only preserves a residue of dynamism." 
Divorced from the biological organism it cannot realise itself or at 
least only in an occasional and ineffectual manner by its interaction with 
the body of a psychic medium. Hence Sudre arrives at the same 
explanation as Broad* as to why communicating spirits can tell us 
nothing intelligible about their new state of existence, but seem to 
dwell always in the past. According to these authors it is because nothing 
remains after death but the memory of the past. Intelligence, puq: ose 
and will cannot exist apart from a living organism. The dead cannot 
speak about their present activities because they have no such activities. 
If occasionally they refer to events in our present it is because the 
organism of the medium endows their unconscious memory states 
with a little temporary vitality. -

But here it appears that M. Sudre, adhering to his biological con
ception of the soul, takes no account of the possibility that after death 

* c.f. " C. D. Broad. 'The Mind and its place in Nature ' " -p..._.-541-.-
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the soul may find another environment with whic to interact and so 
build up a new personality. 

We may not be able to point definitely to th precise nature of 
this environment but it would be rash to assert tha even the material 
universe has not aspects at present entirely unkno' n to science. ...4 

Science with its molecules, atoms and electrons as only registered 
artificial points of discontinuity in wha·t is in reality a continuous history 
of change. There can be no finality in the series of· tellectual schemes 
by which it seeks to interpret the constitution of ma er. In the region 
of the infinitely small or elsewhere, matter may be organised in ways 
unsuspected by science and serve as a physical basi of our after life. 

But what will happen to the old memory ? It is hard to see how it 
could be utilised in relation to a totally new wo d of perceptions. 
Possibly it will remain as a kind of hinterland to e new personality 
and without being able to· realise itself through the ew organism will 
yet in some obscure way guide the soul in its adap ation to the fresh 
environment. 

Classical Spiritualism may have and probably has erred in its 
attempts to identify too closely the self which th soul may create 
after death with the self or selves that it produces thr ugh its interaction 
with the bodily organism. For this familiar self f everyday is no 
inviolable unity . Abnormal psychology _has sho\ us the splitting 
up of the normal self into two selves widely cliff rent in character 
and reciprocally unaware of each other . Hypnoti m has shown us 
the artificial production of a series of selves in the s me body each co
conscious with the ones above it in the scale. The s ul might perhaps 
more truly be regarded not as a self, but as a maker selves. It might 
be better to seek the fundamental unity not in the selves but in the 
soul. 

Nevertheless the now established fact of relativ ty-prevision puts 
into the hands of Spiritualists a powerful weapon which they may 
make use of in their intellectual battles. o doubt any have fought 
shy of the acceptance of a prevision which is not a ra ·onal anticipation 
of coming events and which logically involves dete · ism as a conse
quence. But a little reflection will convince us that t is an illusion to 
try to separate ourselves in thought from the stream of activity which 
we are. We are, as Le Dantec tells us, " ascending c rrents of psychic 
fo rce ever mounting against the adverse descending currents of brute 
matter. "Vivre c'est vaincre." \Ve are forces strug ling with matter 
and organising it for our ends. To admit that the fo ces within us are 
determined as well as the forces against which they truggle is neither 
to deny the existence nor the energy of those forces or to take away a 
whit from their activity . And so if the universe is determinism we 
have every reason to believe that it is only in part a nechanical deter
minism but largely a purposive determinism achiev· g ends that are 
not incompatible with continued human progress d de,·elopment. 

Through his practical studies of the mysterious faculties of pre
vision and telepathy Osty has been led to suppose t at human beings 

• 
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are individualisations of a vast psy,che that is realising· its thought and 
will in infinite space and time by all possible modes. Each human . 
being has two ·mentalities, one cetebral and the other transcendental. 
The transcendental has immediate perceptions, and, free from the 
trammels of time and space, knows the life that is allotted to the cere
bral. This latter, destined to operate on the .pfane of matter, can only 
realise itself in the succession of time and generally knows nothing 
of the higher psychism. But at times intuitions, presentiments and 
monitory visions filter through from the transcendental. 

Sudre, one feels would find little room for the transcendental 
consciousness in his scheme. Having taken the Bergsonian pure memory 
as' his psychic factor he would (if I understand him rightly), regard 
telepathy as little more than the resuscitation of the pure memory of 
A (whose organism may be alive or dead), by the sensor-motor appara
tus of B who must be endowed with some peculiar psycho-physical 
attributes. As the pure memory has no relation to space but is ordered 
in time the telepathic process thus conceived would not be essentially 
different in character from the process by which B resuscitates his own 
memories through his own organism. The case of ordinary experi
mental telepathy would of course be included, since according to 
Bergson, the pure memory is formed at the very moment of the original 
perceptions and all telepathy might be considered as telepathy from 
the past. · 

But it must be admitted that the theory has many grave objections. 
Not the least of these will be found in the description. by the psychics 
themselves of their own subjective sensations. These they assert to be 
incomparably more vivid and different in kind from those excited by 
the act of remembering. Miss Samuels tells me that she always recog
nises telepathic dreams from imaginative dreams by the peculiar 
vividness of the former, even though there may be nothing in the mental 
content to distinguish them.* 

Bergson has told us that when we remember an incident we project 
ourselves at a bound into the past to the point where the pure memory 
exists virtual and unconscious. We then work back towards the present 
through heightening planes of consciousness until the pure memory is 
fully realised as a present image. 

So Sudre who accepts space-time suggests that specially endowed 
people can momentarily project themselves along the time current into 
the future and travelling back realise some part of this unconscious 
future as a present mental state. 

* See also the description of his' sources of information given by the most 
powerful clairvoyant, Mr. Stephen Ossowiecki, in Ectnplasmic et Clairvoyance, 
p. 72. He says : " I begin by stopping all reasoning and I throw all my inner 
power into perception of spiritual sensation . I affirm that this condition is 
brought about by my ·Unshakable faith in the spiritual unity of all humanity. 
I then find myself in a new and special state in which I see and hear outside 
time and space." These self-observations by a highly educated man are very 
valuable data.-Eo. 
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But here Spiritualists may ask : Which cons iousness is it that 
projects itself into the future ? 

The fact that many of the previsions enter the onsciousnes of the 
psychic not as direct perceptions of reality but symbolic repre
sentations would suggest that the previsions are n t the result of the. 
direct working of the cei:ebral layer of conscious ess, but that they 
are transmitted to the cerebral layer by another onsciousness. Dr. 
M cDougall sees in the symbolism of ordinary dre ms the return to a 
b iologically older and more primitive mode of thi king. But in view 
of the fact that all the strata of consciousness reveal d by hypnosis and 
mental dissociation are ordinarily capable of usin normal modes of 
t hinking it would seem plausible to maintain that symbolisation only 
occurs when a stratum with a transcendental mode of thinking tries to 
communicate its thought to a cerebral stratum. 

In conclusion one cannot fail to notice the rese lance between the 
" transcendental " of Osty and the " larger s If" of Frederick 
Myers. It is not a little strange that two such work rs confining them
selves to the rigorous methods of experimental e quiry should have 
been led to the world-old hypothesis of a Divine '' ·11 expressing itself 
at different levels of intelligence and realising i elf through many 
modes of consciousness. Poetry has dreamed of t is conception and 
philosophy has imagined it in pre-scientific days. h lley has enshrined 
it in an immortal image of the" Life that like a <lorn of many-coloured. 
glass stains the white radiance of eternity, till De th tramples it to 
fragments," and in a later sonnet of Rupert Broo e it shines serene 
and pure like a confession of faith :-

"And think, this heart all evil shed away 
A pulse in the Eternal ::\Iind no less 
Gives somewhere back the thoughts by 

· England given " 

To psychic science may be resen-ed its crow ing confirmation. 
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WHAT IS TELEPATHY? 

FROM CURRENT REVIEWS. 

PROF. J.E. COOVER of the Psychology Department of Stanford Univer
sity, California, has recently issued his report on a long series of 
telepathic experiments, in which he claims that "after making ten 
thousand experiments in this field, he failed to find any trace of thought 
transference, in spite of the fact that the character of the subjects 
tested was especially favourable ." The account is taken from the 
Stanford University newspaper "Palo Alto," of March 3rd, of this 
year, under the heading " Telephone still supreme over Telepathy." 

The experiments were made with psychological students, who 
showed, or claimed the power of transmitting or receiving thoughts 
from others. Each pair made one hundred experiments and 50% was . · 
allowed for guess work ; on this basis the power to transmit correct 
thoughts or impressions was considered rtot proved, as results were 
about equal. 

The students who acted as agents seemed to have endeavoured to 
use their will power to impress the recipients, but all intelligent students 
know that it requires the use of a psychic faculty to transmit or receive 
such impressions correctly. 

Prof. Coover in his second series of attempts seems to have fallen 
into the same error. He conducted a thousand experiments with well 
developed mediums and these proved no more successful than with 
ordinary persons . Prof. Coover himself, visited one well known 
medium once a week for nine months, in an attempt to determine 
whether it was possible for her spirit control to receive telepathic or 
even supernormal knowledge. His method was to select a playing 
card from a pack, sometimes he knew which card it was, sometimes 
he did not, but to no avail. During the nine months the medium only 
attempted two guesses, and both were wrong. His subject pleaded 
" poor conditions," or stated that she had never learned to do anything 
like it . 

How not to do it, is written all over these experiments. Prof. Coover 
may have proved to. his o~n and his students ' satisfaction that telepathy 
does not exist; for us he has certainly proved that the easy mind reading 
so often attributed to mediumg, did not act, even when the most 
earnest endeavour was being made to give the medium the right answer. 
In practice it is always found that deliberate thought on the part of 
the sitter sets up a barrier beyond which the psychic faculty cannot 
pass. " Forget it," is the advice often tendered to those who come 
to a medium with their minds centred on one particular matter. 
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But that there is thought transference both be Neen mortals, and 
between those in the unseen and mortals, is ab dantly proved by 
many experiments conducted as carefully as thos of Prof. Coover, 
but it does not seem to be by the method of direct w ling, which he has 
apparently employed, that this is accomplished. 

M. Rene Sudre, the Editor of the "Revue Met psychique," deals 
with this same subject of Telepathy in the America . P. R. Journal 
for July, and discusses the various views held re arding it and its 
possible likeness to wireless telephony as held y Cazzamalli, an 
Italian scientist . He refers also to another writer Lakhovsky, who 
urges that telepathy may be regarded as the infinite! diversified vibra
tions of the brain cells, and pictures every living reature as having 
the faculty of emitting and recei"ing these waves. 

Ano.ther authority, Dr. Binet-Sangle, a profess r of psychology, 
says M. Sudre, holds the same theory, that all br · s emit waves and 
are capable of transmitting thought to a distance, and probably to 
receive thought also, though the power may have bee lost; he regards 
any such ability as only, however, an ancestral survi al in those primi
tive natures in whom it occurs. 

Sud re thinks that the physical theory of telepathy cannot be pushed 
further than this, and that in the view of the ne" r conceptions of 
thought, the materialistic basis postulated is comp! tely OYertumed. 

He quotes from Dr. Warcollier, author of a b ok on Telepathy 
published in France in 1921, who thinks that in elepathy there is 
no actual transfer of knowledge from agent to percipi nt, but rather an 
awakening by" a phenomena of resonance," of a Yib atory state anala
gous with or identical to that existing in the agent. 

Radio -telegraphy he holds presents a striking res mblance to tele
pathy allowing for this phenomena of resonance. Th emotional bonds 
or moral affinity always necessary between agent an percipient, may 
be compared to the attunement between two stations. The percipient 
must have a" mental orientation." toward the agent ; cp. the necessity 
of directing the antenna: towards the transmitting s ation. Cases of 
cross correspondence, where percipients located at idely separated 
points have " caught " the messages, has a likeness to the power of 
transmission in all directions of space. In telepathy it eems impossible 
to reverse the roles of agent and percipient, as in r io, transmission 
and reception cannot be interchanged : likewise tele athic communi
cators can suffer from interference phenomena as radio communications 
can. 

These analogies, and others too lengthy to m ntion, are very 
interesting and often used, but Sudre goes on to po· tout that War
collier cannot carry his analogy all the way, as for · stance when the 
percipient receives a true image of a person whom h has never seen, 
which no psychological induction could account fo , but says that 
analogy in the transmission of pictures by radio may en be suggested, 
the transmission perhaps occurring in imperceptible fragments, until 
the whole image is built up . 
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A third pl;iysical model has been postulated in the " ultra-sound " 
apparatus of Chilowski-Langevin which gives off sounds inaudible to 
the human ear, ·but which can be focussed on a given target. Upon 
reaching this target, the pencil of vibrations is reflected back to its 
starting point where. it is detected by the emitting apparatus . In tele
pathy it is postulated in some cases, that the percipient may receive 
the echo of the very-waves which he has emitted himself, reflected by 
the agent and his thoughts as by a material object. Sudre calls this 
an ingenious comparison, less crude than the old vibrational theory, 
but holds that there always remains an abyss between the fact of tele
pathy and any physical model, for telepathy is a psychic effect and. not 
susceptible of any physical interpretption. 

He holds that all these physical analogies have led us nowhere, for 
all imply a transmitting and receiving apparatus, while in telepathy 
there is no known sending and receiving apparatus. 

The physical analogy postulating communication of thought also 
implies a common language. Telepathy can occur between two persons 
not speaking the same language, some kind of universal symbolism 
which is incapable of any physical explanation supplying the need. 

Clairvoyants are considered to be the best telepathic percipients, 
so if one wishes to make good experiments, one must use good sensi
tives, but this is not the same as transmission of thought from an agent 
to a percipient, which Sudre holds does not exist. He says, " The 
rapport which is established between two individuals outside the normal 
sense channels is a metagnomic (psychic) rapport. This rapport can 
be set up by material means and likewise by means purely psychic. 
For example, that a person think of another is sufficient to put them 
in rapport. One is always free to suppose that this act of thinking 
carries along with it a physical phenomenon such as the emission of a 
fluid or of a radiation, but this hypothesis is rendered totally unnecessary 
as soon as one grants the occurrence of a non-mediate, intermental 
contact. When one makes the last named concession, one will picture 
the necessary rapport as existing in all cases ~ it is effective and followed 
by the induction of knowledge from one consciousness to the other ; 
but only when one of these persons is possessed of the psychic faculty." 

He gives an instance of psychic rapport, when a husband sees his 
wife prostrate as in death ; she is in fact at the time in a dead faint 
and could transmit nothing consciously to him. At a moment of great 
emotion before her faint, her thought must have turned to her husband, 
and created a psychic rapport between them. She transmitted nothing, 
but the husband in a momentary state of rapport had a kind of sudden 
clairvoyance revealing his wife as she lay unconscious. Sudre concludes 
his thought-provoking article by saying that "All physical models 

. proposed to explain telepathy ·are grossly inexact, and in no sense 
match the complexity ~f the phenomenon. We should beware of 
these analogies which beside their inaccuracy are also unproductive, .. 
leading toward no fruitful experimental work. The problem 'of meta~ 
gnomy-the re~ults of the psychic faculties-surveyed in its entirety 
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is to be solved only by putting aside every materiali tic hypothesis, and 
conceiving the 'mind as a reality, free from the limi tions of space and 
time. The delicate point is to know where to look for the nexus, the 
point of contact of mind and body : but this is a roblem of normal 
psychology and one that is carried over into metap ychics without the 
introduction of any new difficulty. On the con ary in postulating 
non-mediate communication between mind and ind we avoid this 
very question of mediate communication which is t e stumbling block 
of classical spiritualistic philosophy." 

(Mr. Bird, the Editor, who apparently translates ::.r. Sudre's article, 
gives the Century Dictionary's definition of the un sual word mediate 
as, " effected by or due to the intervention of a eans or medium : 
derived from or dependent upon some intervenin word or act ; not 
primary, direct or independent.") 

The subject of Telepathy faces every new studen 
and it may be useful to some to hear what Sudre 
matters. 

It seems to me that he only shifts the position o the pieces on the 
chess board. His postulation of a non-mediate action bet'i\een agent and 
percipient, leaves out of account many instances, in ~·hich clain-oyants 
have described a discarnate agent seen and hear , being used as a 
messenger, when rapport between nvo ind.ividuals is established, and of 
later verification of such instances being gi ·en throu h other mediums. 

The word Telepathy however, quite apart from y explanation, is 
almost the last word left to the superficial oppone ts of piritualism, 
and not yet can it be dislodged from the minds ·ho think that by 
using it they have explained supernormal cogniti n. It is curious 
that some of these opponents should refer all uch cognition to 
"telepathy " and that Professor Coover on the s ength cf negatiYe 
results should maintain that telepathy is non-existe t. B.::.IcK. 
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WAS IT HALLUCINATION? 

Experiences of a College Member . 

A MEMBER, B.B., on whose sound judgment I can rely, sends me 
the following experience, which, standing alone might make ' us 
reply in the affirmative to the above question, 'but placed along 
witil many hundreds of similar " Phantasms of the Living," the 
title of the valuable S.P.R. volume on this subject, makes it 
entirely credible. / 

The account' is cast in the form of a letter written to 'another 
member interested in these matters, who confirms receiving this 
account. 

It is dated May 23rd, 1924, from a Scotch village:-

'' . . . I had the most curious experience the other day. 
" The cistern began to leak; I was expecting people to luncheon, 

so the question was whether to cook the food at once and give 
them a cold meal, or leave it to chance. I had sent for the 
plumbers (from a towry two miles away), and while waiting· for 
them was writing letters. About 10 a.m. I saw two men on 
bicycles pass along the public road_ about 200 yards from the 
.house (too far off to recognis·e faces), then they were hidden by 
a clump of trees, but I heard my dog bark, and so concluded they 
had turned in at the lodge gate, .and very soon after saw two men, 
a very tall elderly man and a young short one, wheeling their 
bicycles up the drive, and close to the house, the dog still barking, 
and so I called out to the cook, " Here are the plumbers just 
arriving.'' They were making straight for the back door. About 
ten minutes passed, and I heard no more, so went to the kitchen 
to find out what had happened to the men (I expected them to go 
ups,tairs to look at the cistern). The cook said they had never 
appeared. I was very surprised, and thought perhaps the gar
dener through some misunderstanding had sent them away. I 
took a walk all round the house to try and find them or the gar
dener (all this took about another ten minutes), when, to my sur
prise, I saw the two men coming (again, as I thought) up the 
drive. So rather crossly I went up to them and said, 'What have 
you been doing all this time? ' 'We have only this minute come, 
Mum," said the older man. ' But I saw you walk up here about 
20 minutes ago, and heard the dog barking.' I saw by their 
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faces they thought I was mad; they had certa i ly not been there 
before, and ag ain declared they had only just ome. 

" What made it curious was that I had no i ea what the men 
would be like, but they were exactly the sam men I saw the 
first ti me. '' 

B.B. continues:-
" H ere ends extracts of letter to my friend . 

" I should explain tha t though the road s a public one, 
it ends in a cul-de-sac ; very few people come th t way. ~Iy d<;>g 
sits a t the lodge gate, and only barks at people ~ho turn m to 1t. 
It was his barking the fir st time that m ade me think it was the 
men turning in. . 

" While writing , I was feeling very calm, as I had done a ll I 
could do for the moment, and had put the worry ut of my mind. '' 

At m y suggestion, B.B. wrote to her cook fo r corrob ra tion of the above 
inciden t, a nd the following letter was recei,·ed from her, which I have per
sona lly examined, and from which the fo llowing lines bea ing on the ca e a re 
tak en :-
' "I qu ite well remem ber the incident concerning the plu 
w ere so posit ive you had seen them coming a nd you de 
and were surpr ised that they had not sta r ted the ir job." 

E.L. (25/ 5/26). 
B.B. says that there were indications tha t this coo was mediumis tic, 

as she once told her that she had seen B.B. 's brother-i la\\·--Genera l B.
wi th whom she had lived as a cook for m any years, qui te di ti nctly walk into 
her room, som e time a ft er he had pa ed over. E. . 's mother , too , 
is was stated, had had a rem arkable experience, a fter the a ssing of a young 

· daug hter . The m other g r ieved cont inuously for the ch i d , who e beautiful 
natu re m ade her loved by a ll the famil y. 

T he story goes that one day when the mother was sitt ng as u ua l in her 
ki tchen, g ri eving , the child seemed to run to her, say in , " You m u t not 
cry for m e, m other; if you k new how happy I was, you " ould ne,·er cry any 
m ore.' ' 

She look ed happy too, it was sa id, and a fter tha t th mother cea ed to 
grieve. The incident made a g rea t impression on the wh le fa m i!y a nd was 
never fo rgotten. It was remembered, too, tha t upon her eath-bed the child 
continua lly said she saw a ng els, and that they were s ing i g beau t ifully and 
calling to her, a nd asked if those a round her could not see a d hear them . She 
then called " I am coming," a nd was g one. I t is not tated that a nyone 
else saw the ch ild, a nd it was probably appa rent only to t e mother 's hi i;:-hly 
sensitive psych ic senses- a reality of sight a nd sound to the . 

The above is only mentioned by " B.B." to show tha there was in her 
surround ings at the t ime of see ing the pha ntasm someone who in ome way 
m ay have helped psychica lly in its projection to wha t a peared to her as 
her physical vision. T he inciden t of the dog barking is n te"·or thy, bu t as 
w e know a nimals often show d isturbance in fea r or pleasur toward invi ible 
vis itors , even this does not constitute e,·idence tha t the ,.i i n wa a p yh ical 
a nd object ive one. B.B. adds tha t she ca nnot ay for certa i whether the dog 
followed the men up the drive in the fir t place, though she t inks he did . H e 
certa inly came with them the second time. It seemed to er such a natural 
h appening on the fi rst occasion tha t she did not notice det ils . B . B. had no 
reason to picture the m en as she saw them , as he d id not ow the workmen 
or who mig ht be sent on the job. 

On inqu iry of B. B., I find tha t the cook k newnothing ofw at workmen wer e 
. expected . She had only been in the hou e for two or three eeks a t the ti me 

I 
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of the occurrence, coming from London to the situation, and knew nobody. 
The cooking of the luncheon for the day '"as her only source of agitation. 

WHO AWAKENED THE SLEEPER? 

This member, B.B., is apparently mediumistic on other occa
'sions ; she records a second vivid experience of a few months ago. 
The letter to me is dated 19th March, 1926 :-

" On the morning of Sunday 21st, at 5 a.m., while staying in 
the South of England, · I was suddenly aroused · from a very sound 
sleep by two blows in the middle of my back. My first thought 
was that it was my dog trying to wake me, but on turning on 
the electric light, I saw her fast asleep in her basket at the 
other end of the room, and then I realised that in any case she 
could not have reached me without either getting on the bed, 
or without knocking o~er many things on a small table on which 
my back was turned. 

" I got quickly into my dressing gown, as realised 
was wanted, and my thoughts flew to my father of 84, sleeping 
on ground floor (my room is on second floor). He was quite well 
at the time, but I hurried to get to him. As I opened my door, I 
noticed a light under the door of my son's dressing-room, also on 
the second floor, where his little girl of 5 was sleeping, and on 
going in, found the electric light had not been turned out, and the 
child tossing about, though asleep, and very restless. However, 
I did ·not connect the trouble with her, but turned out the light, 
and tore downstairs, and found my father sleeping most peacefully 
and breathing quietly, but while I stood in the dark listening to 
him I heard the child coughing incessantly, which I had not 
noticed before, as I had been sleeping on my right ear, with my 
left (deaf ear) uppermost. 

" Going back to the child, I found her very feverish and 
coughing almost incessantly, but was able to give her a soothing 
draught, and she soon got into a quiet sleep. 

" The two blows on my back were hard enough to wake me 
up, and though I was not hurt, I was conscious of them for 
several hours afterwards.'' 

B. McK . 
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LETTERS TO THE R. 

(The Editor does not hold himself responsible for vie9's expressed by his 
contributors.) 

EXPERIENCES WITH PLANCHET E. 

To the Editor of P YCHIC SCIENCE . 

D EAR Srn,-
I read with much interest an excerpt from P YCHIC SC!EXCE for April, 

en titled "A Planchette Experiment, and its sequel," c ntributed by Miss 
Phyll is Yorke. 

Like most people I should have regarded the account 
that I and my family had a very similar experience dur· 
t he Great War. 

None of us had any leaning towards Spiritualism, an each tried hard to 
show that the planchette was nothing more than a playthin , but in vain. We 
got into touch with two characters, each of whom we wer able to call for at 
will. One, to our surprise, was a deceased relative who eated us seriously, 
and freely gave, what we think, valuable hints as to the na e of, and duties in, 
t he after-life. Occasionally when our questions became p ticularly searching, 
he would pull us up with the remark," I am not penn.itte to say." He only 
departed from the serious vein when his widow was pr ent, and he then 
humourously referred to incidents known only to themselves and even answered 
some of her unspoken questions. When asked about future vents, he \vas very 
guarded, but the few hints he gave, came true. 

The other character was that of a soldier, killed at th front, known only 
to one of us, but he proved lively, full of fun and repartee (a in life), and even, · 
to our amazement and amusement, introduced a kind of p ysical le..,-itation of 
articles. H e h id things, without our seeing the movement, i ridiculous places, 
and, on our failing to find them, he made a rough sketch of e room to search, 
marking the exact spot where the article was afterwards fo nd. It was inter
esting to see the different effect of these weird demonstratio s upon the persons 
present according to their sensiti\oity, some laughing outrigh , while others were 
scared. 

The only combination at the plfl.Ilchette, which yielde any real success, 
was the mother and the youngest son of the family, wh are both beyond 
suspicion of any wish to deceive. They seldom spoke but 1 ft the questionings 
to those away from the table. Questions which could b answered with a 
simple "Yes" or " o" were, as much as possible, pur osely avoided, and 
the answers came out quick, apt and intelligent, extendi g often to two or 
three lines across the back of the wall-paper, which we us d for the purpose. 
If we stumbled at a word or two and so failed to make sen e of the reply, the 
difficult words would be repeated at our request, or the r ply put in another 
form. 

For a short time, I wrote down verbatim the questions d answers, getting 
the persons present to sign them, and I have preserved the e writings. 

T he youngest son referred to was, at the time, unde going professional 
electrical treatment for sciatica, and we have wondered if ·s electrical treat
ment accounted for his aptitude at the planchette, as, afte convalescence, he 
proved of no use, and we failed to find an efficient substitut . 

We , therefore put the planchette aside until about two years ago, when at 
the request of some sceptics, we tried it again. Fortunately, e hit upon another 
successful com bination and got into touch with the dee sed soldier, who, 

• 
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once more, demonstrated equally wonderful feats of" levitation," but we failed 
to get contact with the deceased relative. 

Whilst I have no adequate theory to account for the phenomenon, I am 
satisfied that only very few are temperamentally suited to preside at the planchette 
to get any satisfaction out of it, and that it is difficult to find two such present 
at the same time. 

" BONA FIDES ." 
27-5-26. 

(The writer of the above interesting communication, encloses his name 
and address, and is a subscriber to the magazine. He states that the family djd 
not talk much of their experience outside, as they soon found that people thought 
they were the victims of self-deception, or romancing; some friends, however , 
tried the planchette with comparative success. He states that ills farllily is a 
large one, all grown up and above the average in education and acumen, and 
not easily imposed upon. The Eilitor wrote to " Bona-Fides" asbng for some 
further particulars and the following information was added :-

"Re Levitation of articles. Articles were invisibly transferred from one 
room to another, sometimes during the sitting, and at other times, apparently 
prepared beforehand in anticipation of our next sitting . We did not first rlliss 
something and then inquire about it from p lanchette, the information was 
always volunteered and unexpected. 

Levitation may not be the correct word, but it was the best descrip
tion that I could think of. I had better explain the sort of thing that did happen ; 
one of the earliest I trunk, but by no means the most extraordinary, complicated 
or comical. After we had got used to the humour, repartee, sketching, etc., of 
the deceased soldier, we·asked for sometrung more convincing. In a few moments 
he suddenly switched off our questionings and said, " Mother has lost some
thing and been searching for it." Mother, after reflecting, said she could think 
of nothing except a little hand-brush that she used for the btchen range. 
' Look in the dining room,' said the planchette. Accordingly we went into the 
dining room, and lo, we found the brush hung near the ceiling on a hook from 
which a picture was suspended . On our return I asked planchette, ' How did 
you manage that.' He replied, " I used you when you were writing at the 
table this morning.' I had been writing at the table facing the picture, but 
had neither felt nor seen anything. This reply is rather significant, for the 
reason that, as we progressed, we gathered that he needed to use some one or 
two of us as mediums for the necessary energy in these demonstrations, but 
without our feeling or seeing anything. 

I was more interested in the serious communications from the deceased 
relative as being instructive and helpful, and when I found that the younger 
fo lk wanted more and more of the demonstrations for the sake of fun, I put the 
planchette out of use. 

If any further information is desired you will no doubt let me know." 
-BONA-FIDES.) 

5-6-26. 

Another correspondent, R. B., from Victoria, B.C., writes : " I am a 
constant reader of PSYCHIC SCIENCE, and find the standard you set kept up 
very well , for each· number is full of interest." 

" R e Planchette experiences in April issue. I have met a farllily who had 
similar experiences while living in Australia. The communicator who played 
just such pranks, eventually bade them good-bye, stating that he could not 
continue to come to them as by contact with them he had been helped and was 
thus able to progress . He told them ~t t~is point his real name which was quite 
traceable, and belonged to a good family m England. They were never disturbed 
again." 
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NOTES BY THE WAY. 

W E have pleasure in presenting to our readers with thi issue the portrait 
of a Continental leader in psychical research whose n e is well known 
to m any English students. 

Dr. Osty's attitude to the work of the College ha ex-
tremely friendly and we reciprocate with the deep the 
work carried on so untiringly in the Avenue iel in Paris. 

Dr. Osty's name is well known in Paris as a distin "shed neurologist. 
I n 1924 he resigned this professional work in order to ass e the Director
ship of the International Metapsychic Institute, to con · ue the work so 
worthily begun by the late Dr. Geley with whom he d been a patient 
and clear-minded collaborator for many years. 

For twelve years Dr. Osty made a special experime tal study of clair
voyance applied to human personalities as distinct fro ' psychometry' 
on objects having no personal associations. These s dies resulted 'in 
his book "La Connaissance Supranormale," -transl ted as " Super
normal Faculties in Man " (Methuen)-by Mr. De B ath, which is the 
m ost complete and valuable monograph on this subject yet published. 

Dr. Osty has, since his appointment as Director, ontributed some 
excellen t articles to the " Revue Metapsychique " the i-monthly organ 
of the Institute : the ability of the medium Kahn to ead the contents 
of folded slips of paper and the remarkable psychic de 
at public seances by M. Pascal Forthuny at the Insti te are among the 
su bjects of his recent reports . Mr. S. G. Soal in his ar · le in the present 
issue refers to some of these records. 

We wish D r. Osty a continued valuable career in this department 
of human knowledge whose greatest achievements lie n the future . 

• 
T he Third International Congress of Psychical Rese rch is announced 

to take place in Paris from September 26th to October 2 d, 1927. 
It will be remembered that the nvo former Co gresses held in 

Copenhagen and Warsaw respectively, brought togethe · students of the 
scientific aspects of the subject from many countries. The activity of 
the Paris Intitute an d its director, should make the ext Congress a 
very important one. That it will be held in the capital h !ch has always 
shown a predominant interest in psychical matters, nd accessible to 
m any studen ts, is also of importance at this stage of ~ blic interest . 

• 
Readers of Psvcmc ScrEN"CE were no doubt amo gst those most 

interested in the arguments arising in the Cummins Bond legal case 
dealing with the copyright of the " Cleophas" psyc ·c script, which 
was obtained through the mediumship of Miss Do othy Cummins, 
whose work is known favourably to many members of the College. 

Comments on the case in PSYCHIC Scrn. CE hithe o, would have 
been out of place, owing to Mr. Bligh Bond 's positio as Editor, and 

.. 
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that Miss Cummins has been a worker at the College, and Miss E. B. 
Gibbes, the chief witness on Miss Cummins behalf, a member of the. 
College. 

\ * * * * * 
Many were distressed that this case should have been brought into 

Court, and we can assure those, that as far as the College had any influ
ence, both privately and through the Advisory Council, everything 
possible was done to find a meeting ground for conciliation both before 
and after the law was appealed to. · 

The hearing of the case before Mr. Justice Eve, was for the listeners 
who understood something of the matte!, an interesting experience. On 
the whole-apart from a few judicial pleasantries-the case was treated 
with respect, and apparently provoked a good deal of legal interest. 

The judgment given in favour of the plaintiff, assigned the entire 
copyright of the script to Miss Cummins the automatist. The judge, 
while allowing that the defendant Mr. Bond-who had been invited 
by Miss Cummins and by Miss Gibbes, in whose house the script 
was obtained, to be present when the writing was received-may 
have been contributory to some of the ideas, could not allow Mr. 
Bond's claim to be regarded as the author of the volumes to be 
published. This claim was based on the plea by defendant that he 
had prepared the scripts for publication and annotated them, which 
involved considerable research work on his part. Justice Eve compared 
this claim to that of a scholar, who having edited and annotated a new 
edition of the poems of Browning should call himself the author. 

This is how the legal mind works on the bare facts, and ignores any 
psychic subleties, such as are involved in the remarks of Mr. Hannen 
Swaffer, in a review of the case in the weekly, ''. The Christian Spiritual
ist," of August 4th. Some of the script had been published in this paper. 

* * * * ~ 
Mr. Swaffer says: "Although the matter of law was not argued to 

the degree that was anticipated, the decision would seem to establish 
the fact that the copyright of a spirit script belongs to the medium who 
writes it down, whether he or she is paid for the sitting or not. The 
defence put up by Mr. Bligh Bond was, that there was no copyright 
inherent in an original script which claimed to be given by a deceased 
psychic agent, but that copyright was claimed for the edited transcript 
of such writings, and that this would be lawfully Mr. Bond's. Hence if 
it were ruled that the original script carried a copyright, he would claim 
to exercise that right. It was with a view of holding the script in trust 
and exercising joint copyright that Mr. Bligh Bond 9efended this case." 

It may not be generally known that while Miss Gibbes in the first 
place paid Miss Cummins for . the time reserved for the sittings taken 
from other work, the money, quite a small sum, was, before the law 
was appealed to, repaid to Miss Gibbes by Miss Cummins, so that the 
monetary question did not arise in the case. 

* * * * * 
All psychic students must regret the case in so far as it breaks up 

what might have been a very valuable combination of forces for the 
public advantage in connection with such rare scripts. 

Mr. Bligh Bond's long interest in, and training in such writing, made 
him peculiarly fitted to collaborate, a fact recognised · by - both Miss 
Cummins and Miss Gibbes, and which induced them in the first instance 
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to invite Mr. Bond to be present, when there were in 
such a script might be expected. 

• • • • 
An article by Sir Arthur Conan D oyle in the " orning Post " of 

July 24th immediately fo llowing the decision, looks at e subject broadly. 
The writer regards the script as a highly importa t landmark in the 
subject, in so far as the writings have attracted the attention of some 
scholarly minds and have thrown light upon obsc re points in -ew 
T estament documents. "The Judge," says Sir Arth "not unnaturally 
commented upon the fact that the script should be written in English 
at all. T he answer to that was truly given by :\Ir. Bond in evidence. 
I nspired writing does not come word by word. It omes as a flow of 
thought, each sentence forming itself without the wri er having any idea 
as to what the next will be." 

• 
The case concerned the first two volume of the script only. :\Iiss 

Cummins with Miss Gibbes as sitter, has now obtain d script-continu
ing the narrative and said to be equal in quality sufficient for two 
further volumes : the whole four we understand ·will s ortly be published 
in the order in which they were received. 

• * • • • 
The above notes may be useful to some readers who perhaps have 

found it difficult to understand the bearings of the c e and the point of 
view of the parties concerned . • . * • • • 

Psychic students must have read with deep in erest and pleasure 
Sir Oliver Lodge's words in an address given at _ Ianchester College 
Chapel, Oxford, during the meeting of the British ssociation. 

Referring to Lord Balfour's view that some gr at new re\·olution 
in science would follow this scientific gathering, ir Oliver went on to 

· surmise in what such a revolution might consist. e boldly advanced 
the idea that science must now discover the spiritual' orld-" Ko novelty 
in religion but a novelty in science." The question" oes man sun·fre?" 
" If he does, then he is not the highest being we h ve cognisance of," 
will be asked and must be answered." 

• • • • 
It must have been strange to many in the audien e, to hear the great 

scientist and Spiritualist take into his mouth wor s which probably 
not one of the other clergymen of any denomination reaching in Oxford 
on the same day, could have uttered with similar p \ver and assurance 
based on knowledge. 

"We are not limited to our animal existence, ;o.•e go on with the 
adventure, we rise to become beings of a higher orde , and once we have 
stepped over the limit, the gra,·e, the gate of death, ere is no end to the 
ascent. We are surrounded by intelligence ; space i full of it. It does 
not make any appeal to our senses. Vve do not kno it in that way, but 
it comes within our ken, and we shall feel that we are not lonely, isolated, 
separated , but surrounded by a cloud of witnesse , by a company of 
helpers , in a marvellous spiritual world of \Yhich we have hitherto been 
scientifically ignorant." 

• • • • 
Sir Oliver wen t on to make a prediction that robably before the 

British Association met again at Oxford, knowled e bearing on such 
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matters would arise, knowledge which would revolutionize the Universe 
for us and make men aware of how ignorant they were of the possibilities 
<of humanity. 

May the prediction be fulfi lled ! No other knowledge except a 
general acceptance that spirit intercourse is a fact, that mankind has 
intelligent links in the Unseen, which would give sanction to his 
moral nature, is so likely to call mankind to consider his ways at the 
present moment. When such knowledge comes with the approval 
of the best minds, and can be demonstrated to man's reason as psychic 
facts can, instead of the traditional belief now offered him there will be 
a new inspiration for the race. 

* * * * * 
Many visitors from U. S . A. have crossed the College doors during 

the season, and these were very good examples of the new kind of student 
which Psychic Science is attracting in America. 

Keen business men, whose life has been spent in wrestling with 
material affairs are putting the same energy into these matters of the 
invisible world, for their own assurance and comfort primarily, and then 
for the benefit of others. Such were Mr. A. F. Bartlett, of Florida, with 
h is friend Mr. Homer Yaryan, whose contribution appears in the present 
1sme. Mr. Breaker of Houston, Texas, whose energy and determination 
v:cre amazing, and who found at the College links made and promised 
in his home town. Judge and Mrs . Cannon, who brought recent news 
of George Valiantine's work in New York and many others. 

* * * * * 
There were also old students and researchers whose visits are almost 

yearly, and who by dint of steady application, co-relate ·and verify 
experiences in both countries w ith the best mediums. An increasing 
number of University men come: psychology, philosophy, biology 
are all represented. Many are investigating with vigour, because of ex
periences with" Margery." and acknowledgment is here again given to 
the liberal and charming hospitality offered by Dr. and Mrs. Crandon 
in their own home in Boston to hundreds of seekers. The home must 
be becoming a miniature College, if one can judge from those who have 
come by way of it to Europe, this season alone, and who pursue their 
psychic studies in London, Munich, Braunau and Graz. 

* * * * * 
Many people of various nationalities journey to Graz, to see Frau 

Silbert. A correspondent in another town in Austria writes me that 
recently three scientists called upon him, after a visit to this medium. One 
of the visitors a Portuguese, reported that he had handed Frau Silbert a 
sealed letter, in which in Portuguese was written the question: "What 
are the first lines of the Portuguese National Song?" naming it. Frau 
Silbert, the letter in hand, immediately began to< repeat the song correctly, 
leaving the scientists full of admiration. 

* * * * * 
' Dr. Schrenck Notzing has recently edited a valuable book, at present 

<only in German, entitled" The Psychical Phenomena Of Great Mediums." 
It was really undertaken as a defence against the concerted and almost < 
vicious attacks made upon many of the Austrian mediums in 1923- 1924, 
in which Frau Silbert suffered with the others . The book is written 
with knowledge and understanding of mediumship by twelve different 
<authors, including Schrenck Notzing and Herr Grauber of Munich, 
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who has an excellent knowledge of Willy Schneider mediumship, and 
recently contributed a well-informed article on m terialisation to the 
American S. P. R . Journal in May and June of thi year. 

* * * * • 
The task of supporting Frau Silbert, has been allo ed to Prof. Walter 

of Graz. who has for many years made a close study of her mediumship 
under the most excellent conditions. 

He considers the whole question has been han ed in a thoroughly 
unscientific manner by the opponents, who have nos nse of what should 
be presented as scientific evidence, and of what is bu mere garbled state
ments by people with no ability to judge physical ediumship. Such 
make a joke of all physical mediumship, provoking rof. Hans Driesch 
to say of them and others of the same ilk, who i ore all the work of 
several decades of researchers, " These people w re obviously with 
God when he created the world and know what peo le are capable of." 

* * • • 
We are glad that 0ur friend Frau Silbert has fo d such a staunch 

knight, and as evidence of the esteem in which Co lege members hold 
her work, a gift has been subscribed to by a number f members and will 
shortly be in her hands. If any have not received intimation, or have 
overlooked it, the Hon. Secretary will be glad to recei e their contribution, 
great or small. Good mediurnship is rare in the ole world, and we 
want Frau Silbert by this token to feel her work h contributed some
thing of value to the building of the new science. 

• • • • 
H ow far we still have to go, in these matters b th in the new and 

the whole world, is well illustrated by an editorial 
in the May issue of" Harper's Magazine," to which 
draws my attention. 

The Editorial is entitled " Immortality as a ~orld Cure," The 
writer says that the Corporation of Harvard Co ege in picking out 
speakers to give the Ingersoll lecture on the Immo ity of Man, has in 
eighteen lectures given over thirty-three years, c osen their lecturers 
chiefly from persons who " did not approve of imrn rtality of man or see 
it coming." Lecturers have included Dr. Georg A. Gordon, Prof. 
William James, Benj. Ide Wheeler, Josiah Royce, J hn Fiske and Wm. 
Osler, and the last was delivered in 1922 by Dr. · sopp Lake, Harvard 
Professor of Ecclesiastical History, who admitte that he does not 
" think personality survives or ought to." 

i\/Ir. Martin goes on : " In all this series of ositions no one has 
yet been called upon---so far as appears-who as a master of the 
goings on now cropping out on all sides, on which are based the claims 
of spiritualists that survival of death by personali is a demonstrated 
fact. These persons are now the most active partis s of the immortality 
of man. They have a confident theory about it and their theory is 
supported by the best stories. 

Some of them are scientists of great distinctio , others of them are 
writers well known and well approved. 

It may be that the reason why the Harvard 
picked one of these highly eligible people for · job has been that, 
looking about in its home community, it could no see a sufficient pro
portion of minds who would be able to take in w at a spiritist lecturer , 
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really informed about man's immortality, would be able to tell them. 
Or it may be that the Corporation knows nothing about current Spiritism 
and supposes it to be a mere diversion of the feeble-minded. 

If so, so much the more may one suggest, that it is time the Ingersoll 
lecture was given by some real expert in current knowledge of the subject 
it is entended to explore." 

" Harper's Magazine "has perhaps the widest circulation of any of 
the high-class popular monthlies in the U . S. A ., and the words may fall 
on good ground. 

* * * 
The stage as an important ally in calling public attention to the 

facts of Spiritualism has never yet been used sufficiently. 
We are glad to learn that the Chairman of the College Council, 

Mrs. St. Clair Stobart, is producing a psychic play entitled, "The 
Dean's Dilemma," at the new Rudolph Steiner Hall (close to Baker 
Street Station), on October 25th for one week. Mr. Hewat McKenzie 
is kindly acting as Treasurer, and though the cost of producing will 
not be great, and bumper houses are expected at every performance, 
he will be glad to receive any guarantees towards possible loss from any 
interested in such a method of propaganda, or a promise to take seats. 

This new hall, the English memorial to the founder of Anthro
posophy, is fitted as a theatre, and is beautifully built and decorated 
with an inspiring colour scheme ; many will be glad to know that it is 
now available for such purposes. 

An able producer has the play in hand, and a good cast has been 
secured. We congratulate Mrs. Stobart on her courageous venture 
and wish it all success. 1111111'11 Qi 

* ~, * * * I 
As we go to press we regret to hear of the passing of Mrs. Poore, of 

Bournemouth, one of the earliest members of the College, and a 
consistent and staunch supporter of the facts of survival. 

Mrs. Poore-the mother of the Duchess of Hamilton and Brandon, also 
a valuable helper in Spiritualism-was a woman of the finest intellect 
and personality, and though for some years she could not move far afield, 
she continued to keep herself thoroughly well informed through the 
latest books and by means of many visitors, including well known sensi
tives, of the progress made by the subject; She had herself on occasions 
active psychic powers, and an account of one occurrence when she saw 
the " double "of her attendant, at the time at a distance from her, was 
given in our pages. 

We learn that her last days were quietly happy, with a seeming 
consciousness that around her were those on the other side whom she 
had loved, and learned through Spiritualism to hold conscious com
munion with. 

* * * * * 
The College is gratefu l for a very kind donation of £5 Ss. towards 

its general funds from a member, Mrs. G. 
This member has reaped the greates t comfort and benefit in numerous 

ways through the knowledge of spirit return, and believes that· in the 
administration of a large charitable organisation she has been advised 
and guided from the other side in a way exceeding all her imaginings. 
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BOOK REVIEWS. 

" THE HISTORY OF SP!RITUALIS~I. 

By Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. 2 volumes, Cassell & Co. 42s. the set. 

There have been va rious attempts to set forth in istorical sequence the 
chaotic events which have made modern Spiritualism, but in none of these 
expositions, excepting E mma H ardinge Britten's " Histo , of American Spirit
ualism," do I find that la rge sweep of visualization w ich gives the sense of 
movem ent to be fo u nd in the present work. 

The volumes provide fascinating reading for eith r piritualist or non 
Spiritualist, for the pages live with descriptions of chara ter and incident which 
can only be described by the term " Modern miracles ," a plied to these psychic 
p henomena by Alfred Russell W allace. 

The great nam es of modern piritualism, both he mediums and the 
investigators are all here and the author in thus placi g the richness of our 
heritage before us, has done Spiritualism an inestima le sen;ce. To tho e 
who are only looking on , the volumes are an excellent "de to furthe r reading, 
the m ain books of reference being mentioned and an ex ellent index provided. 

Bias migh t naturally be expected in volumes on subject of which the 
author has been fo r some years the chief public pro gonist, both at home 
and abroad , through his lectures and previous works, a d who also carries o n 
the fight on every possible occasion in the public press. t is hardly too much to 
say that it is largely this gallant fight in the face of long ds, which has secured 
to Spiritualism to-day, the respectful attention of so e of the big dailies . 
But all who read will appreciate the author's fairness o the whole, e\"en if the 
m ore critica l r esear chers do not always agree with his ,;ews. It is the lover 
w ho sees the beau ties of hi mistress, not the looker n, and while outsiders 
m ay tear her looks and robes to pieces, he sees her as a wh le, and while conscious 
of faults, remembers her virtues . So here the author I ves his landscape, and 
standing above it from his vantage point of long study of records, and of w ide 
p ractical experience of good and bad mediumship, he ppreciates the hill and 
the plain , the desert and the arable lai;id, and the lakes of clear water. 

Sir Arthur deals in the second ,·olume with the cientific aspects of the 
subj ect, and truly a more difficult problem has never be n set to modern science 
than confron ts it to-day in the study of physical medi ship. It needs a new 
generation of professors, trained in psychology as well a in the latest conception 
of physics, and it needs too, men of heart and emoti n. Emotion does not 
enter into science we are told, but that is not so. T e true scientist ha his 
heart as well as his head actfre, and it is he who will w · n his spurs in thi new 
field . But meanwhile he will tread the valley of hu iliation hould he e,·er 
venture to assume that he has proved survival. The fig tis but new, 7 years in 
t he h istory of facts which combat the ignorance and rejudice of 1,000 years 
are as nothing in such matters . S ir Arthur has show us but the beginn ings, 
and it is worth while getting these clear in our minds. question if the records 
of the first 100 years of Christianity could have pro uced anything as clear 
as this apart from the story of its Founder. Had we uch a record before us 
we ·would find many u ps and downs, attacks and counte attacks, the most daunt
less loyalty and the greatest perfidy . 

We could have wished that Sir Arthur had fou d room for more detai l 
regarding the work of that most dauntless of modern pioneers, W. T. Stead. 
In t he face of the abuse of the early years of this cent ry, bis advocacy formed 
a land-m ark in the popular understanding of the s bject. :Much has been 
written elsewhere of h is work, but it should have had larger place in a history 
of Spiritualism . · 

Sir Arthur has been fo rtunate in having t he col aboration of Mr. Leslie 
Curnow, and acknowledges his d ebt to him fo r m ch of the detail , which, 
hidden from the general read er in old documen ts , h s been written up and 
m akes the present work in teresting and valuable. 
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WHEN A MAN DIES DoES HE LIVE AGAIN? 

By E. H. Worth, M .R.C.S. Published by A. H . Stockwell, Ltd. 2s. net. 
Dr. Worth has been for years a painstaking student of psychic matters 

and particularly of mental phenomena. ' 
This little book gives some brief account of a 'home circle using the glass 

and letters for communications-a simple contrivance, but providing all that 
is necessary as to mechanism, given the requisite psychic power in the sitters. 

The method adopted was as follows : Two or three sitters placed their 
fingers on the glass, having their eyes carefully bandaged, while another acted 
as recorder. The letters were turned round after the above process so that no 
one knew at which letter the message started. With these precautions, coherent, 
and often very evidential messages were received by the group, which provided 
both comfort and instruction . If you would know of the truth of these matters 
says Dr. Worth, " go and do likewise." 

A HERETIC IN HEAVEN. 

Hutchinson & Co. 4s. 6d. net. 

This is a refreshing volume of communications through a private trance 
medium, Mr. Ernest Peckham, recorded by the kind co-operation of his wife. 

The communicator, an old friend, gives, we understand , excellent proof 
of his personality to those who knew him in life. He went to the other side 
with knowledge of the possibility of communication and found this knowledge 
of inestimable value in helping himself and others. He finds that thought 
builds and destroys simulacra of earth conditions which for the time are of 
practical use . 

"Paris in Paradise ," and the " Polar Regions," where the inhabitants 
are receiving their respective necessary education are distinctly original, but 
< if heat why not cold, if Jerusalem that is to be, why not Paris,' as a .review of 
the book in " Light " pertinently asks? 

That the writer does not agree with many others on the reality of animal 
survival except as thought forms, will be a disappointment to many readers. 
Animals, he holds, have not attained to sufficient consciousness of spirit to 
permit a manifestation of individuality after death. But there are apparently 
as many views on the other side, as on this plane regarding some matters. 

This is a book with a character of its own. Read it . 

" FROM FOUR WHO ARE DEAD." 
By C . A. Dawson Scott. 5s. net. (Arrowsmith, Ltd.) 

This book of messages has an interesting introduction from the novelist, 
Miss May Sinclair, who more than half-way declares herself, " On the side of 
the angels," and from the author there is a hint that one day we may have a 
book from the well-known novelist's pen upon her personal psychic experiences. 
Miss Sinclair's " Queer Stories," led us in this direction, but we shall look 
forward to other and happier tales. 

The latter part of the book- communications purporting to be from 
W. T. Stead-particularly struck me. The other three friends who write through 
Mrs. Scott betrayed the " prentice hand ," but here we have the knowledge 
of an experienced student conveyed in excellent language. The persistence of 
the author in her inspirational writing, apparently brought to her at last one who 
·could really instruct. 

The author's early experiences in seeing the deceased husband of a friend 
making daily efforts to reach his wife who was suok in grief, show that she 
possessed latent psychic force, which was used later as a medium for the com
munications in the present volume. The book may be of comfort to many 
who wish to know, as the author did, that life is worth while, and that our 
-efforts and struggles are not unseen or forgotten by those who have passed on. 
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COLLEGE INFORMATION. 
During the Autumn and Winter Sessions, Courses of Lectures and Instruc

tion on many subjects are undertaken, to which members and non-members 
are welcome. Syllabus on application to Hon. Sec. 

Among the Autumn Lecturers are :-
Mr. J. Arthur Hill, Captain J. A. Bartlett, Mr. Cotes worth Bond, Mr. 

Staveley Bulford, Mr. W. S. Hendry, Mr. and Mrs. HewatMcKenzieand others. 

DEMONSTRATIONS. 
GROUP DEMONSTRATION for Mental Mediumship. (Bookings required) 

· Tuesdays at 3.30 p.m. 
PUBLIC CLAIRVOYANCE-Fridays at 8 p.m. (See Syllabus.) 
MRS. BLANCHE COOPER-Voice Phenomena. Private Appointments and 

Groups . 
MRS. BARKEL--Trance Mediumship. Private Appointments, and Class and 

Private Development. 
MRS. VICKERS-Clairvoyance and Trance. Private Appointments, and Private 

Development. 
MRS. GARRETT-Trance Mediumship. Private Appointments. 
MISS GRACE COLLYNS-Clairvoyance, Psychometry and Aura Readings. 
MRS. SHARPLIN-Clairvoyance and Psychic Development. 
MR. G. SHARPLIN-Trance Diagnosis of Disease, and Treatment. (Highly 

recommended). Healing Groups: Mondays, 3.30 p .m . ; Thursdays, 8 p.m. 
PHYSICAL PHENOMENA. The College is visited from time to time by import

ant mediums ; ·private intimation made to members. 

Conditions of Membership of the College. 
All Applications for membership should be made on the College forms 

provided for the purpose. These should be accompanied by suitable references, 
and privilege is reserved to accept same. 

The membership is limited to 500 members, so that adequate attention 
can be given to individual needs, and the names and addresses of members 
are not published. 

TOWN MEMBERS-Entrance Fee 
Yearly Subscription 

COUNTRY MEMBERS-Entrance Fee . . . 
Yearly Subscription 

ASSOCIATE and FOREIGN {Entrance Fee . .. 
MEMBERSHIP Yearly Subscription 

1 Guinea. 
3 Guineas. 
1 Guinea. 
2 Guineas. 
1 Guinea. 
1 Guinea. 

Where more than one member of a family becomes a member the entrance 
fee for the second member is relaxed, and for such member the Town yearly 
subscription is fixed at 2 guineas and the Country at It guineas. 

Members may join at any time of the year by payment of current quarter's 
fee and entrance fee. 

WHY THE BRITISH COLLEGE MERITS YOUR SUPPORT AS A 
MEMBER. 

BECAUSE it is the only place in Britain where the ordinary member can carry 
out varied experiments under good conditions, and can consider ;;ind 
compare them with the experiences of others. 

BECAUSE it provides classes for wise instruction in psychic development, and 
possesses a large and up-to-date loan Library. 

BECAUSE without such a centre and its due support the subject will suffer 
under the over critical and unduly limited methods of one body, or lose 
in the general mass of unrecorded matter of other Societies that sane and 
careful attention which the College embodies in records published in its 
valuable Journal. 

OTHER GREAT SCIENCES which do not mean so much to human life as 
Psychic Science have ample means provided by interested students. 

Give the College steady support by Town, Country or Associate Membership, 
so that the work can go forward unimpeded. 
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Proprietor Sir ARTHUR CONi\N DOYLE . 
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second-hand books on the subject. 
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Circulating Library 2/6 per month; bookB sent by post 
at small extra expense. 

Museum of Psychic Objects of great interest. Entrance 1/-

Priced Catalogues of new books sent on application. 
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